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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking 
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease. 
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.
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COLLECTIBLE
FOR THE UNSTOPPABLE

HUMAN.

TS T-ShirCa Available with TS insignia or T3 insignia with 
Terminator silhouette. Washable. SO/SO cotton/polyester. 
Sizes; S. M, L, XL [adult sires}. J^-fca; &1S.BB 
add ®4. SO postage and ̂ handling.

Emblam Embroidered TS emblem. 
.- S3. S9 add ff 1. SO postage

d hendlinfj.

fan and Ponca Sot Silver with TS logo on dtp. 
Prica: SB. BS add 3>3, SO postage and handling.

 IB of. Mug Mirror finished 
lustarwere with satin-etche 
insignia. Prica; SB.BS edd 
9>4. DO postage and handling.

Buttons Collector's button"A" with 
Te logo or button "B" with TS logo 
arid Terminator silhouetee. 
PTKB: SI. SO 
add S 7. OO postage and handling.

^£31 ;.j^

m sppKque with four-color 
printing. Sizes: S.M. L.XL frico: S&4.95
add $4. SO postage and handling.

CarolCD Pictures !

Created from our 
collectible movie cards.

SB. BS add $S. SO 
postage and hand/ing.

L
Action fUtotoa Sat includes 3 action photos 
{Linda Hamilton. Arnold Scfitvarzenegger and 
Endoskeleton). Prica: SB.BS 
add £3. SO postage and handling.

Cap Cotton twill cap with mash back end amomidered 
T3 emblem. One Size fits all. Prica: 57.BS 
add S3. SO postage and handling.

You loved the movie. Now order the 
MasterCard®/Visa® only- no COD 

Offer good through December 31,19 
the following infarmetian: ttern #, Qua 

check or money order made payable

IIXITRriDlJCIIVfi OFFICB

Join the war against the mfivhinaa! Ploy the Termini):'
and face the Terminator."" Qualify to win a Tr? Midway <vn

minute. For complete rules end regulations, writ--  

Tyvafc JadiBt TS insignia and Terminator silhouette. 
Sizes: S/M. L/XL. XXL [unisex adult sizesj.

*: 834. SB add $5.OO postage end handling.

•Merchandise may vary from what is shouun.

andise. Call 1-SOO-544-T5S1.
O. Allow S-8 weeks for delivery.
licable. To mail in your order, send 
j and Postage S. Handling with a 
265-P. Church Hill. MD 21B9O.

ve Mankind" Oe/ t-9OO-37O-TSTS
first minute.$1 tZS eacfi additional 

'. FOR Station. NY. NY 1OOSS. /

. (U.S. S. Canada); Ca 
Produced and dist/-j4

,BT Countries). All Rights Reserved.
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When you're seventy-five feet 
underwater in the freezing 
North Sea, it can he tough 

going trying to liberate five hostages 
held by a ruthless captor in a 
submerged diving bell, especially 
when your oxygen gauge tells you 
you're running on fumes. But when 
the hostages are your compadres, your 
brothers-in-arms, your coworkers, you 
do it. That's what 1 had to keep 
telling myself last week when the 
National Lampoon Editorial Action 
Staff found itself in another tight spot. 

It had all started routinely enough  
take the magazine jet, the Sonic JV, to 
Aberdeen, Scotland, then shuttle out 
some 1 50 miles in a charter boat to 
the wreckage site of a nineteenth- 
century steamer. Then we'd use our 
deep-sea submersible, Ragged Claws, 
to retrieve the 150 or so cases of 
priceless Glen Moray Scotch whiskey 
that had gone down with the ship. 
"Should be perfect by now," noted 
resident mixologist and muscleman 
Chris Marcil.

"It's an in-and-out mission, gang," 
rasped our steel-eyed leader, editor in 
chief George Barkin, "and we got no 
time to waste looking for pearls and

a m o n

STAFF EDITORIAL
ingots and such we still got an issue 
to put out."

"I'd give the mission a danger 
factor of 9.243. But figure in the 
reward and I'd say it's well worth the 
risk," piped up misfit computer whiz 
Larry Doyle.

So it was decided: Barkin, Marcil, 
and Doyle, along with hoy genius 
weapons expert Danny O'Keefe and 
smooth-talking ladies' man Sam 
Johnson, would venture out from the 
Ragged Claws in search of the missing 
Scotch, while Debra Rabas, the 
plucky assistant editor with advanced 
degrees in oceanography and dance, 
and I, lusty daredevil/intellectual and 
managing editor Diane Giddis, would 
stay with the craft and take photographs 
for a National Lampoon coffee-table 
book to be published later this year.

Everything went smooth as silk- 
&

chat is, until the boys didn't return.
"Diane, come quickly," called out 

Debra from the topside observation 
bubble. 1 assumed she had spotted an 
interesting fish. What i saw made rne 
wish to God it had only been that. 
Instead, a thin cloud of blue fluores 
cent ink was trickling from the hull of 
the sunken steamer it was the 
Action Staff warning signal!

"Swing her about," 1 commanded. 
"Let's go in for a closer look." Dcbra 
brought the RC around to the hull's 
port side, and we edged ever closer. 
"Hold it!" I cried. Through the murk, 
1 could just make out fifteen or twenty 
slippery figures in hlue-and-gold wet 
suits escorting five other divers 
toward a large diving bell.

"Sonofabitch!" Debra cried. "It's 
those bastards from Esquire they got 
our boys! Pardon my grammar."

"Pardoned," I said. "Now help me 
suit up." Fifteen minutes later, J was 
swimming in cold dark water, headed 
for certain clanger and possible death.

[ cautiously swam to the diving bell 
and listened, the conductive powers of 
water making the conversation seem as

;if it were taking place two feet away. 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 69
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THE WORLD'S FIRST 
CELEBRITY IMITATIONAL

GOLF TOURNAMENT!
Master impressionist Rich Little guides you through 18 hole 
of laughter as you join "Johnny Carson!' "John Wayne" "Arhj 
Schwartzenegger" "Danny DeVlto" and 18 more celebrities fn 
this all new, all delightful comedy home video. _

You'll laugh as you learn how to: 1
• Lie with "Tricky Dick Nixon" g—* 

Cheat with "Rodney Dangerfield" ; 
Steal with "Jack Benny"

• Forget your score with "Ronald Reagan"

And howl along with the likes of:

If.

"Jack Nicholson" 
"Henry Fonda" 

J^Robin Leach" 
ck Lemmon" 
liter Matthau" 

"John Wayne" 
Groucho Marx" 
"Kirk Douglas"

"Gerald Ford" 
'George Burn^' 

"Jimmy Stewart" 
"Jackie Gleason' 

"Art Carney" 
"W.C. Fields?';' 

'Lancaster

'iff'

NLY

der now 
fcalling
453

0.1991 J2 Communications

Yes! I want to learn to cheat from the pros...
Please send me Rich Little's Little Scams On Golf 
for only $14.95 plus $4.00 for shipping and handling 
(CA residents add $1.05 sales tax.) 
Please send check or money order (payable to J2 
Communications) along with this coupon to:

Little Scarns On Golf
P.O. Box 7169
Burbank, CA 91505 or call toll free
1 (800) 453-8800

Mastercard # 
Visa #^

Expiration Date 
.Expiration Date

Address
State Zip Code.

Videos available in VHS only. Check/money order must be drawn on a U.S. Bank in 
U.S. funds. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
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Sirs: 
Recently I found out that my best

friend has been fucking my wife.
While I'm glad that my best friend is
getting laid, I'm kind of upset because
it's my wife.

A Real Buddy 
Hoboken, NJ.

Sirs:
James Oliver Huberty killed twenty 

people in a California McDonald's in 
1984. Has that number been sub 
tracted from the total number of 
billions served?

A Statistics Freak 
Keeping track

Sirs:
While leafing through your last 

issue 1 became aware of what I at first 
assumed was a design flaw  a mottling 
of deep-red ink on the outer edge of 
each left-hand page. 1 quickly 
deduced that this was actually fresh 
blood, and that it was my own. You 
see, in turning each page I was allow 
ing my hand to slide slowly down the 
edge rather than securing the page in 
a stationary grip (at the upper corner, 
for instance) before completing the 
motion. By the time I realized what 
was happening, 1 had sustained as 
many as seventy paper cuts, several 
to the bone.

1 am not blameless in the matter. I 
have already mentioned the flaw in my 
page-turning method, and no doubt 
the hundreds of washings 1 give my 
hands daily (a necessity in today's 
toxin-coated environment) have 
weakened the tissue. Nonetheless, 
please direct your readership's atten

tion to this potential hazard. 
And keep up the good work.

Ralph Nader 
Washington, DC.

Sirs:
I've got a few comments I'd like to 

make.
1) The drought in California is seri 

ous stuff! We back East ought to count 
our blessings.

2) If I evet catch my wife douching 
with vinegar, there'll be hell to pay. 
Use fruit juice or something, but I'm 
not going to marinate in there like 
some horsd'oeuvre.

3) The new Slayer record really 
sucks. Who signed these guys?

4) Scandinavians are so friendly   
we could learn something from them. 
This doesn't mean socialism necessar 
ily, but my mind is open.

I know you do humor mostly, but 
1 figured you New York hotshots all 
know each other, so you'll 6nd the 
right people to pass these along to. 
I appreciate the help.

R. Donny Whitaker 
Two Cents, Ga.

Sirs:
This is ridiculous. Do you realize 

how many clouds we've got piled up 
over here? Unless we hear from you 
otherwise, we are going to start ship 
ping these back west.

Cloud Warehouse 
All the way at the east side of the sky

Sirs:
This is going to be the best quarter 

ever!
Tiny Tim Cratchit 

AU grown up and working for big oil

Sirs:
When are you going to start print 

ing your magazine in large type? Don't 
you think we have a right to laugh like 
everyone else? We're not going to live 
forever. I guess you don't really care. 
Well, we fought and struggled for you 
and you have nothing to give us in 
return. I guess that's the way things 
are. This is the worst day of our lives.

Your Blind, Dying,
and Disabled Grandparents

On our deathbeds, U.S.A.

Sirs:
I was just accepted into Harvard 

and my goal is to become a doctor- 
one who will help poor people and 
underprivileged children in Third

World nations. But, goddamn it, 
my family wants me to be a comedy 
writer. I keep telling them I'm not 
funny, but they say I can make more 
money. Could you put my name on 
your masthead while 1 secretly go to 
medical school?

Laurence E. Doyle 
Cambridge, Mass.

Sirs:
We are trying to raise support for a 

monument dedicated to the memory 
of the Berlin Wall, to be built on the 
site where the infamous wall once 
stood. When completed, the monu 
ment will be a sixtecn-foot-high, two- 
foot-thick granite structure running 
twenty-six miles through the middle 
of Berlin. If any of your readers can 
help, please have them contact us, 
care of this magazine.

Gustav Dannomann
Berlin Wall Foundation

Bigol' Germany

Sirs:
Hmzzh... Wha? Huh ? Yeah? Umm 

... yeah, yeah, whatever.
Suicide Hotline Operator 

Dozing off

Sirs:
Lips tight, eyes averted, arms 

folded  my pose masks my inner self. 
How sad it is that you look, but do not 
see the real me.

Rugby Shirt Model
J. Crete summer catalog

Page?

Sirs:
Every day I feel closer. Every day 

you get hotter. You cannot escape me. 
The Relentless, 

Burning, Blistering Sun

THE MOVIE THAT ANSWERS THE QUESTION; 
WHO ARE THESE GUYS?

COMING THIS SUMMER!

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Embossed Metal Signs
R. Crumb, Betty Boop, Baseball Greats, 
Vintage Advertising and many more!

o
Betty Boop 
No Smoking
Leslie Cabarga art. 
Beautiful full color. 
crimped edges. 
14 1/4" X81/2" 
$20.00

Mr. Natural
Does the

Dishes
R. Crumb's famous
guru makes doing

dishes a zen
exercise. Should

hang in every
kitchen. Crimped

edges, holes in
corners for ease in

hanging.
9" x 12" .....

$18.00

Betty Boop's Love Meter
Tost the level of your ardour for only 
10e! Exquisite color, crimped edges, 
with corner holes for easy hanging. 
12" x 16" ...$20.00

O 
Fight the Big Oil Companies
R. Crumb art; Snarf comic book cover. 

Full color, crimped edges, corner 
holes. 

9" x 12" .... $18.00

Many more signs, comics, books, t-shirts and other nifty items in our catalog available FREE with all orders.

Babe Ruth/Old Gold G
Full cuioi. etifiy Jus aa • rjoi a cough in carload!" 
Crimped edges and corner holes. 
12" x 16" ...... $20.00

HARVESTER AA • 155 Avenue of the Americas • New York, NY 10013 

Please send the following metal signs: NL89

Please add $3.75 
postage per order.

G Mr. Natural Does The Dishes $18.00
G Fight the Big Oil Companies $18.00
G Babe Ruth//Old Gold $20.00
G Betty Boop's Love Meter $20.00 G Betty Boop No Smoking $20.00

Add S3.75 postage per order. All checks in U.S. dollars. New York state 
residents add 8 1/4 per cent sales tax.

Name:

Address:. 

City:__ State: Zip:
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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# 659
* PLEASE

DoN'r 
HURT 'EM.' "

©mi RON HAU&E

FIST ,V>OP1F1E"P TO 
RESEMBLE BLACK POVJER 

SALUTE AFTER 
OLYMPICS

BLOOP 5AMPL.E 
TAKEM FR0M MAMMERHEAP 
MATCHES RARE BLOOD TYPE 

OF BOB ' S HOGAN" CPANE

HAfA/AER IDENTIFIED 
/\S JACK 

IN

PEEUN6- BACK LABEL 
ReVEALS OR| 6 (NAL Lo&o
OF BEATLES

INFANTS WITH
MALLETS

ARMANO HAMPER FoRCED 
To ApfAiT IWTE.R.E&T IN 

COMPANX WH&N HI? cotLE&£

MAM VJITH THE 
6-oUPEN ARM"

BAKIW&
US6P AS SLAN&- 

HEROIN IN U.K.

NAZI ARMBAMp
REMOVED FROM

DRAVJIN6 TW
BEFORE HITLER. 
INVADES POLAND

KNOWN USE 
OF ARMPIT AS 

CORPORATE 
FOR KtTcHe

LOGO yJipEL-V FRESHENE P, 
iEUlEVEp To 8E 
INSPIRATION FoP,

RALLY
IF L HAD 

A HAMMER"

THE CURRENT CINEMA:
Snit or Garbage

Billy BatKgate ................ Garbage
Terminator 2: Judgment Day ..... Garbage
Point Break ................. Garbage
Other People's Money .......... Garbage
The Rocketeer ............... Garbage
Warsnawsui ................. Garbage
10) Dalmatians ................. Sbit
Boyz n the Hood .............. Garbage
Regarding Henry .............. Oarbage

National Lampoon Recommends
&t'i OfiiitijOttatfd -Qtude. to the (Bent in StylUk JZi&ii'ig.
A Fine Meal — £n^'ay. a tight, uumHwy. dinner and watch the 
ntn <jo down /row the dvek 0<f an tteqant etstatieant. fiali tfOui' local 
itftosjMtpee to see i/i/fltt can do thi.\ in I/OHI' area.

GOOu DOOKS — til tht'illiittf pm/p-iiii'iier tliat aht> <W/.i ut iOtne- 
thin// a/wiit (Wnelues, fMtftfOne hui hii own fuoGt'itt, c$*k aeoiind.

— Sftlee. ttft ijaue sf-£ life with htxtifif.. 3J your aeta ha.\ a 
, iftitt eon probably, find ftea^le lotta ai'f interested in *e£.

BUSMEN OF THE 
KALAHARI

Black sky flanks gray sand 
like the sated lion with his 
sleeping mate, motionless, 
pacified, quiescent. Not for 
another hour will the first 
sliver of the defiant sun rend 
asunder the pox nocfurna, 
and yet already the men stir, 
they rise, they crouch over 
tentative fires coaxed like 
reluctant newborn chicks 
from the wisps of kindling on 
the barren ground. The dis 
tant cry of the hyena is heard 
and then heard no more, but

they pay no heed. They are 
listening to something else: a 
soft, insistent sound murmur 
ing ihat the night is over — 
and, yes, day will follow. 
They have gathered now in a 
semicircle, eves glittering, 
senses on edge, and their 
vigilance does not go unre 
warded. Soon the dripping 
ceases. Each man reverently 
fills his own hollowed gourd 
and then reaches for the 
Sweet 'n Low. Morning has 
begun for the Busmen of the 
Kalahari.

They are, without question, 
the most primitive com

muters on earth. No one has 
penetrated the mystery of 
when or why the Busmen 
gave up a simple pastoral 
existence for a mode of life 
requiring an arduous trek 
each day in a cramped and 
noxious caravan. The Bus 
men's routine is simple 
enough to describe—waken 
before dawn, board bus, 
deboard bus an hour later, 
forage, reboard bus, re- 
deboard bus an hour later, 
pack up carnp, move on to 
new area, make camp, put 
coffeemaker on automatic. 
.. .The question is, why

would a nomadic band feel 
the need to commute in the 
first place? Better schools? 
Less crime? Possibly, but 
much remains unclear. Per 
haps, however, their vanish 
ing, ancient mode of life 
might provide the key to 
understanding ourselves — 
understanding the roots of 
our own apparently unshak 
able need for interminable, 
semi-daily travel.

Ask a Busman himself why 
he commutes, and you will 
get a response that is not so 
much an answer as a plain 
tive question. "Why does the
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The Doors—Onginal 
Soundtrack (Etekua)

417-915

George Strait—Chill Of
An Early Fall (MCA)

417-634
Another Bad Creation— 
Coolm' At The Playground 
Ya1 Know' (Molowri)

419-903
Digital Underground— 
This Is An EP Release 
(Tommy Boy) 419-101 
Billy Squier—Creatures 
Of Habit (Capitol) 410-822 
Lenny Kravitz—Mama 
Said (Virgin] 416-814 
Enuff Z 1 Nuff—Strength 
(Atco) 410-806 
John Scofi eld—Meant To 
Be (Biuo Mole) 410-749 
Vince Gill—PocKel Full Of 
GoldiMCA) 118-459 
Steelheart (MCA) 418-095
Jullo Igleslas—Slarry 
Night (Columbia) 411-173
Paul Simon—The Rhythm 
Ot The Saints
{Warner Bros) 412-609
Bultetboys—ReaKsiiow
(Warner Bros) 417-972
Escape Club—Dollars 
And Sex (Allantic) 417-964 
The 0'Jays—Emotionally 
Yours(r.MI) 417-709 
Earl Klugh—Midnight In 
San Juan (Warner Bros!

416-776
George Howard—Love 
And Undersl a riding (GUP)

416-644
Maily Stuart—Templed 
(MCA) 416-305 
Luther Van dross—Power 
Of Love (Epic) 418-848 
David Lee Roth—A Little 
Ain't Enough 
(Warner Bros) 416-610

Great White—Hooked 
(Capitol) 416-784

Johnny Gill (Motown)
406-991

Ye I low jackets- 
Greenhouse (GRP)416-198 
Roger McGuinn—BacK
From Rio (Arista) 416-149
The Chick Corea 
Akoustlc Band—Alive 
(GRP) 416-OQ1
Cellne Dion—Unison 
(Epic) 415-430
Ralph Treavant (MCA)

415-547
Engelbert Humperdinck 
—Love Is The Reason 
(CriliquG) 415-141 
London Seal—In The 
Blood (Radioac live/MCA) 

419-150

Wynton Marsalis—
Intimacy Calling- 
Standard Time. Vol.2 
(Columbia) 417-675 
Dtane Schuur—Pure 
SchuuMQHP) 415-331 
The Rembrandts (Aim)

417-378
Dwlght Yoakam—If There 
Was A Way (Reprise)

414-243 
Joe Sample—Ashes To
Ashes (Warner Bios )

414-151
Leveri—Rope A Dope 
Style (Allantic) 413-575

Michael Bolton—Time. 
Love & Tenderness
(Coliinibin) 415-711

Gerald Albrighl—Dream 
Come True (Atlantic)

414-003
Teddy Pendergrass—
Truly Blessed (riokira)

413-518
Randy Travis—Heroes 
And Friends (Warner Bros.) 

413-328 
Take 6—So Much 2 Say
(Reprise) 413-310
Deee-Llte—Woiid Clique
(Eleklra) 412-742 
George Benson—Big
Boss Band Featuring The 
Count Basis Orchestra
(Warnei Bros ) 412-478
Dolly Par Ion—Eagle 
When She Flies 
(Columbia] 412-171 
Megadeth—Rust In Peace 
(Capilol) 412-148 
Bobby McFerrin— 
Medicine Music (EMI)

412-064
Gerald Alston—Open 
Invitation (Motown)412-023 
Reba Me En tire—Rumor 
Has 11 (MCA) 411-538 
Toto—Past To Present 
1977-1990 (Columbia)

411-371
L.L. Cool J—Mama Said 
Knock You Oul (Columbia)

411-165
Susanna Holts—When 
You're A Boy (Columbia)

411-140
Carly Simon—Have You 
Seen Me Lately'' (Ansia)

411-066
Grateful Dead—Witnoul A 
Net (Anslaj

410-365/390-369 
George Thorn good And 
The Deslroyers—Boogie 
People (EMI) 418-061
The S imps on s Sing The 
Blues (Ge(fen) 413-971

Marian Carey (Columbia) 
407-510

Vanilla Ice—To The
Extreme (SBK) 413-203

Living Colour—Time's Up 
(Epic) 410-357

TriKter (Mechanic) 410-266 
Alexander O'Neal—All 
True Man [Win) 409-169

The Essential Litlle 
Richard (Specially)

414-854
Jlml Hendrix—Radio One 
(Rykotlisc) 412-379
The Rascals' Greatest
Hits—Trme Peace 
(ABanlic) 411-332 
Hollies—Epic Anthology 
(Epic) 409-730 
The Monkees—Greatest
Hils(Ansla) 408-203 
Heart—Dreamboal Annie 
(Capitol) 405-936 
Crosby, Stills, Nash And 
Young—Deja Vu (Allanlic) 

404-202
Alice Cooper—School's
Out (Warner Bros ) 402-644
Grateful Dead—Skeletons 
From The Closei
(Wiirner Bios ) 378-406
Hoy Orbison—The All- 
Time Hits, Vols. 1 8 2 
(Columbia Special Prod)

377-945
The Who—Who's Better, 
Who's Besi (MCA) 376-657 
The Veiy Best Ol The 
Everly Brothers 
(Warnei Bros) 372-912 
Stepper) wo 11—16 Greal- 
eslHits(MCA) 372-4.25
The Doors (Elekira)

369-991
The Turtles—20 Greatest 
Hits (Rhino) 369-090 
Best of Ritchie Valens 
(Rhino) 369-082 
Dion and The Belmonts
—Their Best (l.aune)

369-074
Marvln Gaye—Greatest 
Hits(MolOwn) 367-565
The Beach Boys—Pel 
Sounds (Capitol) 367-193 
Jethro lull—Thick As A 
Brick (Chrysalis) 367-136 
The Drifters—Golden Hits 
(Allanlic) 365-841 
Traffic—John Barleycorn 
Must Die (Island) 364-935 
Van Morris on—Saint 
Dominic's Preview 
(Warner Bros) 364-927 
Yea—Fragile (Allanlie)

35)-957
Aretha Franklin—30 
Greatest Hits (Allanlic)

350-793/390-799 
Rolling Stones—Exile On 
Main Street (Rolling 
SloncsRec) 350-652 
The Mamas & The Papas
—16 Ol Their Greaiesl Hits 
(MCA) 348-G23 
Tanita Tikararn— 
Everybody's Angel 
(Hepnse) 418-004

PLUS A CHANCE TO GET 
ONE MORE CD—FREE!

See details below.

Pat Benatar—True Love 
(Chrysalis) 418-624 
Buddy Holly—From The 
Ong. Master Tapes (MCA]

348-110
The Beach Boys—Made 
In US.A. (Capitol) 346-445 
Chuck Berry—The Great 
Twenty-Eight (ClieKS)

343-657
The Byrds—Greatest Hits 
(Columliia) 342-501 
Bad Company-10 From 6 
(Allanlic) 341-313 
A Decade O) Steely Dan 
(MCA) 341-073 
Bodeans—Black And 
White incivisn/SlasJi)

417-949
Smokey Robinson S The 
Miracles—Anthology 
(Molown) 336-057/396-051 
Elton John—Greatest Hits 
Volume II (MCA) 319-558 
Elton John—Greatest Hits 
(MCA) 319-541 
Eagles—Grealest Hils Vol.
IKteyhim) 317-768 
Creedence Clear water 
Revival—20 Greatest Hils 
(Faniasy) 308-049 
Lynyrd Skynyrd Band- 
Gold & Platinum (MCA)

307-447/397-449 
Electric Light Orchestra
—GreateslHits(Jel)

300-095
The Doors—Morn son 
Hotel (Elektra) 292-615 
James Tay lor—Sweet 
Baby James (Warner Bros) 

292-264
Jackson Brown e—The 
Pretender (Asylum)

292-243
Best Of Carly Simon 
(Eleklia) 291-856 
Jlmi Hendrix Experience
—Smash Hils (Reprise)

291-641 
Emerson, Lake & Palmer
—Brain Salad Surgery 
(Allanlic) 291-526 
Led Zeppelin IV (Allanlie)

291-435
Best Of The Doobie Bros. 
(Warner Bros ) 291-278 
The Steve Miller Band- 
Greatest Hits 1974-1978 
(Capita!) 290-171
Eagles—Greatest Hits 
1971-1975 (Asylum)

287-003
Fleet wood Mac- 
Rumours (Warner Bros)

286-914
Linda Ronstadt— 
Greaiest Hits (Asylum)

286-740
The Best Of ZZ Top 
(Warnei Bros) 279-620 
Meat Loaf—Bat Out Ol 
Hell (Epic) 279-133 
Steely Dan—Aja(MCA)

277-954 
Boston/Epic] 269-209

Joni Mitchell—Nigh! Ride 
Home (G ell en) 416-677

Peter Gabriel—Shaking 
The Tree-16 Golden 
Greats (Gelton} 415-968
Chicago—Greales! Hits 
(Ccikimliiii) 260-630 
Bruce Springsteen—
Bom To Hun (Columbia)

257-279
Billy Joel—Piano Man 
(Columbia) 239-863 
Simon & Garfunkel— 
Grealesl Hils (Columbia)

219-477
Joni Mitchell—Ladies Ot 
The Canyon (Reprise)

169-688

Madonna—Immaculate 
Collection |Gieatest Hits)
(W:irncr Bros /Sire) 414-557
Bob Dylan—Greatest Hits 
(Columbia) 138-586 
Anita Baker—Composi- 
lions(Elcklra) 408-989 
Poison—Flesh & Blood 
(Capitol/Enigma) 408-963 
ZZ Top—Recycler 
(Warner Bros) 418-491 
Keith Sweat—I'll Give All 
My Love To You (Eloklra)

407-791
Alan Jackson—Here In 
The Real World (Arista)

406-785
Winger—In The Hean Of 
The Young (Allantic)

406-678
Harry Connick, Jr.—We 
Are In Love (Columbia)

406-645 
Damn Yankees 
(Warner Bras) 405-886 
Lisa Stansfleld—Affection 
(Arista) 404-905 
Slaughter—Stick It To Ya 
(Chrysalis) 404-830 
Alannah Myles (Atlantic)

404-475
M.C. Hammer—Please 
Hammer. Don't Hurt 'Em 
(CapHOl) 403-477 
Eddie Money—Greatest 
Hits Sound Of Money 
(Columbia) 403-428 
Basia—London Warsaw 
New YorK (Epic) 401-752 
Hush—Presto (Ail an lie)

401-695
Dionne Warwick- 
Greatest Hits (1979-1990) 
(Arisla) 401-679 
Pat Benatar—Best Shots 
(Chrysalis) 401-646 
Kenny G—Live (Arista)

401-505
E P M D—Business As 
Usual (Del Jam/Columbia)

415-299

Guy— ..The Future (MCA) 
413-963

Bar bra Streisand—A 
Collection: Greatesi Hils 
And More (Columbia]

401-141
Robert Palmer- 
Addictions, Volume One 
(Island) 400-937 
Paul Simon—Negotia 
tions And Love Songs 
1971-1986(Warner Bros)

400-721
Best Ol Luther Vandross 
—The Best Of Love (Epic)

400-473/390-476 
Linda Ronstadt—Cry Like 
A Rainstorm. Howl Like 
The Wind (Eloktra) 389-874

Quincy Jones—Back On 
The Block (Owesl Warner 
Bros.) 389-577 
Aeroamith—Pump 
(Geflen) 388-009 
Motley Crue—Dr. Feel 
good (Eleklia) 387-944 
Billy Joel—Storm Front 
(Columbia) 387-902 
Rolling Stones—Steel 
Wheels 
(Rolling Stones, Rec)

387-736
Failh No More—The Real 
Thing (Reprise/Slash)

387-399
Billy Idol—Charmed Life 
(Chrysalis) 386-789
Don Henley—The End Of 
The Innocence (Geflen)

383-802
Bonnie Raltt— Nick Of 
Time (Capilol) 381-087

The Cull—Sonic Temple 
(SitefRepfise) 381-798

Chris Isaak—Hearl 
Shaped World (Reprise)

386-144

Freddie Jackson—Do Me 
Again (Capitol) 413-542
Jeffrey Oaborne—Only 
Human(Ansla) 411-637
Fleetwood Mac- 
Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros) 375-782

Dire Straits—Money For
Nothing (Warner Bros)

375-055
Paula AbduI—Forever 
Your Girl (Virgin) 374-637 
U2—Ratlle And Hum 
(Island) 374-017
The Traveling Wilburys— 
Vol.3(Warner Bros/ 
Wilbury) 413-872
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R.E.M.—OulOfTime 
(Warner Bros) 417-903

Gloria Estelan—Inlo The 
Light (Epic) 415-943

Whltney Houston—I'm
Your Baby Tonight (Arista) 

41V710

C & C Music Factory— 
Gonna Make You Sweat 
(Columbia) 416-933

Rolling Stones—
Flashpoint (Rolling Slones 
Rec.) 418-715

David Bowle— » 
Changesbowie (Greatesl 
Hits) (Rykodisc] 412-247 
HEO Speed wag on—
Greatesl Hits (Epic]

367-672
Bell Biv Devoe—Poison 
(MCA| 406-819 
Pretenders—The Singles 
(&re) 362-541 
Bruce Sptingsteen— 
Tunnel Of Love (Columbia) 

360-115
Guns M' Roses—Appetile 
Foi Desiruclion (Gelten)

359-984
Paul Simon—Grace (and 
(Warnei Bros.) 345-751 
INXS-"X" (Atlantic)

412-106

Betle M idler—Some 
People's Lives (Atlantic)

411-934
The Cars—Greatest Hi is 
(Eteklfa) 339-903 
Billy Joel—Greatesl Hits 
Vols. 1 8 2 (Columbia)

336-396/396-390 
ZZ Top—Eliminator 
(Warner Hios ] 319-624 
Foreigner—Records 
(AtlariMC) 318-055 
Dan Fog el berg—Greatest 
Hits (Full Moon/Epic)

317-149
Neil Diamond—12 
Greatest Hits. Vol. II 
(Columbia) 314-443 
Garth Brooks—No 
Fences (Capitol) 411-5B7

Warrant—Cherry Pie 
(Columbia) 411-389
Afire-smith—Greatesl Hits 
(Columbia) 308-225 
A Oder son, Bruford, 
Wakeman. Howe (Arista)

384-115
Paul McCartney— 
Tripping The Live 
Fantastic-High lights 
(CapilOl) 417-477 
INXS—Kick (Allanlic)

361-519
U2—The Joshua Tree 
(Island} 354-449
Best Of J. Geils Band- 
Flashback (EMI) 339-424 
The Vaughan Brothers—
Family Slyle
(Epic'Associated) 411-306

On The Cutting Edge H
Dinosaur Jr.— Green Mind
(Sire/Warner Bros j 419'853
Eleventh Dream Day—
L ved To Tell (Atlantic)

419-564
The Fixx— Ink
(Imp act' MCA) 41 8 '202
Drlvin' N' Cryin'— Fly Me
Courageous ( Island!

418-160 
Jellyfish— Bel lybul ton 
(Charisma) 420-455
Jesus Jones— Doubt
(SBK) 417-691
Dlvlnyls (Virgin) 417-519

George Michael— Listen
Wilhoul Prejudice, Vol. 1
(Columhia) 411-181 
Green peace: Rainbow
Warriors (Gc;tlen)

406-603/396-606
Nelson— Alter The Ram
(DGC) 411-009

Selections with Iwo number

COLUMBfA HOUSE,

Morrissey — Kill Uncle
(Sire/Reprise) 416-750
The Godfathers— Unreal
World (Epic) 416-602
Happy Mondays — Pills,
Thrills S Bellyaches
(Elcklra) 414-326
The Cure— Mixed Up
(Elcktra) 413-492
The Replacements— All 
Shook Down (Si iQl Reprise) 

412-668
Elvis Costello— Girls Girls
Girls (Columbia)

412-619/392-613

AC/DC— The Razor's
Edge(Aico) 410-662
Tommy James & The 
Shondells— Anthology
[Rhino) 405-746

Wilson Phillips (SBK)
406-793

5 count as Iwo selections-mile e

Iggy Pop— Brick By Brick I^^H
(Vugiri) 409-854
Concrete Blonde—
Bloodlelling(lRS)

409-706
Sonic Youth— GOO (DGC)

40B-294
Jane's Addiction— Ritual
De Lo Habitual
(Wanser Bros j 407-096 
Depeche Mode— Violator 
(Sire/Repnsej 405-423
Sinead O' Connor— 1 Do
Not Want What 1 Haven'1
Got (Chrysalis) 405-00!

Journey— Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 375-279
Duran Du ran  Decade 
(Capitol) 401-869
Lover boy— Big Ones
(Columbia] 401-661
Best Of The Doors
(Elehtra) 357-616/397-612

ch number In a separate box.

1400 N. Fruif ridge Ave. 340/F9I

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR 10-
• Just mail the coupon together with check or money order for $1.86 (that's Iffi 
for your first 8 CDs, plus $1.85 for shipping and handling).
• You agree to buy just six more selections in the nexl three years, at regular 
Club prices {currently $12.98 to $15.98, plus shipping and handling)—and you 
may cancel membership at any time after doing so.
• Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13 limes a year), 
describing the Regular Selection for your listening interest, plus hundreds of 
alternates. And Special Selection mailings up to six times a year (lolal of up to 
19 buying opporlunities).
• Buy only what you want? If you want the Regular or Special Selection, do 
nothing—it will be sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or 
none at all, just mail the response card always provided by the date specified.
• You always have 10 days to decide; it not, you may return the Selection at 
our expense.
• Half-Price Bonus Plan. If you continue your membership after fulfilling your 
obligation, you'll be eligible for our money-saving bonus plan. It lets you buy one 
CD at half-price for each CD you buy at regular Club price.
• 10-Day Risk-Free Trial. We'll send details of the Club's operation with your 
introductory package. If not satisfied, return everything within 10 days for a full 
refund and no further obligation.
• Extra Bonus Offer: you may take one additional CD right now at the super- 
low price of only $6.95—and you are then entitled to take an extra CD as a 
bonus FREE! And you'll receive your discounted CD and your bonus CD with 
your 8 introductory selections—a total of 10 CDs in all!

COLUMBIA HOUSE: Terre Haute, EV 47811

P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this advertisement. 
Send me the 8 Compact pises listed here I am enclosing check or money order for SI 86 
(that's I c (or (he 8 CDs indicated, plus Si .85 for shipping and handling!. I agree to buy 
six more selections ot regular Club prices in (he coming three years—and may cancel rny 
membership ot any lime ofler doing so.

My main musical interest is (chock one): [Bul I may always choose from any category!

i 1 Hard Rock 1 Soft Rock
Acrosmith George Michael
David Lee Rolh Michael Ballon

. R&B/Saul 2 Dance Pop
Freddie .faction, ledinalroitK, 
Cay Ste"'e 6

.1 Mr.
[J Mrs.
'Miss Prinl first Nomn Initial

Address

Citv

State

Do you have a VCR? (041 ! 7, Ye 
Do you hove a credil card? (03)

Alaiha, Hawaii. Puerto Rico; write for <t

. Modern Rock I Light Sounds Heavy Metal
The Cure. Corly Simon,
The Replacement SsHo MitSer

.Wm Priest
Worron.

: Country Easy Listening ' 1 Jazz
Randy Irovis, Hay Conniff, 
Retxi McEntire Johnny Malhis

Aqe
Las! Name

Act.

Zip

a NO
I Yes ~l No

me

I : Classica

_l Offer; also send

am enclosing on addi 
tional $6.95.

...and I'm entitled to
this extra CD FREE1

cation a toned any metribcrUiip. Tll«B off«s not available in APO. FPO
etu.li of allornoh.e offer Canadian fBlirJsnl? sorvicad (torn Toron o

9R6-8F-RN
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INTERNATIONAL 
HAND SIGNALS FOR 
COCKTAIL PARTIES
As you know, August is cocktnil-pnrty 
month. To ensure o minimum of embarrass 
ment, here are the internationally recognized 
hand signals used at cocktail parlies.

DRINK GLASS MOVED 
TO PLATE -Subject is 
boring; change topic.

TWO FINGERS PULLING 
NOSTRILS -Offending 
matter visible in your 
nose.

TWO FINGERS TO EAR- 
LOBE - You have already 
related this anecdote.

CLAMPED FIST IN 
FRONT OF MOUTH •- 
Subject of your story 
has just entered party.

PALM UP; SUBJECT 
$AYS"HEEYYY!"-$ub- 
jecl has lorgolten visitor's 
name; introduce yourself.

LICKING CREAM 
CHEESE OUT OF CEL 
ERY STALK - Subject is 
free after the party.

RATE YOURSELF...
... according to where you stand 

when you take a leak.

Jl 0

O f•*- E
B2 o o«•=

3s £

S.S.*
0 C

IA OO *• 
Q) <V

£ 0|

all
O't c 
l<-
>(V. 0
(t. 0) 0)
CTJ *; «•? o•* « o,« o a
•5 o>1< "cm
££ c ^^ w
(D 0 at 
n E'5-

BUDDHIST ;;
Can you tell the difference?

BUDDHISM HINDUISM BOTH NEITHER

Affiliation with George Harrison .......
Multicolored robes ..................
Finger cymbals ....................
Rub deity's tummy for good luck .......

... . • • .LJ. - . .

.......a....

.......a....

.......D....

.......a....

. , . .LJ. • • •

....a....

....a....

....D....

....a....

. .LJ. .

..D..

..a..

..D..

..D..

. . .LJ

...n

...n

...D

...n
Embraced by martial arts stud Steven Seagal ... ,D........Q......D.. ...D

gazelle scamper In the 
spring?" replies the elder, 
brushing a fly from his wiz 
ened tongue. "How does the 
zebra get his stripes like 
that?" For as the sun makes 
its headlong dash across the 
sky, so too do the Busmen 
rush to catch the 7-.18 ex 
press, even If it means they 
nave to stand, instead of 
waiting for the 7:30 local 
through IKdunga, as we 
Westerners might be 
tempfed to do. And as the 
vast herds of eland push and 
shove one another aside to 
get to the water hole, so the

Busmen scramble for the few 
available seals that nature 
apportions only to the fittest 
and the very, very pregnant.

In the course of seventeen 
months of study in the field, It 
became abundantly obvious 
lhat commuting is more than 
an incidental facet of the 
Busmen's lives. (Indeed, they

would hardly be called 
"Busmen" if this were the 
case.) On one occasion, a 
compelling drama unfolded 
as a small band awaited a 
bus that had apparently 
been delayed (a not unusual 
occurrence In the veldt, 
where a dry riverbed might 
become a raging torrent In 
minutes, if there were some 
way to add a great deal of 
water lo if in a very short 
time). Confronted with a 
similar situation, a European 
or American would realize 
that no action of his own 
could expedite the arrival of

the overdue vehicle; among 
the Busmen, no such separa 
tion of self and world exists. 
Members of the band could 
be observed repeatedly 
glancing at their wrists, sigh 
ing loudly, walking around in 
small circles shaking their 
heads —as if these ritual 
gestures might exert a magi 
cal influence on the missing 
bus.

For the Busmen, then, com 
muting is not a rational act, 
but rather a ritual as integral 
to their arduous desert life as 
the casually crumpled bush 
jacket is to that of he who

The Answer: You will have to delve deeper for the answer you seek, to page 65,Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Jim Lehrer's 
BLOTTER

Greenhouse Effect Weather Chatter

"me heat is.on all over 
the area--fad for the 
crops but greatio 
beach!"

Thirty straight days of
record fiighs^I'll do /

^thenupibefsMiileyou '
,1ook at&ome victejo of 

• Lake Piersoii evaporat 
ing!" ;>

-Tim Fairbanks,

"Seems like old man 
Sun's been running a 
feverthisyear!"

"Let*s look at tfiB map ( 
and—wovtldook^ like i 
an NBA score,-rfght, 
Tony?"^

, "AnOtrter great day to 
staylpside and crank '

PEtER SPACER

would study them. And yet, 
just as with the bush jacket, 
there may be a religious sig 
nificance as well. Recently 
discovered rock paintings, 
apparently dating back to an 
epoch when people painted 
on rocks, depict crude stick 
figures engaged in a group 
activity. Although some hide 
bound academicians insist 
these paintings show a lion 
hunt, it might be argued that 
these figures represent the 
Busmen's aged and infirm — 
that Ihing that looks like a 
spear could be a walker, 
and that other thing could be

one of those tripod canes — 
about to embark on a sacred 
journey to a mythical land of 
sun and water. There, Bus 
man legend relates, they will 
no longer need to ride and 
forage, instead passing their 
fina! days peacefully reflect 
ing and playing doubles. Is 
the daily bus ride, then, ritual 
preparation for a final com 
mute, one with no return 
ticket?

To the Busmen, the ques 
tion is moot. As the twentieth 
century draws to a close, 
their way of life is slowly 
dying — squeezed out by

higher fares and cutbacks in 
service. Even now only a few 
can recite the traditional 
timetables with accuracy, 
and those few are all old 
men. Many of the new gen 
eration, impatient with a 
daily trek they find increas 
ingly meaningless, are pur 
chasing condos near where 
they grub for roots and 
insects. Within a decade or 
two, the awesome sight of an 
endless column of big, grimy 
buses moving at a snail's 
pace bumper-to-bumper 
across the Kalahari may be 
only a memory —yet another

casualty of what we call 
"progress." For the desert is 
an unforgiving place. It will 
not— it cannot— be responsi 
ble for personal belongings. 

And so farewell, brave 
Busmen, victims of inevita 
ble, inexorable, exact 
change.

G/enn Eichler 
Peter Gaffney

FROM OUR ROVING 
CORRESPONDENT

For years I've listened to 
my friends whining about

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



An exclusive offer to NATIC 
All-time classic videos at a special

BUDAND10U
98 mins. 12-0045 
The funny and tragic story 
of Ihe unforgettable com 
edy team of Abbott and 
Costello, played by Haivey 
Korman and Buddy 
Hockett.

RETURN Of THE 
PINK MOTHER
113 mins- J 2-0064 
Critically acclaimed as one 
of the finest and funniest 
of the "Pink Panther" 
movies! Starring Pete; 
Sellers in his classic role n;

Clouseau.

CHAMPIONS CHAMPIONS
FOREVER
87 mins. J2-0047 
ALI, FOREMAN, fRAHER, 
HOLMES and NORTON come 
together for the firsf time 
to re-live their phenomenal 
career;! Includes incredible 
vintage fighl lotnnge.

EUONJOHN
Live in Australio 
95 mins. J2-0012 
The definitive Ellon John 
video! Features 20 of his 
greatest hits, including 
extended versions of 
"Rocket Man" and 
"Benny and the Jefs!"

SOND-OPRU6AH
40 mins. J2-0043 
A unique collection of 
the masfer story-teller's 
most humorous tales and 
amusing anecdotes! His 
Gorbochev jokes alone are 
worth the piice!

MY PERSONAL BEST
Vol. I, "Wenf with 
the Wind" J2-0016 
Vol. 2, "Little Miss 
Show Biz" J2-0015 
60 mins. each 
Carol's personal favorites 
from the clnssic CAROL 
BURNETT SHOW! Includes 
wonderful sketches with 
Sommy Dovish, Tim 
Conwoy, Harvey Korninn, 
and more!

Toll free. To order by phone, please have 
your credit card ready. Or use the coupon on 
the following page.

CALL I-O3O-44M3I3
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NAL LAMPOON readers!
price of only $19.95 per title! Or

lAUUUt:

50 mins. J2-0041 
Baseball's golden years, 
re-lived by six legendary 
announcers, including Mel 
Alien, Red Border, Jack 
Brickhouse, Jack Buck, Curt 
Gowdy and Ernie Harwell. 
Hosted by limy King, and 
loaded with rare footage!

JERRY UEUWS:

60 mins. J2-0046 
The thrilling, tragic, and 
real roller-coasler life of 
the rock and roll legend!

GAK KATUN AS 
GROUCHO
90 mins. J2-OOI1 
Starring Gobe Kaplanof 
"Welcome Back Kotter" 
in a 90-minute tiibute to 
the master of one-liners! 
Including at least 150 
laughs!

DOW ON GOUT
30 mint. J 2-0009 
The most popular original 
comedy video ever, with 
Tim Conwoy as the legend 
ary DerkOorf!
MMFANDIHE 
HRSTGMHSOF
momvus
35 mins. J2-0020 
Derk Dorf in ancient 
Greece, showing us how 
the Summer Gomes 
really began!

60 mins. J2-0044 
A wild ride with the world's 
most daring activists as 
they risk their lives lo pro- 
feet our environment!

LOUIE 1 
ANDERSON

UNJKANDB50N: 
*

At Me Am!
60 rnins. JZ-0048 
One of America's hottest 
young comedy stars in his 
laugh-packed video debut!

YES! I want my FREE video(s)! Please send me the video(s) I've marked below-far only $19.95 each! I understand that I 
am entitled to one (1) FREE video with every two (2) videos I purchase. That's up to four FREE videos!
D Eton John J2-0012 LJ Carol Burnett Vol. 1, J2-0016 D Dwf on Golf J2-0009 D Greenpeace J2-0044
D Bud 8 Lou J2-0045 LJ Carol Burnett Vol. 2, J2-0015 a Louie Anderson J2-004B D Jerry Lee Lewis 12-0046
D Stand-up Reagan J2-0043 D Champions Forever J2-0047 Q Rtn. of P. Panther J2-0064 a Dorf & Mt. Olympus J2-0020
Please include $5.00 for shipping and handling. Total Enclosed: $__________ (California residents pieose include 675% sales tax.)
Send check or money order (payable to J2 Communications) along with this coupon to: Hit list, P.O. Box 7169, Burbank, CA 91505 or charge my
MCA/ISA #__________________________ EXP / SIGNATURE __________________________

DBallTalkJ2-0041 
DGabeasGrouchaJ24011

Your Name. 
City.

Address. 
State __ Zip.

Videos available in VMS only. Check/money order must be drawn an a U.S. bunk in U.S. funds. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Allow 4-6 weehs for delivery.
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FRONTAGE

WHERE DO RACIAL AND ETHNIC STEREOTYPES COME FROM?
Nobody likes racial and ethnic stereotypes, yet everyone must admit that they 
do evolve from a kernel of truth. For those of you who wartt to know where our 
stereotypes come from, here are a few answers:

THE PUSHY JEW
Richard Schuiman 
135-25 Morrison Ave. 
Skokie, 111.

THE LAZY BLACK
Tyrone Mason 
144 Sharkey Lane 
Detroit, Midi.

THE BALL-BUSTING WOMAN
Ellen McCauley 
35 West Hope Blvd. 
New Canaan, Conn,

THE IRISH DRUNK
Brian Downey 
1887 Rush St. 
Chicago, 111.

THE MINCING HOMOSEXUAL
Bruce Sebert 
15 Bay St. 

San Francisco. Caiif.

THE IGNORANT HICK
Joe-Bob Wiggins 
RD#2 
Valdosca. Ga.

MARK HEWGARDEK

Ribald Folk Song

I
Mamma bakes de shortbread 
Dat I like to eat, 
Mamma bakes de shortbread, 
Hot shortbread.

NATLAMP's 
Familiar Quotations
This Month: Saturday-After noon 

Kung Fu Movies

"W WANNA FlffHJ? FIGffl ME!"

WUR CRANE STYLE WRY GOOD, MA FU Yl. 
8VTIJ NO MATCH FOR MY TI6fK STYLE!"

"NO FIGHTING IN MY RESTAURANT!

THIS MONTH 
IN BREAKFAST

August 21, 1968-After many sight 
gags and a lot of minor human 
tragedy, Apple Jacks' "Free Mouse 
trap" premium is discontinued.

August 14, 1975 —Having missed 
many breakfasts because of the 
pressure of the Arab oil embargo, 
President Gerald Ford is stricken by 
faintness on the steps of the Capitol 
and stumbles. The White House is 
effectively ceded to the Democrats.

August 4, 1977-The real-life Mrs. 
Butterworth resurfaces after a twenty- 
year absence. Promotional tour goes 
awry when she makes insulting 
remarks about Aunt Jemima and the 
Vermont Maid.

August 31, 1982-
General Mills intro 
duces Harnchunks, 
a "crunchy, crispy 
ham-flavored cereal 
with a touch of pine 
apple ." Despite a 
favorable reception 
from consumers, Hamchunks is 
discontinued when Warner Bros, 
threatens to sue over Hamchunks' 
mascot, "Dinky," who looks and 
sounds remarkably like Porky Pig.

August 19, 1987-Captain Bruce 
"Cap'n" Crunch dies of barnacles at 
the age of eighty-seven.

how their air-travel plans 
were thrown off when they 
gol "bumped." This had 
never happened to me, so I 
was a tad skeptical.

But jus* last month, I was 
meeting a Continental con 
necting flight in Denver. (I 
should have known better; 
Continental is apparently 
famous for this sort of thing.) 
1 was heading up the board 
ing ramp when some lard- 
ass swung the turn a little 
wide, whacked me with his 
garment bag, and sent me 
flying into the wall.

I stood there, shocked and

dazed, as my "fellow" pas 
sengers paraded by, oblivi 
ous to my plight. No bones 
were broken, thank good 
ness, but one thing was cer 
tain—there was no way I 
could get on the plane with 
the arrogant, luggage- 
wielding thug, ana I was 
grateful for the alternate 
flight and hotel room the air 
line was now legally bound 
to provide.

It's taken me several days 
here at the hotel to recuper 
ate, and I've run up quite a 
hefty room-service bill. But 
that's Continental's problem,

not mine, and I've learned a 
valuable lesson —never 
again will I laugh when 
someone tells me he was 
"bumped."

/an Maxtone-Graham

OUR COMPETITIVENESS 
AT STAKE

The Supreme Court's re 
cent decision in Michigan 
Textile Works v. Wilbury, 
which denies businesses the 
right to shoot injured or sick 
employees, will hurt Ameri 
can competitiveness, busi

ness leaders say.
"People talk productivity 

gains, but judicial activism 
and special interests keep 
us from putting it into ac 
tion," said Roy Verdile, a 
spokesperson for the Busi 
ness Forum. "An inefficient 
or unhealthy workplace 
costs every American con 
sumer. Strong management 
rights are ihe solution, but a 
better working climate 
needs to be created. It 
wouldn't surprise me if 
Michigan Textile moves to 
Singapore, where this prac 
tice is common all the time."

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Ask
the 

Eight Ball
my, you STUPID KIDS, CAN you

MAKE THESE FOUR MAJCUSJICKS INTO TEN?

Will Jane and 1 ever get back together

Will Jane and I ever get back together?

for Danger
A Bachelor's Quick Morning Crisis

Ingredients:

1 faulty alarm clock
2 white shirts

1 necktie
Razor and shaving cream
I large Adam's apple

On the evening before you'd like your 
crisis, set the faulty alarm clock tor 
8:00. When the alarm rings at 9:30, 
wake up in a panic and put on 1 white

shirt and necktie. Once fully dressed, 
realize that you have not shaved, and 
commence to do so. Shave briskly, 
without water. Nick Adam's apple and 
neck repeatedly, until blood spots 
appear on fresh white collar. Remove 
tie, then remove shirt and set aside in 
crumpled ball to deal with later. Put 
on the second shirt, and then the 
necktie. Rush to work, rattled, 
hungry, bleeding, and poorly shaved,

Will Jane and I ever get back together?

Will Jane and 1 ever get back together?

By contrast, labor groups 
haiied the decision as a 
victory. "We've said all 
along that issues like these 
shouldn't be imposed unilal- 
erally, but should be worked 
out at the bargaining table. 
When management prac 
tices have the support of 
labor, they are that much 
more effective," said No- 
reen Brian, spokesperson 
fortheAFL-CIO.

The case started when 
Sheri Baines, a factory 
worker at Michigan Textile's 
Grand Rapids mill, com 
plained of chest pains. She

was shot by her supervisor. 
The Supreme Court upheld 
the decision of a lower court 
by a 5-4 margin.

Chris Marcil

"NOT EVERYONE WILL
BE FAMOUS FOR

FIFTEEN MINUTES"
An Analysis

For witless talk-show hosts 
and lazy pundits alike, Andy 
Warhol's seemingly incisive 
prediction that "in the future, 
everyone will be famous for 
fifteen minutes" has become 
a worn cliche to be called

upon whenever original 
thought becomes too diffi 
cult.

Given its ubiquity, we de 
cided to take a closer look at 
what might very well be 
Andy Warhol's most endur 
ing legacy. And what better 
way to investigate this matter 
man with a highly scientific 
formula....

—Taking "in the future" to 
mean in fne coming years, 
we may assume Warhol was 
talking about the next 
decade (the nineties). But this 
limited time frame would 
render his prediction pat-

ently absurd (see below), so 
we'll generously take "in the 
future" fo mean in the next 
millennium.

— Since most people feel 
entitled to their fifteen min 
utes of fame, it is only fair to 
assume "everybody" means 
everybody, that is, the 
world's entire population.

— Though we all have dif 
ferent conceptions of what 
being "famous" really 
means, in the interest of sci 
ence we've reduced "fa 
mous" to a constant. Since 
simultaneous fame for 
Earth's entire population

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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THE EQUALIZER
THIS MONTH: Eats Cheapifier

l'KI< 1M1UI IO\: Cut out document and conceal flat on person.

SCENARIO: Having made reservations in advance, you arrive at fancy- 
schmancy restaurant you couldn't possibly afford under ordinary circumstances. 
Surreptitiously replace specials card attached to menu with Equalized specials. 
When waiter returns to table, say, "I think I'll have the [steak/lobster/duck] 
special."

CONTINGENCY PLAN: If waiter insists that no such special exists, demand 
equal price reduction on "whatever so-called specials you have that do exist." Be 
prepared to repeat this request several times, perhaps quite loudly, so that the 
maitred'can also hear you. _

meed
iite

45.50

duck meat
I MUMS*,

Med dud
$335

li
_ rvisitea:

Original Names of Our 
U.S. Presidents
* Tomas Jesus Maria Lopcz 

Garcfa Jcl terson
* Abraham Lincolnstein
* Baron Otto Waldo von Taltliovcn

* Calvin Koolidgeygskwreski 
' J F(utomaki) Kennedy
* Reinaldo Reagomanelli

CAN'T WAIT
FOR YOUR NEXT

NATIONAL LAMPOON
You don't have to! Just pick up the phone and 
call 1-212-645-5040 and ask for Debra, the 
National Lampoon faxtrcss. She will tax you 
pages from next month's National LanijxMi 
today. The charge is only two dollars per page 
anywhere in the continental United States 
(ask for special rates to Hawaii, Alaska, and 
foreign lands). All payments must be in U.S. 
funds, and be received in advance.

Frontage Contributors:
Christine Caldwell, John Collier, Richoid Lavenstein, 
Robert ieighton, Ion Moxtone-Grahoin, 
Robert N. Stfickland, and the Editors.

would mean fame for no 
body—fame necessarily re 
quiring a rapt audience of 
admirers and gawkers —a 
limited number of people 
per fifteen minutes can be 
"famous." Thai number is 
10, expressed as the con 
stant, P —as in the number of 
persons profiled in People 
magazine feature stories per 
issue.

Thus, F = P x T (time ex 
pressed in minutes) -^ 15.

Using this precise method, 
we can now figure exactly 
how many people will really 
be famous in the future.

Assuming 10 persons per 15 
minutes (the People con 
stant) will be famous 24 
hours a day —a very gener 
ous assumption, considering 
thai most people will not 
want to be famous during the 
undesirable midnight-to- 
sunrise hours-the following 
timetable indicates that you 
needn't hire a press agent 
anytime soon.

Number of celebs per 
24-hour day: ....... 960

Number of celebs per
week: ........... 6,720

Number of celebs per

month: ......... 28,800
Number of celebs per

non-leap year: ..345,600 
Number of celebs per

decade: ..... 3,456,000 
Number of celebs per

century: .... 34,560,000 
Number of celebs per

millennium: . 345,600,000 
Number of years until

"everybody" is
famous: ........ 15,046

Number of years until every
resident of Maine is
famous ............ 3.5

Number of years until every
resident of America is
famous ........... 752

Number of years until every
resident of Djibouti is
famous ........... 0.94

Amount of your (70-year)
lifetime you can expect to
be famous if "everybody"
else is too-. . . 4.2 seconds 

Amount of your lifetime
you can expect to be
famous if everyone
eise in America is
too: ........ 85 seconds

Amount of your lifetime
you can expect to be
famous if everyone
else in Djibouti is
too: ........ 18.75 hours

Michael Kantle
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SNOWTRIAI
^^T THIS MONTH'S DEFENDANT: Rick Dickson ^B

THIS MONTH'S CHARGE: BadFuckin

BOY FRIEND ? BoffRiei^D ? You CULL 7nflT fl
HE MrtVee rt BOY'B^T He is 

F0« MOA/TH5 /wow, THROUGH His MECHfi« icflL ; u«//v/
, HE HflS FAILED TO REC|p«D cf)Te 

He HflS So &LE6Ft/LLy pePH/eJ> FROM
swccr, UJLUNG FLGSH ./

BEHOLD TH£ VICTIMS
OF HIS sa^ „„ 

CENTERED LUST.
IT'S OKAY. I u 

.IT'S N
FAULT -

IS ntOfl£ TttflN 
'j^WHAT 4ov DEVM HER

tvMflte £«OT'C 
i-eew/'wcPe
OF jsUffCES fl/VD

/(V THE SEfl OF FfluS-vRftTtONj INTO
OF HuNO«eDS l.n THANK too FOR NflTloWAL tflMfaoN Ji/iTifej

ILLUSTRATED BY IDNATHON ROSEN
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REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM THE MANHATTAN BLUE STREAK, 
THE ALTERNATIVE WEEKLY NEWSPAPER OF MANHATTAN. ILLINOIS, LOCATED JUST THIRTEEN MILES WEST OF MONEE.

"When a dog bites a man that is not 
news, but when a man bites a dog that 
is news."

—John B. Bogart
A Howling Success: That's what 
our own Bachelor Mayor declared
this year's Dog Days, reading from 
the same yellowing scrap he has read 
from every year since Dog Days 
whelped back in 79, which begs the 
question: since the Wheeler Dog 
Dome burned down in '88, mightn't 
a new nom de soiree be in order? If 
so, may we repeat our oft-repeated 
proposal for a Little Town Blues 
Festivale? (No, we do not believe it 
would attract the wrong element.) 
And if not the Summertime Blues, 
just ohpleasegod anything but a 
return to the "Manhattan-Monee 
Corn Boil"....

But Dog Days '91 it was and the 
Wag was there, sniffing out the hot 
test and saltiest Doggie Doings and 
Don'ts....

Catfight, Doggie-Style: Tongues are 
still wagging over the selection of Pegi 
Peterson as the 1991 Dog Queen. 
Some folks have questioned the impar 
tiality of Pageant Official Dan Peterson, 
editor-publisher of the Times-Caveat 
(Manhattan's real weekly newspaper) 
and just coincidentally weershure, 
proud pop. Others have suggested, 
offtherecordofcourse, that Pegi was the 
only contestant willing to sleep with the 
judge. Meowch!

Asked for a comment on the scandal, 
Mayor Ed, ever the realpolitico, replied 
he would have voted for Elton John, Dog 
Days Nights' featured headline/", and 
just coincidentally weershure, an 
oldgoodfriend of hissoner's. Elton, 
whom the mayor calls La Reginalda, 
returned the compliment, closing his

show with a devastatingly lachrymose 
rendition of "Daniel," only with the 
name "Edward" substituted in. And yet 
Wag couldn't help but think he pre 
ferred Elton's old wacky glasses to the 
new tacky cocktail dresses....

Hot Doggers: Say what you will 
about Roseanne Barr and her 
Blubby Hubby, but their appetite- 
squelching PDAs aside, the two-by- 
foursome soared well above and 
beyond the duty roster as celebrity 
judges of the annual Dog Days Corn- 
dog Swallow. As be has for the past 
eleven years, Mayor Ed let the dogs 
fly by deepdowning a footlong, only 
to suddenly tense up and fall to tbe 
ground clutching his throat. Think 
ing quickly, Roseanne's slightly 
lighter half dropped to his knees and 
sucked the lodged wiener right out 
of the mayor's gullet. Mayor Ed 
thanked the two tons, saying he had 
never had so much fun in public 
before....

Also hotdogging it was Bobby 
De Niro, star sophomore defensive 
end of the Manhattan Mayhems, as 
well as Bobby De Niro, the famous 
actor. De Niro, the athlete, of course 
lives here, but De Niro, the Brando of 
Our Generation, was in town down 
ing doggies by the dozen in prepara 
tion for his upcoming movie role as 
the Brando of Their Generation: 
Marion Brando. (The HollyBird 
tells Wag that the real Brando, 
meanwhile, is Slim-fasting furiously 
in hopes of nabbing the role of him 
self as a young man in the biopic, 
tentatively titled Brando.) Any- 
hooooo...the two Bobbys were 
matching each other dog for dog 
until a voice in the crowd yelled out, 
"Hey, Bobby De Niro!" To which 
Bobby the Junior quipped, "You 
talkin' to me?", causing Bobby the 
Senior to laugh so hard he blew dog. 
But, proving there's madness to his 
Method, the actor just calmly asked 
for a new napkin and dug into a new 
pile of weenies....

Doggone: On a sad note, the Dog Days 
Top Dog doo had to be canceled when 
celebrity judge Jerry Lee, the epony 
mous pooch of K-9 fame, became 
ensnarled in a violent disagreement 
with Butthead, John Maguire's bull 
mastiff. To prevent injuries to onlook 
ers, both dogs were put down on the 
spot by snapshooting Sheriff Lucy 
Maxwell, who needed only three slugs 
to do it. Officials say that Dirty Hairy, 
Pete Mulcahey's mixed beast, will have 
his reign as Top Dog extended until the 
'92 contest....

Toothless Twosome: Spotted rubbing 
tusks at the Bottomless Cup of Coffee or 
Tea over the weekend: Nicolas Cage 
and Vicki Thorton, Manhattan's own 
Lauren Hutton, but with a much, much 
wider space. Nic and Vie met in June 
when the self-mutilating actor acciden- 
tally picked up Vic's plates at the 
Optident Outlet in Kankakee. After 
switching incisors, they've apparently 
decided they enjoy swapping saliva as 
well....

Wagola: Larry Finestein, Manhat 
tan's own Jew, plans to open a deli, 
or Jewish-style restaurant, this fall. 
Larry says the restaurant will serve 
bagels, which look like doughnuts 
but are hard and chewy and not 
Sweet. Good luck, Larry....

Wag Bag: In the You-Can't-Believe- 
Every-Rumor-You-Read Dept, Senator 
Ted Kennedy and his son Patrick, on 
the road to a political rally in Des 
Moines, Iowa, made an extended pit 
stop at Sally Anne's Drink Tank last 
Thursday—and no rapes or vehicular 
homicides were reported.... Sally 
Kirkland made three movies while in 
town over the weekend, and still had 
time to appear in the Manhattan Play 
ers' mounting of The Prime of Miss Jean 
ftrodie. Kirkland dropped her top mid 
way through the second act, prompting 
one theatergawker to exclaim, "It's just 
like in the movies!" and another to 
remark, "They look so real\"... Mary- 
beth Hoagland, piano and voice teacher 
at Chas. Dodgson Junior High, says the 
rock group DeadBeats has agreed to 
record two of her songs on their next 
album, though all she has is an oral 
agreement at this point.... Ken Rus 
sell's Crimes of Passion has finally 
found its way to the Manhattan Duplex 
after its distributors agreed to make the 
cuts requested by Polly Anderson, Man 
hattan's Keeper of the Community 
Standards. Funny, when Wag saw the 
film inChi-townafewyearsback, it had 
Kathleen Turner in it.... Nobody saw 
him, but something in the wind tells 
Wag that eurowannabe Mickey Rourke 
was also in town last week....

The Last Wag: If a certain Jr. High 
Music Marm keeps offering private 
instruction to every minor rockjock 
and roadie who floats through town, 
we're going to snag that federal Cen 
ters for Disease Control regional 
office yet....
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AND NOW 
A FEW WORD!

FROM
KYLE BAKER'S

INCREDIBLY
BEAUTIFUL

GIRLFRIEND.

Well, it's been a
long haul, but
Kyle's finally
getting the

recognition he
deserves.

After toiling for years in
obscurity, his book, Why 1

Hate Saturn (Piranha Press,
$14.95), is being developed for
TV, offers to write novels and

screenplays are pouring in,
vand he's finally being published t

in a national magazine.

While others ' For now he 
might become is in a

complacent and position to 
rest on their destroy his

laurels, Kyie is \, enemies.
working harder 

than ever.

At this point in the essay,
KyJe would like to provide a
brief explanation of the laws
concerning libel. The most

important thing to remember
is: It <sn 't libel if it's true.

For instance, if we were to say ~T We can provide 
that Leonard Hirsch, editor of witnesses who can

New York Visions, is a lying sack prove that he is a liar 
of shit who owes Kyle money \. and a cheat. 
and artwork, it would not be 

libel.

"Sack of shit" is not
actionable as libel,

because it is obviously
conjecture and nobody
will really believe that
Leonard is an actual,

physical bag of
excrement.

Of course,
Leonard could
try to prove

malicious intent,
so we would like
to provide this
brief statement

of intent. THIS IS A WORK OF FICTION. ANY 
SIMILARITY TO PERSONS LIVING 
OR DEAD WITHOUT SATIRICAL

INTENT IS PURELY COINCIDENTAL. 
ESPECIALLY LEONARD HIRSCH.

Well,
that's it for now.

I'd just like to say
thanks, and see
you next month.

Also, Kyle's
ex-girlfriend Lisa

is a bitch,
tanw
THE END

C, 1991 Kylc Baker.
Leonard Hirsch is a registered

trademark of Kyle Baker.
All rights reserved.
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SPORTS DESK

with

Eli "Socks" Gallagher
Editor's note: EJr "Socles" Gallagher's 
copy did not arrive by press time; he culled 
and left a message, but it was hard to make 
out what lie was saying because of all the 
background noise. Filling in is). T. 
Grinder, the Philadelphia-based author of 
the hilarious "Sports Walk of Shame" 
series published by Warner Paperbacks.

We all know the great moments in 
sports. The great plays. The great 

stars. But what about the mistakes, the 
blunders, rhe bloopers and boners? I 
like to show a "goofier," more fallible, 
more "human" side of the superstars we 
only think we know. To "cut them down 
to size," if you will. One thing I've 
found: the big, famous hotshot who 
everyone thinks is so great usually has 
some secret foible that makes him just 
like you and me. My job is to help him 
off his "high horse." When we see our 
"heroes" as "hurnans," that's good for 
everybody who's ever been a little book 
ish, who maybe wears glasses, or who 
doesn't have very good posture or a 
robust "he-man voice." Maybe if we all 
looked at our "idols" with a grain of salt, 
we'd see that there are more important 
things than fame and brawn and a wide 
hard chest (or a "superstar" who only 
cares about his own pleasure) and that 
an average, sensitive guy is "every bit as

Scoll Whyle Plays the "Field"
Most know Philadelphia Phillies first 
baseman Scott Whyte for quick moves 
on the field, but he's getting equally well 
known for some off-the-field moves. On 
May 8, 1991, Scott was sported by 
paparazzi in a San Diego bistro with a 
leggy woman whom he introduced as his 
"cousin." When the paparazzi phoned 
Scott's wife, Clea, she couldn't think 
offhand of any cousin who (it the 
description. Later, when going through 
family photo albums in the couple's bed 
room with a member of the press, a dis 
traught Clea admitted that she had

suspected this for a long time. A rangy, 
athletic woman with a splash of freckles 
across the bridge of her nose, she con 
tinued, "Maybe you're right, I should 
get even. Sauce for the goose is sauce for 
the gander."

Barry Bosky, "Slugger"?
Philly Phanatics who've seen diminu 
tive shortstop Barry "Beans" Busky 
shrug off a muffed play or walk quietly 
away from a frustrating series of called 
strikes would probably think of him as a 
typically quiet guy. But this mild-man 
nered Clark Kent has a secret identity — 
and it's not Superman! His wife, 
Loretta, a hauntingly beautiful woman 
with the spirit of a schoolgirl, told one 
beat reporter, "I never would have seen 
it until you told me the warning signs, 
but he's a time bomb. He hasn't hit me 
yet or anything, but sometimes I see 
him looking at me.... He dropped his 
aftershave and there was glass every 
where. ... It was bad but he blew it all 
out of proportion, the cursing.... I'm 
frightened to go home." Husky's barely 
controlled aggression is so out of con 
trol that when Loretta is afraid she's 
stayed out "past her bedtime," she has to 
call home and say she's staying at her 
sisters rather than face Beans's wrath.

Bicky Teller, "The Fan's Best Friend"
On she face of it, J990 was a very good 
year for Phillies slugger Ricky Teller. 
Batting . 306 (second on the team only 
to the phenomenal Lenny Dykstra) and 
leading the team in RBIs with 94, Teller 
was a welcome face at the plate for the 
crowds at Veterans' Stadium. One of 
only two Phillies in the All-Star Game, 
Teller is no hot dog, and spends many 
extra hours at the park helping other 
players with basics. But there is a dark 
side. The hero to thousands of strangers 
at home plate is becoming a stranger 
himself at home. Quizzed by a sympa 
thetic journalist, Mrs. Teller at first 
denied anything was wrong. Later, 
though, Leeza (as her friends call her) 
confessed that between road trips, 
spring training, Ricky's highly successful 
summer baseball camp for the under 
privileged, and golf with the guys 
(Ricky's a 5 handicap), there's very little 
left for her. You would think that satisfy 
ing a strapping redhead with a mind of 
her own and a wide beautiful face with 
something sad in it would be a husband's 
first priority. But apparently not to 
Ricky, "The Fan's Best Friend." "1 get so 
damn lonely. 1 don't know anyone in 
Philadelphia; mostly I just watch the 
soaps and miss Casper, Wyoming — 
that's where I'm from," she told a local 
scribe. Later she added, "I don't even 
feel guilty. Sometimes I don't even feel 
like I'm married."

The Afternoon That Shamed All Baseball
America's "national pastime" has 
weathered its fair share of scandals and 
dark days, from the "Black Sox" scandal 
to the "fall" of Pete Rose to Wade Boggs- 
gate. But nothing has shaken profes 
sional baseball to its very foundations 
like the savage brutality of Philadelphia 
Phillies first-base coach Dino Burns.

Pbillies coach Dino Bains—a nan who knows 
how lo conned!

The incident occurred on July 14, on 
Burns's manicured front lawn in Cherry 
Hill, New Jersey. In full view of his 
shocked neighbors and his wife, Moira 
Burns (a brown-eyed child/woman with 
skin like milk), Burns leaped from a hid 
ing place and savagely and inhumanly 
beat a tiefenscless reporter with what felt 
like an end table. Though the incident 
was hushed up, the unsightly bruise on 
the skull of baseball has yet to heal. •

THE MOVIE THAT ANSWERS THE QUESTION, 
WHO ARE THESE GUYS?

COMING THIS SUMMER!
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Subscribe
to the National

Lampoon and
have a gallon
of lemonade

E is reading and drinking time, and what 
combination to while away those lazy, hazy 

^afternoons than the National Lampoon and a nice, 
frothy glass of lemonade? And now, for a limited time only, 
these two great American institutions are joining forces 
to make your summer a memorable and delectable one.
Here's how it works. Just clip the coupon below and send 
your check or money order for a subscription to the 
National Lampoon. In a few weeks, you'll get your first 
copy of America's Favorite Jiurnor Magazine. Then go to 
the nearest supermarket or convenience store and pur 
chase four (4) quarts of your favorite lemonade, be it 
Country Time or Minute Maid or Newman's Own Old 
Fashioned Roadside Virgin Lemonade—which, by the way,

features all natural ingredients. (Don't forget that all profits 
from Newman's Own go to charitable and educational orga 
nizations.) Next, go home and empty the four quarts of 
lemonade into a gallon-sized pitcher or jug. Add some ice 
cubes. Then grab the filled pitcher and the magazine and 
take them to your table on the back porch. (If you don't 
happen to have a back porch or a front porch, don't fret; 
this works just as well indoors at your kitchen table.) Sim 
ply put the magazine face-up on the table and then gently 
place the pitcher on top of the magazine. And voila! You've 
done it.

The National Lampoon and your favorite lemonade— 
your summers will never be the same.

It the coupon that should be in the space below is torn out. send your money and all pertinent subscriptioninformation to: National Lamp oon. DeptNL891.155 Avenue of the Americas. Newark, NY 10013

YES, I want to falte advantage of this one-time offer and save dollars on this subscription.
D ONE YEAR of National Lampoon at $13.95 

(save $15.55 over newsstand price).
D WO WHS of National Lampoon at 

$22.95 (save $36.05 over newsstand 
price).

D THREE VEARS of National Lampoon at 
$34.95 (save $53.55 over newsstand 
price).

Add $10.00 per year for Canada, Mexico, and other 
foreign lands.

Send check or money order (in U.S. funds) to National Lampoon, 
155 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10013.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP
For ultra-fast service, forget the coupon and call toll-free 1-800- 
257-7600. If you hate telephones but don't want to cut up this 
priceless publication, print or type all necessary info on a 
separate piece of paper and send it along with your check or 
money order.

NL891
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YAHIfflJI STATE COLLEGE SCENIC 
DVERUOK AND NECKING PARK ARTIST

VISTA - "PARK
,-* fcCYSIANSAN FIELDS 

VP

THE PESTICIDE FOREST
Thirty years next to the Omnicide chemical plant hasn't disturbed the 
wildlife here - in fact, it's made it more robust than ever! Explore a 
wilderness of giant insects and hyperevolved mammals the likes of 
which you've only dreamed about! Complimentary protective breath 
ing apparatus for expectant mothers-and free samples for the kids!

DRY LAKE STATE PARK

PINK EYE, home ol the ALBINO HALL OF FAME
At first glance, you might not notice anything unusual about this quaint little 
(population 450} town. But look again: everyone's albino! Ten generations of 
selective breeding have transformed this close-knit community into a Great 
White Way awash in white picket fences, chalky white residents, and, of 
course, bright white smiles! Visit the new Warhol wing of the Albino Hall of 
Fame, and slay for thick shakes and creamy coleslaw at Cafe Blanc, featuring 
an all-Edgar Winter jukebox 1 And you'll want to take home a box of Pink Eye's 
famous Whiteys (made with only tne finest pmcessed sugar, bleached Hour, 
white whipped butter, white chocolate chunks, and-don't tell anyone-a dash 
of vanilla.)

•COIOSTOMY 
PRODUCTS 
GIFT SHOP

•SACKETTSVILJ; 
TAXIDERMY 
ACADEMY TIM'

BED SUN OVER AMERICA
Thanks to Tanoshimi Corporation. St. Marta-Pigiois is no longer 
another tragic Rust Belt tax siphon; it's a shining yellow diamond 
nestled amongst waves of amber grain! This 250-acre hi-tecri hi-ya! 
theme park features such amusements as Bamboo Water Shoots. 
Kamikaze Kars, anrj Little Boy Bomber, the only roller coaster in the 
U.S.A. that you have to be under five feet four to ride! Plus your kids 
will enjoy visiting with all tneii favorite cartoon stars: Astroboy, Gigan- 
tor. Transformers, and, of course. Speed Racer! Say sayonaia to the 
everyday world and lierro to Oriental adventure! (Former St. Marta- 
Pigiois residents please note: your half-price ticket coupons are good 
only until March 1992.)

• SPORTS FISH FOR 
SUCKERS AND 
CHUB PRESERVE

^
*M

**•

BARNYARD PELS GUN CLUB AND SHOOTING PRESERVE
Oh, no! The barn door's open and the animals are running wild! Your 
job: shoo! them dead! Once the state's largest privately owned dairy 
and egg farm, the Barnyard Pals Gun Club now offers the seasoned 
sportsman a refreshing change of pace, and the novice hunter a rea 
sonably goorj chance of success. But the best part is, unlike tradi 
tional game, these hunting trophies won't "taste funny." Savings Note: 
Due to a lew isolated unfortunate incidents last year, orange reflective 
vests are now available at no additional charge.

9 KANSAS ciry MIS
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SUNKEN VILLAGE
Built on a dry lake bed in the late 1880s. Pitt Valley was a little-noticed, unre 
markable municipality until the Blizzard of 77 buried it under forty-two feet of 
snow. A quick thaw, combined with torrential spring rams and a poorly designed 
sewer system, turned this sleepy burg into the natural wonder it is today: 
Sunken Village! Every hour on the half-hour, glass-bottom boat touts provide 
moving testimony to the great American spirit: you will be delighted to see with 
your own eyes that, despite the difficulties of being fully submerged, Pitl 
Valley continues to thrive as a community, working and playing and learning 
and loving. And you won't want to miss Pitt Valley's spectacular underwater 
fireworks display, every Thursday night from Memorial to Labor Day!

'HOMEOF LOUIS OAKES, 
FAMOUS FICTIONAL 
CHARACTER

•JERRY BUFF'S 
UNIVERSITY OF SUCCESS

BED AND BHEARFAST
The twin cities of Bed {formerly Snioux City) and Breakfast (formerly 
East Snioux City) are a paradise away from home for the laid-back 
vacation potato. Enjoy an overnight stay in one of Bed's more than 
forty motor inns and motels, and then take the free shuttle to Break 
fast and choose from a smorgasboard of morning meal stops: Eggers, 
the Flapjack Shack, the Cereal Bowl, the Greasefree Griddle, and 
seven separate McDonald's franchises! Overslept? No problem: 
breakfast is served twenty-four hours a day!

v^"Howdy-Do!" Hospitality
Checkpoints:
Elysiansas wants to make 
sure you're enjoying your vaca 
tion, so we've set up more than 
one hundred hospitality centers 
throughout the stale (just look 
for Ihe giant, smiling balloon). 
The coffee's on us, so why not 
stop in and tell us how it's 
going? And while you're there, 
pick up guidebooks, maps, 
souvenirs and enjoy a taste 

v of Elysiansas's # 1 product: 
friendliness!

frfW,

SE]24-Honr Free Samples Tents:
Out of shampoo? Stop by one 
of Elysiansas's many free-sample 
tents, offering complimentary 
samples of various sundries, rug 
swatches, and, of course, snacks 
for the kids. {Many not yet 
available in stores!)

01.JTake-A-Load-OH Zones: For 
get stiff stone benches and embar 
rassing peek-a-boo urinals. 
Elysiansas's rest areas are the 
world's comfiest, with big over- 
stuffed chairs and doors on all 
the bathroom stalls. You may 
fall behind on your travel plans, 
but you won't care!

Water Slides 

[ Pan-Pull Golf 'n' Pull

Lo-Fal Fiazen Cnslntd 
Slnnds

Roadside Salad Bus 

1 Fishin' Holes 

Smokin' Sections

ASPHALT JUNGLE SAFARI
Lookout, tie's got a gun! But don't worry, you're completely safe 
behind the two-inch-thick bulletproof glass of your Jungle Buggy 
Safari Cruiser! Some states would have just given up on a burnt-out 
urban disaster area like Missoupolis; but we've turned it into an 
important educational experience for the whole family! Here's a per 
fect opportunity tor today's sheltered youth to see what life is really 
like in a hard-pressed urban center-and still get out of there alive!

5T, LOUIS o i
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Peoplfil Dysiansans are some of the happiest, 
friendliest, and most helpful people you would 
ever waul to meet, born sweet and bred for 
tolerance. More than 1.2 million strong as 
recently as 1970, they come from all walks 
of the service sector, from food preparers to 
overnight-lodging hosts to automobile-fuel 
engineers.

The best way to spot an Qysiansan? just 
smile—an Elysiansan will smile righ! back!
Climate: Nice. But bring a sweater. 
Principal Indnslry: To serve you. 
Stale Hollo: "Howdy!" 
Slale Slogan: "A Nice Place to Visit..."
SlOle Songs: "Elysiansas, My Vacation Home" 
(traditional); 'Take It Easy" (pop-contempo 
rary); "Relax" (dance mix).
Stole Flower: Fluvia.
Stole Bird: Flying squirrel.
Stole Drink: Apple Doody (hard cider and 
Mahoney Malt Liquor).

Stole History: Elysiansas has long been con 
sidered a vacationer's paradise. The. name 
derives from a Native American word meaning 
"a stopping place for resting," or "rest area" 
(although some experts believe the name is an 
Indian pun meaning "Land of Unnecessary 
Treasures"). For thousands of years, Elysiansas 
was a popular stopover point for Indian tribes 
traveling from one slate lo another.

Acquired in 1803 as part of the Louisiana 
Purchase, Elysiansas was originally to be 
adopted as the thirty-fifth slate on April 12, 
1861; however, President Abraham Lincoln 
was interrupted while signing the statehood 
declaration, and in the resulting confusion o! 
the Civil War, the adoption papers were lost 
(the partially signed document is now on dis 
play at ihe Yahioux Ci!y Historical Society). 
The snafu was not caught until October 23, 
1900, when President William McKinley 
inadvertently found himself campaigning in the 
Elysiansas Territory and immediately declared it 
a state with seven electoral votes (although the 
move did help him get elected, he was later 
assassinated). Consequently. Elysiansas 
considers itself both the thirty-fifth and the 
forty-sixth state.
Famous Elysiansans: Businessman lack 
Mahoney (Mahoney Malt Products): actor 
Peter Deuel (Adas Smith and /ones. Love on a 
Rooftop); realtor Cheryl Zeken (Miss Elysian 
sas 1984-86); entrepreneur ]erry Buff (Jerry 
Buff's University of Success); Bob Barker 
(honorary); actor Roger Davis (Alias Smith 
and/ones) -, and famous fictional character 
Louis Oakes (featured in the musical drama 
Elysiansas!).

Do yon accept U.S. currency? While Ely 
siansas is a U.S. state, your money is no good 
here, so leave it at home! Upon entering the 
stale, you or your family will be issued your 
own personal VACARD™. which can be used 
al any of Elysiansas's restaurants, motels, 
attractions, or gift shops. Your purchases will 
be automatically deducted Irom your bank 
account, or if you prefer, charged to a major 
credit card. But whatever you do, don't lose 
your VACARD™, or we might not let you 
leave! (Just kidding, but you will be charged 
the maximum amount allowable on lost 
cards.)

Is tipping allowed? Don't give it another 
thought; an 18 percent state service tax will be 
added to all your purchases.

Con 1 bring my Don? Property crime in Ely 
siansas has virtually disappeared since imple 
mentation of the VACARD™ system, but feel 
free to carry a weapon if it will make your 
vacation more enjoyable. The National Rifle 
Association has set up several roadside Gun 
Education and Ammo Depots throughout the 
state.

If you have any other questions, feel free 
to call our governor. Mrs. Charles Raupp, 
directly. She can be reached during normal 
business hours at 1-909-557-6800. 
ext. IS, or at home. 1-909-398-4933.

^TigOO-MEMORYS* to hearse^ 
us dial l - 'uu i "- ,., orcierr^——
*Dwt
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BUS TRIP GAMES

E uerj bus trip game involves tfie risk 
of getting thrown off the bus. Every 
bus trip game involves risking a fight, 

and sometimes it risks the weli'being of 
others. In each bus trip game, you are 
always stretching a convention, a social 
frame, to an extreme. You are an asshole.

STOPPING THE BUS: NIGHT
Make sure you take along at least a 

handful of cashews.
Sit in the middle of the bus. Between 

two distant stops, stand up and 
exclaim: "Hey! Stop throwing that 
stuff!"

Keep this up until the driver asks 
what the trouble is.
Claim that someone is throwing nuts 

at you. Eventually, the driver will get 
on the P.A. and threaten to stop the 
bus and expel the nut throwing rhe nurs.
Now be patient. Wait. Let rhe 

commotion die down.
When you think the time is right, 

throw some cashews while clutching 
your head and yell: "Jesus! They hit 
me again!"
"What the hell is going on!" the 

driver will exclaim, or something like 
it. At this point, the driver will usually 
pull over and turn up the cabin 
console lights.
Just sit back and enjoy the angry 

lecture.

STOPPING THE BUS: DAY
"There's a dead woman back there!" 

Or if ihat doesn't work: 
EMERGENCY EXIT. LIFT THIS

BAR, PUSH WINDOW OPEN. 
Claim to have misunderstood the 
directions. You thought you had to 
push open the window to reveal a 
compartment where the emergency- 
exit instructions were kept. You 
wanted to read about the emergency 
exit. Always act confused.

"Didn't mean to push the window 
out on the road. Sure glad nobody was 
behind us."
The more confused you act, the 

better your chances of not being 
thrown off the bus.

SINGLE-PERSON
INTIMIDATION GAMES

1. Claim to have a bomb.
2. Shine pocket flashlights at people.
3. Barricade seats with clothing and 
carry-on baggage. Stand up every five 
minutes to check the overhead 
compartment. Constantly adjust and 
readjust your seat. 
4- Play with !ippers.
5. Fidger creatively.
6. Staring games. Stare into the 
driver's rearview mirror whether or 
not he acknowledges you. Stare at 
strangers until they stare back; prod 
them into staring contests. The trick is 
to stare at the passenger's forehead to 
avoid averting your gaze. Sit up front 
and turn around to face the rows of 
captive faces. Remember: lip curling 
with crossed eyes is better than 
blowing kisses.

GROUP INTIMIDATION GAMES
1. The Odd Fellows Routine. Get your

group of friends ro cough in tandem. 
Fold and unfold maps and railway 
schedules while muttering the names 
of obscure towns.
2. The Hidden Electrician. While your 
friend sitting in front blocks the 
driver's view—say by constantly 
checking the overhead compartment— 
you disassemble the overhead light. 
Use the live wires to power novelty 
items or shock strangers.
3. Cabin Soccer.
4. Aisle Bingo. Start a loud board 
game. If night, use flashlights. Refuse 
to stop the game for anything.

WHEN YOU'RE MORE 
COMMITTED TO BUS TRIP GAMES 

THAN STAYING ON THE BUS
1. Scare the Driver. Execute a ninja 
crawl up the aisle. Creep up to the 
driver. Then suddenly jump up and 
slap your hands on the driver's 
shoulders.
2. FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS 
OPERATION OF THIS BUS WHILE 
ANYONE IS STANDING FORWARD 
OF THE WHITE LINE. Check this.
3. Pastel Self-Portraits on Windows. 
At night, use your own reflection to 
sketch an outline.
4. DO NOT THROW TOWELS IN 
CHEMICAL TOILET. Put in 
overcoats. Prosthetics. Large pieces of 
meat. A novelty skull with glowing 
eyes is the best.
5. Commuter Barnacle. With both 
hands, firmly grab the head of the 
pei-son sitting in front of you. Do not 
let go unless pried off. •

7 r n c
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Don't Bother with 
the Local Girls
SUNDAY, JULY I 4 T H , M I L D E N D O , L I I. L I P U T

angoon is the Philadelphia 
of Southeast Asia, its that 
boring. But Rangoon, 
Burma, is where you have to 
fly from to get to Lilliput, if 
that's your idea of fun, or 
.your job, or both. In my 

window seat, staring at the tree line on the 
runways edge, I imagine Marxist maniacs 
waving AK-47s and screaming impotently at 
the out-of-range plane, like they thought 
that would do any good. "Sorry, Pathet 
Rice-Face, this kittycat runs on petro 
leum, not dogma/' I would yell at
rhern if they did chat.

Lilliput is not a place many Western 
ers go to by choice. Lilliput is a place 
most people avoid like Mexican tap 
water, or would if Mexicans had taps.

On the only civilian flight from 
Rangoon, on a chartered middle-aged 
DC-9, the stewardess is fat. She's so fat, 
so unbelievably fat, that if you said she 
wasn't fat, cither 1} you'd be lying just 
to be nice, 2) you'd be wrong or 3) 
you'd be talking about someone else, 
because, really, she is fat. Just for a 
laugh, I ask Fa try-fatty-two-by-four to 
recommend a drink. Her reply is a 
slack-jawed fat-faced look, like she can't 
even appreciate char I'm having her on, 
and then she says, "For you, I'd say diet 
soda or near-beer — that's what most of 
the Amway guys drink."

Which just illustrates the kind of 
backwoods greascback blobs that work a 
Lilliput charter. No one has thought to 
load any good magazines on the flight, 
and my air knob couldn't swivel if it 
wanted to. That's the kind of jerkwater 
among nations that Lilliput is, and the 
kind of crab crawl you have to go 
through to get there.

SO HF.R.E WF. ARE AGAIN. W1L HAVF.N'T 
even gotten the appetizer that goes with 
our New World Order when another 
third-string tin-pot potentate starts 
kicking sand in rhe faces that represent 
the faces that represent the faces that 
represent Uncle Sam, who represents 
you and me.

And here I am again. Sometimes 1 
curse the fact that the line I've chosen,

BY P. a. O'DRUNK

war correspondent, is such a growth biz. 
All the suffering, and the remakes of 
suffering, and the summer reruns of 
suffering as one cabal of wackos after 
another makes trouble in one of the wet 
spots on the bottom of the world, until 
Sammy has to step in again and give 
baby a spanking for truth, justice et 
cetera.

Always ready to go in with all flags 
flying, I figure what the hell and order a 
drink on the flight. Fuck 'em if they 
can't take a joke. By the time we arrive 
at the new Army Corps of Engineers' 
airstrip near Mildendo, my vision is 
swimming. I should have eaten 
something, because you know how it is 
when you drink on planes; you get 
shitfaced faster than you normally 
would. If 1 had eaten, 1 wouldn't have 
been drunk, because I can really hold it, 
unlike a certain other Mick Dcrnocratic 
Party Monster who not only can't drink, 
he can't drive, although he sure can 
swim.

Stepping out onto Lilliputian soil for 
the first time, I have to suppress a 
tremendous urge to piss.

ULL1PUT IS AN ISLAND ABOUT 5000 
blustriigs (twelve miles in real life) in 
circumference, with about 40,000 
tanned and ready United States Marines 
prcdcpioyed on it, their equipment and 
vehicles palleted and ready to load on 
abom 5000 C-130 Hercules cargo 
planes. Accidental injuries are 
unavoidable in an operation of this 
magnitude on a scuzzy little island this 
small, and are running at about 200 a 
day. Front-line grunts tell me they have 
nken to calling these losses "casualties."

Almost to a man there is something 
odd about the Lilliputians themselves, 
something indescribable, foreign — but 
more than that, odd. You would not 
mistake them for Americans, even 
without their archaic dress, and it's 
impossible to say why.

Lilliput has no building or instal 
lation large enough to have any military 
significance. In fact their buildings look 
like toys. So why are we here?

Because we have a message to send 
and we'll send it anywhere, like Western 
Union, which delivers everywhere. 
We're the biggest meanest best greatest 
thing there ever was, baby you'd better
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believe it — the Grenadians found out, 
the Panamanians found out, the Iraqis 
found out: Don't mess around with us, 
in fact don't mess around at all, 'cause 
you never know what counts as messing 
around with us. We're the sleeping 
giant, slow to anger, and we'll go 
anywhere, no matter how piddly, at the 
drop of a hat to prove it.

The civil war here is the typical 
fratricidal battle between people with 
actual jobs and their dcadbeat have-not 
brothers-in-law. The kind of thing 
some of us would just have rather sat 
out, thank you, were it not for Blefuscu, 
Lilliput's neighbor about 800 yards to 
che northeast. Like most foreigners, the 
rwo countries have an old, old beef with 
each other, and Blefuscu may use the 
civil war as an excuse to invade. They 
say they won't, but Blefuscuians, it is 
said, lie like politicians, which is to say, 
a lot.

There is nowhere to take a leak in 
Lilliput, at least nowhere between the 
airstrip and the hotel, nowhere a normal 
person could take a slash, anyhow. The 
average Lilliputian toilet is so poorly 
designed I couldn't hit it sober.

Lilliputian coinage, for some reason, 
is minuscule, making it hard for me to 
call the home office. The operator's 
voice is fat and girlish, and the brain 
damaged hutterhall doesn't even have 
the IQ head candlepower to recognize 
who I am. She's about as quick as the

reasons, even Lilliputian bars are 
cramped, surprisingly cramped even to 
an experienced journalist. Lilliputian 
drinks are cheap and portions are small; 
likewise finger food is available only in 
the most niggardly amounts. I can't 
help but wonder how these people 
survive, eating and drinking so littie. 
The stools in the bar are so weeny that 
even if you're not a big fat girl, they 
worm their way right up the crack of 
your ass.

But no sooner do I sit down than 
some turd of a man starts up with me, 
oily-brown and bleating in this tinny 
squall Lilliputians use to communicate. 
I look to the bartender, who claims to 
speaka ingles, and he sputters out 
something like, "He say you are sit on 
his wife." I bust a gut and slam my hand 
down really hard on the bar, which is so 
flimsy it shakes like a flimsy piece of 
wood when you hit it really hard, and 
the pesty local and bartender make like 
frightened mice out the door. God help 
us, we're on their side.

The lone Westerner at the bar is a 
cameraman from Australian television, 
who it turns out fancies himself quite 
the old Lilliput hand, and he starts to 
lecture me on the roots of the civil 
unrest.

"Don't tell me this, you cretin, can't 
you see I'm an American? We could 
care less about some intramural Third 
World catfight than we care about

dim receptionist rwat Carol Burner!
used to play. Eventually, I am put
through to my editor.

"What have you found out?" 
"These people are impenetrable." 
"Good. Same as Wales, then? You

see that as your hook?"
"There's something indescribably odd

about them."
"There's our man. Call later, you nut."

STILL NEEDING TO FIND A REST ROOM, 
I go to the hotel bar. For obscure

Crocodile Dundee III. We hear war and 
rumors of war and we disregard them 
like we disregard news about a new 
McLean Stevenson show, because he's 
not funny and we don't give a damn, 
you Antipodean marsupial-loving 
outbacker," I think about shouting at 
him.

Finally I must piss. Though we have 
imposed martial law on the locals until 
we secure their liberty, Americans are 
allowed to roam freely. Roaming freely 
to look for a place to drain rhe old

lizard, I find the first bright spot in my 
entire visit to this dinky sinkhole — a 
beautiful, ornate marble pissoir. With 
its stony medieval facade and spiraling 
plumbing and gargoyle fixtures, it looks 
like the sort of pot that Donald Trump 
might piss in at that castle of his, if he 
still owns it by the time you read this. I 
grab hold of the towering handrails and 
begin relieving myself at length (those 
Amstel Lights sure went through me, 
especially with the jet lag and change in 
time zones, and all the sun I've gotten), 
but Lilliput is the kind of place you 
can't even whiz in peace. No sooner am 
I in full stream than I am set upon by 
squealing Lilliputians, wailing en masse 
like I'd just pissed on the royal family or 
something. Then I notice they're all 
armed with what look to be burning 
matches and shrimp forks, and decide 
this isn't my idea of a cocktail party. 
They are, of course, too chickenshit to 
give chase.

Under my bed in my puny hotel 
room, I consider rhe Lilliputians. The 
Lilliputians are pesky twerps who seem 
to be always underfoot, and their 
language a series of gulps and shrieks, 
like the Swiss. They arc a riddle inside a 
mystery inside a puzzle, but there is 
something otherly about them that the 
trained eye picks up, that is impossible 
to label.

THE NEXT DAY THE LOCAL COMMANDER 
asks if I want to go to rhe front. I beg 
off. The front in most wars looks rhe 
same, a big mess, the kind Oscar 
Madison of The Odd Couple would 
make. No, the story in any war is the 
people — not Americans, so not exactly 
human, but still people — and what 
makes them tick.

And what makes the Lilliputians tick 
is that they are, to a man and his fatty 
wife, rude and self-centered, and 
everything's so crowded and the gift 
shops are a big npoff and don't even ask 
me abour the hotel, God.

Not only that, but gut-wrenching 
danger lurks everywhere, I think.

On rhe road back to the airstrip, my 
car passes a Lilliputian woman, young 
and only potentially fat, just the 
slightest bit of gross fac coming 
tragically on, in sad inevitable mounds 
around her upper torso.

One leaves Lilliput, no matter how 
trained an observer, no matter how long 
one spends, without cracking the nut of 
the mystery. From a window seat of my 
hulking 707 the Lilliputians and their 
city look like toy houses and scuriying 
bugs. I peer down at them, trying to get 
one final fix on these strange people, but 
they are too indescribably odd.

Soon we take off and are flying north 
over the inland sea into a new dawn of 
blinding sunniness. •

ILLUSTRATED BV ROBERT NEUBECKER
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FACE IT, IAN, WE'RE OUT OF FOOD.
WE'RE GONNA STARVE IF WE

DON'T CALL SOMEONE. NO ONE'S
GOING TO JUST READ OUR MINDS,
KNOW WE'RE HUNGRY, AND INVITE

US TO LUNCH.

THE AMAZING KRESKIN'S A MIND REAVE 
THEORETICALLy, HE COULD READ OUR MINDS 

AND KNOW WE WANT TO GET INVITED TO LUNCH.

KRESKIN MIGHT. ...

THAT'S RIDICULOUS,

I'M NOT SAYING 
IT'S GOING TO HAPPEN.

I'M JUST SAYING 
THE POSSIBILITY EXISTS

THAT m PHONE
COULD RING AND IT
WOULD BE KRESKIN,

INVITING US JO LUNCH.

HI, KRESKIN....WE'D LOVE TO, WE'RE 
FAMISHED! JUST GIVE ME THE DIRECTIONS.

IF THAT WAS REALLY KRESKIN, WHY 
DIDN'T YOU LET ME TALK TO HIM?

HE'S A BUSY GUY! WHAT AM I GOING TO 
SAY- "DOUG DOESN'T BELIEVE YOU CAN 
READ MINDS, HE THINKS THIS IS ALL A 

HOAX, CAN YOU TALK TO HIM?" WAY TO BE 
GRATEFUL FOR A LUNCH INVITATION.

^••rWriB^r^^^nf.^^nF.^r.^^BSBgk^'Sriagan sni
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YOU DON'T REALLY EXPECT ME
TO BELIEVE THIS IS 

KRESKIN'S HOUSE, DO YOU?

OF COURSE IT'S HIS HOUSE.

...I'M JUST WORRIED WE MIGHT BE 
UNDEPRESSED. HE'S ALWAYS IN A TUX, 
AND WE LOOK LIKE A COUPLE OF BUMS.

YOU COULD HAVE AT LEAST PUT ON A 
CLEAN T-SHIRT.

HI, GUYS, HOPE THE TRAFFIC WASN'T TOO
BAD. I THOUGHT YOU MIGHT BE WORRIED

ABOUT YOUR CLOTHES, SO I GOT THESE
FOR YOU. TRY 'EM ON FOR SIZE, I'VE

SOT TO RON TO THE KITCHEN.

so you SET
WHOLE THING UP,

BIG DEAL 
I'M NOT FOOLED.

DIG IN, GUYS. AND DON'T WORRY, 
I USED ALL LOW-SODIUM INGREDIENTS!

YOU'VE GOT A HELL OF AN ATTITUDE FOR 
A GUY WHO'S GETTING A FREE LUNCH.

I PROBABLY CAN'T EVEN EAT WHAT HE
MADE. WITH MY HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE,

I CAN'T HAVE ANY SALT.

GUYS,
THIS IS MY 
DAUGHTER 
KRISSIE.

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING AT? 
A LOT OF PEOPLE COOK 
LOW-SALT FOOD. THAT

DOESN'T PROVE ANYTHING.

NICE TO
MEET YOU.
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SNAP OUT OF IT, DOUG. 
REMEMBER WHERE YOU ARE

WHAT ARE YOU GONNA DO, 
SHOW ME A CARD TRICK?

I HOPE YOU'RE STILL HUNGRY- 
HERE'S THE MAIN COURSE!DOUG, CAN YOU COME

INTO THE KITCHEN
FOR A SECOND?

SHOULDN'T WE WAIT FOR DOUG?

THAT WON'T 
BE NECESSARY.

WHAT DO YOU 
THINK, IAN?

I THINK DOUG GOT WHAT HE 
DESERVED! I WOULD NEVER THINK 
THOSE THOUGHTS ABOUT KRESKIN'S 
ATTRACTIVE BUT CLEARLY VIRTUOUS 
DAUGHTER. KRESKIN IS A FAIR AND

REASONABLE MAN, AND A 
DARN GOOD HOST!

SKEPTICS AND DOUBTERS, HEED THIS FA8LE, 
AND MEND YOUR WAYS WHILE W\) ARE ABLE. 
IF YOU FILL YOUR HEAD WITH THOUGHTS OF PORNO, 
KRESKIN'U SERVE IT UP-AL FORNO!

lANi IAN DOUGi DOUG KRESKIN: KRESK1N KRISSIE: AHMNA RASCH, FLAUNT MODELS
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KTRF 1060AM CORONA- 
NORCO, CA

'All Traffic... All the Time

4 A.M.- Q A.M.:
THE KTRF TRAFFIC

JAM-BOREE
It's highway ribbery when personality 

Rick Woon turns ihc world's longest 
drive-lime into Southern California's 
most talked about slow-and-gohoedown!

Get the complete and up-to-the-minute 
L.A. Basin traffic picture, with national 
traffic reports on the hour from corres 
pondents throughout the U.S.. and flash 
backs to great moments in traffic history.

Every morning our audience car- 
phones in to choose the rudest driver on 
the road. After we broadcast the trouble 
maker's make, model, and license plate, 
the tables get turned and it's ten thousand 
against one. Play along, and see why we 
call our game "That'II Fix Him!"

Whoa! What's that weaving, screech 
ing Day-Glo hulk in your rearview mir 
ror? Why, it's the KTRF Jackpot Van! 
Look out for the other guy. Jackpot Van 
pilot Psycho Steve Ryder: he's a real 
leather-lunged road hog—like Willard 
Scott with a lead foot! Maybe you'll be 
the lucky listener who gets victimized by 
Psycho's daily jackpot drive-by shoot 
ing) Only KTRF listeners know ifs just 
Psycho's magnetic dart gun! Boing- 
Clank, ya got me! And who knows when 
Psycho might start another rousing game 
of Bumper Tag? Better lap the guy ahead 
of you or you'11 be "it"!

9 A.M. - Noon: THE 
JAMES BOND HOUR

Sixty minutes of snazzy, debonair 
driving music taken from 007's 
soundtrack albums allow you to tran 
scend lunch-hour traffic congestion. 
Poof! The gray-brown sky becomes the 
sunny Caribbean, and West Covina is 
exciting Monte Carlo.

1 P.M. - 3 P.M.: 
CITIZENS' APB

Help local police chase real criminals 
and improve your self-esteem! Conven-

MONDAY - FRIDAY

ience-store robbery? Semis transporting 
illegal aliens? You get the scene of the 
crime and a description of the getaway 
car just as soon as we get them from 
police radio. Put the pedal to the metal 
and get set for thrills when Ham Wilson. 
KTRF staff criminologist, roars his fa 
miliar "Whaddaya waitin' for. Riverside 
County? They're getlin' a-waayyyyy!"

3 P.M. - 9 P.M.: 
HOME. JAMES

KTRF's own certifiable nutcase, 
Jimmy James, welcomes you to his Inter 
state Asylum, easing you through the 
evening rush with all the traffic and a 
crazy array of features.

All rise for KTRF's nightly Phone-in 
People's Traffic Court, starring retired 
municipal judge. His ex-Honor William 
A. Ellis. But be careful, fender benders, 
our testy assessor's arbitrary arbitrations 
are binding!

Want the lowdown on Hollywood's 
high-riders? In SoCal, anyone passing 
you in a new tinted-window Mercedes 
might be a famous movie star —or just 
another no-money-down real estate mil 
lionaire. Tune into Bunkie Plunkett's 
Hollywood Parking Lot each weekday to 
know who's driving what and where — 
and with whom! If Don and Metanie get 
new vanity plates, if Michael Jackson's 
getting more bodywork done. Bunkie's 
got the story first. Check your defroster 
before listening —he's guaranteed to 
steam your windshield.

9 P.M.- 11P.M.:
TOMORROWS

TRAFFIC TONIGHT
Get a head start as John Barbosa, our 

chief trafficologist, sums up all the day's 
highlights, including a review of major 
accidents, and presents a preview of 
coming obstructions.

11 P.M. - 2 A.M. (M, W, F): 
LICENSE-PLATE. DATING
Like to meet that certain someone, but 

can't get them to roll down their win 
dow? Call us with their license-plate 
number, and if you'll answer embarrass 
ing questions about your sexual proclivi 
ties, we'll hook you up via our DMV 
Komputer Konnection and supply a cel 
lular phone number, address, vital statis 
tics, even whether or not they require 
corrective lenses. The rest is up to you.

11 P.M. - 2 A.M. (T, Th>:
AIL-CB NOSTALGIA SHOW
Turn back the clock for the few hours 

each week when the "highways are clear 
as yesteryear." Look who's driving: 
C.C. "Monkey Man" Me Fad den, 
KTRF's Proust of the Roost, rekindling 
memories of those Citizens Band seven 
ties. A big "10-4": the ole gearjammer 
will transport you "back to the past" as he 
serves up heaping helpings of his own 
brand of superslab patter. Amen, 
brother, this is what driving is all about.

2 A.M.- a A.M.:
DRIVING UNDER MV
INFLUENCE, starring

the Great Pandini
Put the phenomenon of highway hyp 

nosis to work for you by obeying Pan 
dini, KTRF's highway hypnotist. Listen 
as Pandini commands you to stave into 
the taillights ahead of you. Relax in the 
soft comfort of your seat. Now ... you 
are under Pandini's helpful spell. Quit 
smoking, lose weight, or become a better 
salesman as Pandini leads you into a deep 
trance, then imparts suggestions that will 
enhance your self-image. Thursday is 
still "Listen at Your Own Risk" night, 
when Pandini pulls out all the stops: will 
he command you to roll down your win 
dow and howl like a coyote? Play "Shave 
and a Haircut" on your car horn over and 
over? Don't worry, you won't remember 
a thing.
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MEL PETERSON, STEWARD OF VASSAL 
RESOURCES, WELCYMES YE TO

Jfate '
Or: Howe the Season of Summer Shall Be Made Profytable for All

REETINGS, jtaff, hither and yon, I jpeak to 
thee of another great tyme of merryement. 
Verrily, last year wast our best yet— might 
this one be evyn better? Hark, now, and 
knowest thou hajt been chosen from amongst 
the multitude of auditioners to serve. To thee 

I dyrect this guide. Marketh welle my words as I charge thee 
wyth this task: to upholdeth the banner of living historic, to 
maketh the vacationner jolly. Let this ftand. I jweare upon my 
/word, that wyth thys undertaking shall we delight the masses 
wyth fyne servyce, pleasant frivolities in our mannere, and 
toothsome vyttles. Forsooth, herein beginneth the rules and 
regulations offaid enterpryse. I wysh thee welle.

Or: So Excellente a Thing It Is to 
Serve the Publick

AR and wyde they come, weary from their 
pilgrimage, yea, they deserveth the kindest of 
manners. Thus, it is of the essence that thou 
jpeaketh wyth the_fweetest of tongues. Heed 
each colour-coded ticket stubbe and treateth 
each according to his station — violet deno- 

test noble ($22.50), green markest cleric ($17.50), brown indi- 
catest serf ($7.50 plus two proofes of purchase of Cocoa 
Puffes). Wythout faile, treate alle wyth due courtesye, except 
ing pennye-pinching serfs, whom you mayst ignore or not, as is 
your wont. Addresseth chose of fair sexxe as "m'lady." Male 
guests thou shah herald "goodjir."

I beseech thee, boldest fast to thy roile. Removeth not thy 
Kennin in publick. — if thou dof t enter through a lowe doorway, 
ducketh! Knights maye hfte visor of helmet if requested by 
photographers. Tis fitting that fooles tease guests—but 'tis 
folly to insult them. Robin Hood and Followers: it behooveth 
thee to jteale from the riche (violet jtubbes), but undue vio 
lence is beste left to ruffians and Jcoundrels,

Cobe of Cmplope Conduct
Or: The Virtuous Manner Maketh the Leastest Hassle
1. Keepeth the grassy knoll pastoral — discardeth filth in proper 
dung heap. Note to fair maidens: please flusheth not Janitary 
napkinnes— this causest the moat to overflowwe.
2. Alas! We are not responsible tor injuries acquired during 
jousting; for a small fee additional insurance is available. No 
jousting a I'outrance, solely a platsancc. Maketh merry — not 
fatality! If thou hast a disagreement wyth one's fellowwe 
knight, wilt not thou Jettle it on thine own tyme?
3. Brokken lute strings are the responsibility of troubadours.
4. Harlots, please punch debauchery carde before dallying.
5. Intoxicants are forbydden. All draggyn operators must 
taketh a Breathalyzer teft before they heginneth their shift. 
By right, any alchemist found manifesting illegal subftances is 
subject to trial by fyre.
G. Gratuities accepted in the banquet halle must be pooled and 
shared wyth busboys and dwarffes.
7. Lepers with running sores must wash hands after relieving 
themselves in the trenches.
8. Returning Crusaders and Knights Templars, please punch in 
before reentering the realm.
9. No gamboling on the castle battlements.
10. Beggars must leaveth a deposit on alle stumps and false 
limbs. Thys is due to the many unreturned stumps last season!
11. Teaseth not the unicorn. Yea, this includes jesters and 
fooles!
12. All royals and members of court (knights, damsels, vif- 
counts, marquises, etc.) may taketh their meals in the banquet 
halle. All others dineth buffet-jtyle at the large cauldron. Pris 
oners and hermits, a boxed lunch wille be provided.
13. Flagellants, be not foolhardy — do not share whips. 'Tis 
likely to lead to peftilence.
14. Gay is he who is wont to purchase. By hooke or by crooke, 
guideth our guests toward our fyne eating, drinkking, and 
shopping establyshments.

ILLUSTRATED BY JILL NARLA StHWARZ
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Costumes; anb QEijeir Care
Or: The Fynest of Frocks Maketh Their Wearer 

King
1. All wenches must wear undergarments.
2. Kinde sirs, codpieces are prestuffed— additional padding 
wilie be considered an act of lewdness and render thee subject 
to the jester's ridicule.
3. Costumes are dry-cleane only. Exception: knight's armor 
(buff jubilantly with Brilio).
4. If your finery becometh sanglianr, be not hill of woe — soake 
immediately in a combynation of bakkingjoda and jeltzer.
5. If you must throwe down the gauntlet, be surre to retrieve it 
— we do not have an unlimited supplye.
6. Ladyes, it thou loseth the key to your chaftity belte, a fee of 
$2.50 wille be charged for a duplicate.

Cmergencp procedures
Or: Evyl Foretold Begats Prudence Justly

1. Should fyre or other emergency befall the realm, remain 
chivalrous. Stay in your fiefdom and await instructions. We are 
not liable for discomfiture incurred due to flood, earthquake, 
plague, or other acts of God. Should such horrors occur, 
encourage clerics (greenJtubbes) to retreat immediately to the 
cloister and renounce alle worldly goods.
2. Wenne beset with inclement weather, roving jugglers, acro 
bats, and contortionists reporteth to the banquet halle and 
maketh merry. Lunatics must remain outdoors during tempests 
and thunderstorms.
3. If serfs (brown Jtubbes) become unruly, call upon jecurity at 
once. A grappling hooke wilt be dispatched. Thou might pum 
mel serfs whiljt waiting, without fear ot censure.
4. Should a guest become overpowered by the sight of carnage 
or becyme feint in areas of undue jtench, elevate the feete and 
applye a poultice of garlick. Band-Aids and leeches are avail 
able at the soothsayers' tent.

Action
Or: Woe to He Who 

Doth Crosseth the Lyne
EhD this warning—one who doth knowingly 
flout the rules of tlie kingdomme wille be 
dealt with severly. He who is guilty of heresy 
shall be jentenced to the dungeon and wille be 
flailed. Or, if preferest, be dokketh paye and 
thenceforth must departe the realm forever. 

Merry Men who refuseth to handeth over their take to the 
poore may be broughteth up on charges. Unseemely acts and 
wikked abominations (ravishing nuns, excessive pillaging, late 
ness) calle tor fasting and penance (hairshirts are available at 
the wardrobe tent). Beheading is reserved for the mofte awful 
crime of guild organizing. Indulgences maye be purchased at 
the papal kiosk (cash oniye). Who so sayest that such punish 
ment is unfair may requesteth a hearing before the court in 
writing (Form WZ-198-X).

last
The drawbridge is raised at 8:30 P.M. Be prompt, lest thou be 
jtranded overnight. For a complete _fchedule of jhuttle buses, 
please consulte unto the Book of Hours. Be strong of hearte 
and have a wondrous employmente! 
Please signeth the oath of fealty belowwe.

I, ————————————— (thy name write herein), do 
hereby /wear eternal allegiance to the worthy and valiant 
FAMILY AMUSEMENTS CORPORATION, and 
vow to uphold its good name wenne afoot or astride 
steed, through muck and mire, amongst rats and lice 
andjmelles mojtc putrid, amidst weather damp and cold 
or sunny and baked, from rhe /prighrly days of/priug 
through the frantic gaiety of the Lahore Day 
Weekende, or unto death, mojte welcyme should it 
come first.

1. Ye Pewter Unicorn Shoppe.
2. The Fleece Facrorye.
3. Rapunzel's Wig Huite.
4. Bathe and Bedchamber.
5. Merlin's Sorcery Shacke.
6. Breeches by Bob.
7. Motley by Mel.
8. House of Shackles.
9. The Tapestry Teepee.
10. Bunting V Stufie.

Jfoob ^allefi anb 
EJunbmg ^olles

11. Pete's Pourndge.
12. Tristam N Iseult N Brewe.
13. The Stewe Shacke.
14. Mutton Mania.
15. Avocado-on-Avon.
16. Casa Pottage.
17. Reggio's Rounde Table.
18. Turnip-O-Mat.
19. BoarBurger.
20. Le Curd.
21. Mead Expresse.
22. Ale Alley.
23. The Checkered Chalice.
24. The ExcaliBar.
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THREE OF A KIND

VC All wc 're three °f !1 kind, all right—me, Tommy 
I Cnil jEsteban, and Shadow. I'm a kind of 

monkey; he's sort of I guess what you'd have to call a 
yak, Tommy is; and Shadow's a ferret, and we're in 
bottles of preserving fluid in the Six Flags Amusement 
Park of Natural History. Three very different guys, but 
all in the same boat in this cr,i:y world.

It's not like I'm complaining. But if you asked me, are 
there any problems with our position, the answer would he 
yes. Like anything, it has its downside. If you asked me, is 
our life a unique example of a bed of roses in the universe, 
I'd say no. I'd be kidding you if 1 tok! you it was.

Our fur is generally very matted. We can't see worth a 
dime with these glass marble eyes they give us—at least I 
know I can't. Worst of all 1 think is our total isolation. We 
don't know the simplest facts of the last twenty years, like 
when the Vietnamese surrendered or if the Beatles ever got 
back together.

But that's all trivial, Tommy Esteban, the half-grown 
yak, says to us one night when the crowds are gone.

"You know what our problem is, guys, it's that we don't 
have any love."

And that's reality for you. The kids who come crowding 
in to see us don't really love us; maybe one or two of the 
weirder ones might be infatuated, but even that's stretching 
it. And for the custodial staff, keeping our bottles free of 
dust...well, I'd have to say it's just a job.

Plenty, therefore, 
rities on this wedding.

What Tommy Esteban says is what Shadow and I know 
bur do not dace to say. And what Tommy Esteban does 
next, what he executes, is nothing other than a scam of 
extraordinary beauty.

The township supporting Six Flags is also one of the 
regional centers for the mass production of enormous 
Italian wedding cakes: the different layers are trucked in 
from manufacturers in other parts of the country and 
assembled here to cake advantage of zoning restrictions. A 
fairly profitable service then sends the completed product 
off to weddings selected from the marriage-announcement 
pages. By paying off the Dominican mafia that controls the 
messenger service, Tommy diverts one of the cakes to the 
exhibition hall on its way to the Carnesiccio family 
wedding, then causes himself to be inserted into the cake, 
bottle and. all, at the very center. The display card from his 
case is stuck to the bottle—"Anatomical Specimen. Half- 
Grown Yak. Ladakh Range, 1952. A gift of the Maplcson 
Foundation Family Trust"—and underneath it Tommy 
himself has written, "Pis kindly retern, Six Flags."

How come this particular wedding? Because in reading 
the gossip columns, Tommy had reached certainty it would 
be a no-come-off. So while Tommy is weaving through 
downtown traffic on the back of a messenger's scooter, I 
shall explain a little of the sad story of Sondra Carnesiccio.

Pan lie Carnesiccio had been a small-time, unsuccessful 
mobster in the 1950s who had foreseen the end of any 
future for ethnic crime early on. He had diversified into 
honest real estate, making a mint. His daughter, Sondra, 
was beautiful. She had gone to a ritzy college and there 
fallen in love with CUfley Ciphor, scion of one of 
America's most top-quality Protestant families. Tragically, 
just as their romance was reaching consummation in 
matrimony, the medivs splashed the Carnesiccio family's 
syndicate ties all over the front pages. Clafley was soon 
thereafter quoted in the New York Post as saying, "Had 1
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known Sondra came from a background of such sordid 
illegality, 1 would not have asked her to be my wife." 
Sondra, in turn, told Ladies' Home journal that the way in 
which Clafley made love to her was the same way he waxed 
his car, but involved even less rhythm. Furthermore, she 
said, she was now engaged in bonds of soon-to-be holy 
matrimony with Gawain K. Stallone, brother of the film 
star.

Plenty, therefore, rides on this wedding. There is the 
pride of Italian-American immigrants to be upheld. There 
is the Carnesiccio family pride to be repaired. Most 
important, there is the hurt pride of a very beautiful lady, 
Miss Sondra Carnesiccio. It is she who upon cutting the 
cake excavates the bottle, only to very suddenly find herself 
face to face with one dead, suave yak, Mr. Tommy Esteban.

If you're thinking Sondra is experiencing many emotions 
right now, such as anger and unhappiness, you are, of 
course, right on top of the money. But who was it who 
claimed that while the journey in a woman's heart from 
indifference to love takes forever, the highway leading from 
hate to love is not so long at all? The dead yak in the cake 
is not any old dead yak, but our very own Tommy Esteban, 
and he immediately gives her one of his patented yak-tooth 
smiles.

The music starts up, and just by exclaiming that she is 
beautiful, that there'll be hell and a scene if he doesn't get 
just one dance with her, Tommy gets a dance. Now he 
starts in with the whole aria and ballet about her being a 
bird who must fly Iree, how be can see the wildness of night 
in her eyes, etc., making implicit comparisons with the 
pedestrian charms of Gawain K. Whenever they spin by 
Gawain K., who is in the wall-fixing trade, Tommy 
whispers that he can still see spackle that Gawain has 
neglected to remove from his 
fingernails—and Sondra 
has to bite her pretty 
lip to keep from 
laughing. This undue

attention to another party causes a conference at Paulie 
Carnesiccio's table, where the members of the Stallone clan 
are expressing concern about the degree of respect being 
shown a member, even such a wimpified and torpid 
member such as is Gawain K. "Let's go," says Tommy to 
Sondra, and they slip off down the stairs.

He tells her, "I know that you"—CLUNK! CLUNK! 
CLUNK!, his bottle knocks against the steps as they rush 
down the stairs of the social hall—"don't really love that 
man. Do you?" He pauses. "Is there another man.'"

Her silence indicates the yes answer. "Sondra," says 
Tommy, "if you're angry at another man, there's ways to get 
back at him other than marrying a galoot like Gawain K."

"There are?" she says, ami the two of them are out the 
door.

"Hop in!" he says and gestures at a vehicle that has been 
procured just ten minutes before by some of Esteban's 
friends with jumper cables. Soon the wrecking outfit is 
cruising down the interstate, with Tommy driving and the 
two-ton wrecking ball, along with Sondra's golden hair, 
swaying wildly in the wind. When they arrive at Clafley's 
mansion, Sondra demolishes it like a house of cards. 
Tommy can still imitate the sigh of total relief Sondra gave 
when she saw the Georgian architecture collapse into 
rubble. "A beautiful sigh of two years' unhappiness and 
humiliation gone," he has called it. Sondra made her 
getaway on a scooter, and when the police came to the 
scene and saw Tommy lying at the controls, they read his 
label and drove him back to Six Flags.

Tommy was imprecating fate for two straight weeks over 
where she was, but then one Thursday in April, a freshly 
divorced Sondra, nee Carnesiccio, splendid in a strapless 
lavender dress, appeared at the Hall of Mammals. She 
carried a jagged scrap of glass, which she had been taking to 
natural-history museums all over the country. The chunk 
fit decisively into a crevice in Tommy's bottle—it had 
come off during their escape from the social club.

That week saw Tommy and Sondra united before society 
as man and wife. When I tell you they are happy, don't ask 
me to say I mean they're living a fairy tale—life doesn't 
work out that way. But it lightens my heart to think of the 
two of them together, and Shadow assures me it lightens his 
heart, too.

in!" he says.
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LOOK FOR THESE

AND LEARN

OBJECT

Common Housefly

WHERE FOUND

Soup, raisin bread.

CONTAINS

Protein, vitamins 
C, D, & E. A good 
source of fiber, 
and in soup, a 
good source of jokes.

Pizza, hoagies, subs.

All the B vitamins. 
May prevent 
cataracts and 
colon cancer.

Kinky Hair 
(Human Origin) Vitamins A & K. 

Vital for proper 
liver function.

Ethnic foods 
(curries, enchiladas, 
stuffed derma).

Paint ^Flakes

/ COftN An important 
source of latex 
and lead, necessary 
for cell growth 
and repair.

Various.
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IN YOUR FOOD
THEIR NUTRITIONAL VALUE

OBJECT

Sneeze 
Fluid

WHERE FOUND

Foods containing 
pepper: steak au 
poivre, pepperoni, etc.

CONTAINS

Water, vital to 
all life. 
AIDS virus.

In foods that
have been chopped.

Severed Fingers

b<

Ashes

Protein, calcium. 
Important in 
prevention of 
scrofula. Nails 
provide roughage.

Near waitresses.

Carbon. Minimum 
daily requirement 
not established 
for human diet.

Outdoor \\\ 
cafes.

f"\jjja. ™^

Air Conditioners

Contain wiring,f 
necessary for ^^' 
strong teeth 
and gums.

\ * v\\ ° p
X̂^ o

Meteorites

Good source of radium,
uranium.
Aids body's
ability to
glow in
dark.
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TRAVELING WITH THE OF JERRY'S CORNERS, NY

For three years I have chronicled the activities of the Idiot Teens, a
group of youngsters who I believe offer unique opportunities for the

historian of contemporary culture. Despite my many researches, 1 was
(and remain) curious about several aspects of this group. How the
group functioned outside of Jerry's Corners, the upstate New York

community with which the teens are inextricably linked,
was certainly chief among my questions. 

Here follows an oral history of the great Idiot Teen Road Trip
of June 1991.

PETE: Looking back on it, Beryl, crack or rape is to our inner-city cous- 
Canada seemed a natural. As you well ms ' We felc reaIl V bad' so that s when 
know, summertime is a traditional 
time of travel, adventure, and experi 
mentation. Traditionally, it is also a 
time of explosives. These two themes 
are united, for me, in the phrase 
"Summer of Love." And what better 
place to celebrate than Canada —the

we went to Sinbad's room, the Emper 
or's Suite.

"Land of Love"?
SINBAD: We don't know when 
the real Summer of Love happened. 
But we're pretty sure it was in the 
summer, so we decided that its anni 
versary would naturally fall sometime 
within the summer months.

RINGO: Canada was appealing to 
me because, in this time of heightened 
jingoistic neo-fascist fake patriotism, 
we wanted to follow the Freedom 
Trail that many Vietnam draft dodg- 
ers took.

PETE: Although for some of us, it 
was really the explosives we were 
interested in, and that we love our 
country very much, as signified by our 
complete involvement in Fourth of 
July festivities.

PAUL: That's really where every 
thing starts: the Fourth of July. Or 
actually, the third of July, when we 
ran out of fireworks. We thought we 
could pace ourselves, but I guess fire 
works are to us small-town kids what

SINBAD: Basically, we felt the 
summer was totaled on account of us 
having used up all of out explosives. 
[See Appendix A.] Already in June 
we had lost a lot of firepower when we 
tried to create our own kind of primi 
tive Scud from the gunpowder of 
6,000 Black Cats, to be fired during 
graduation as a tribute to the depart 
ing Scalpers. 1 guess you could say it 
worked, although it depends on your 
perspective, I guess. 1 think the sen 
iors appreciated it. Anyhow, at this 
particular moment, everyone was sort 
of depressed until after some beers — 
I can't get specific about numbers, 
but ic was a lot. Pete kind of got us 
going again.

He stood up and made a pretty 
powerful speech. He goes, "Over 150 
years ago, this country was founded. 
It was based on certain principles and 
beliefs. There was slavery and then 
they got rid of it. World War II was a 
pretty big deal. The fifties were like 
the show Happy Days. In the sixties 
people used drugs instead of beer, and 
there was a lot of music and social ills 
being addressed. These things are 
what make us so great. We are the 
greatest. And.we have an obligation 
to celebrate our greatness with fireworks

After further history-based com 
ments of an inspirational nature, Pete 
shifted gears a litcle and went, "Last 
night, I bad my dream again." He 
kind of looked off into space and his 
eyeballs rolled back a little like the 
bed was spinning. This is what he 
calls bis prophecy state, which is basi 
cally just a way to blame our Idiot 
actions on supernatural powers over 
which we have no control over. Usu 
ally he prophesizes that we should do a 
lawn job, or go steal all the flags from 
the Jerry's Corners Elite Country 
Club. But this prophecy was a little 
different. He goes, "I dreamed of the 
'All-Star Tribute,' a.k.a. the M-8000, 
the most powerful firework known Co 
man. We must find this firework. 1 was 
told in my dream that it lies to the 
north, in the land of the people who 
speak in French but arc nor of France, 
where ales flow in golden rivers, and 
where the godlike ones have sports on 
frozen waters."

Paul shouted "Canada" real loud, 
and Pete almost hit him for breaking 
into his prophecy. The rest of us 
would have figured it out in a couple 
more minutes anyway. But that's 
when it was decided we would go to 
Canada for more fireworks so we could 
get on with our lives.

The M-8000 (visionary's conception).

And so the quest began, a Promethean 
undertaking literally meant to bring fire 
back to the hamlet of Jerry's Corners. 
More important, however, was the spir 
itual aspect of the quest: the search for 
meaning in Pete's vision; Ringo's pursuit 
of a lost, Vietnam-era sense of moral 
certitude; and Sinbad's and Paul's mis 
sion to bring commerce to their high 
school peers (they had correctly theorized 
that they could finance their trip and the 
rest of their summer by buying duty-free 
tobacco products and liquors at the bor 
der and selling them to other teens in 
Jerry's Corners). All of these elements 
combined to create a startling mirror 
image of the great questing lore of a vari 
ety of far'flung cultures.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY DENNIS KITCHEN
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RINGO: Our first obstacle was a 
car. Naturally, we turned to the Idiot 
Teens' only adult Life Sponsor, my 
dad. My family strongly believes in 
questioning traditional norms, so my 
dad agreed to rent a car for us on the 
condition that we donate part of the 
profits from Trader Sinbad s Duty- 
Free Shoppe to either Puerto Rican 
independence groups or Minister Far- 
rakhan. It was a small price to pay. 
Eventually we picked Farrakhan and 
decided that instead of sending him 
money directly, we would start our 
own local chapter of militant Black 
Muslims. But it never really got any 
further than walking menacingly 
through Jerry's Corners wearing styl 
ish dark suits and bow ties and heavy 
shades.
PAUL: Ringos dad had had an
excellent year because his children's 
book about the Rosenberg trial was 
picked up by a syndicate of Montes- 
sori schools. Therefore, we were able 
to rent a silver Chrysler New Yorker 
with spoke hubcaps, a machine that 
sucked up gasoline, just as our ances 
tors had sucked up opportunity over 
two hundred years ago. After making 
sure we had sufficient provisions [see 
Appendix B], we took off.

PETE: In a very synchronistic 
moment, we all immediately decided 
that it would be a waste of a rental

car to drive it just on an interstate. 
Frankly, I think people would be sur 
prised to learn how well a Chrysler 
New Yorker stands up to stiff, off-road

APPENDIX A: FIREWORKS CHART AS COMPILED BY THE IDIOT TEENS

NAME OF EXPLOSIVE: Night Flare 
OFFICIAL DESCRIPTION: A rainbow shower 
of sparks with loud report followed by a 
bright luminescent flare floating gently to 
earth under a glowing parachute. 
ACTUAL EFFECT: This is a tube that shoots 
up a very thin stream of maybe fifteen to 
twenty sparks. Then there's a pop like a 
champagne cork, and you have to look for 
the parachute, which is fused shut and 
lands nearby, a black plastic lump. Then, 
while you're looking up for the parachute, 
which has already landed in your yard, the 
tube catches on fire and creates a large 
burn spot on your driveway.
NAME OF EXPLOSIVE: Screamin' Buzz 
Bomb
OFFICIAL DESCRIPTION: A tornado Of 
golden sparks and a high-pitched whine 
follow Screaming Buzz Bomb far into the 
heavens.
ACTUAL EFFECT: An excellent palm-sized 
self-contained propeller craft made of 
tough plastic. The noise is almost unbear 
able, and this little dynamo can definitely 
do some damage to flesh and property. 
Easy to aim, too. Good when launched six 
or eight at a time. Also good source of 
gunpowder for Scud,

NAME OF EXPLOSIVE: Homemade Scud 
OFFICIAL DESCRIPTION: N A 
ACTUAL EFFECT: Grafted from coffee cans 
and sporting a foil-encased nose cone, this 
little thirty-pound gem is powered by the 
gunpowder from several hundred fireworks. 
It only goes about thirty yards, but is capa 
ble of ripping a five-foot gash in regulation- 
thickness aluminum siding. It's the Scud's 
lack of accuracy that makes it an ideal tool 
for terrorism, although certain homeowners 
may believe it is a meteor and will bring 
the plaster chunks from their yard to be 
displayed at the Chamber of Commerce 
Historical Society.
NAME OF EXPLOSIVE: All-Star Tribute,
a.k.a. M-8000
OFFICIAL DESCRIPTION: Unknown
ACTUAL EFFECT (or so we've heard): Most 
powerful firework known to man. Breaks 
tree limbs and windows at a hundred yards, 
and sucks the oxygen from your lungs. Can 
vaporize a regulation swimming pool or 
drive straw into barn doors. Could explode 
your eyes if you looked directly at it, and at 
least partial hearing loss is assured.

terrain- When you're driving across a 
deeply furrowed cornfield, the very 
last thing you expect is a smooth ride. 
But the New Yorker really made 
believers out of us. I think the Chry- 
slev Corporation is totally missing out 
on a unique marketing angle for this 
fantastic little ATY

Ringo also had an idea that we all 
liked a lot. It was to write on the car's 
interior with indelible Magic Markers. 
That way we could keep a very imme 
diate and graphic travelogue of our 
experiences on the road. We were able 
to keep fairly exact records of beers 
consumed, number of times we had to 
stop for Paul 10 take a leak (along 
with a clockwork-like history of com 
plete mental and emotional failure in 
his family, Paul has a bladder that 
shuts down after one beer so that all 
liquid passes straight through), witty 
things you could say to a policeman if 
he stopped you for a ticket, witty 
things you could say to a thirty-year- 
old woman who was also driving to 
Canada with two little kids and 
looked like she might be leaving her 
husband, and witty things you could 
say if you were drunk in a Chrysler 
New Yorker.

We were very excited to have the 
opportunity to pick up a hitchhiker to 
share our experience with.

RINGO: I"he guy's name wasjun- 
ior and he got into the Chrysler New 
Yorker by climbing through the win-
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APPENDIX B:
PORTABLE MATERIAL CULTURE 
What to Pack for a Road Trip

a ^ h~ &

I asked each Idiot Teen to choose one Hem 
he leit was most important lor a road trip. 
[Note: I later modified the question to not 
include beer.] The answers are not only 
revealing on an individual level, but also 
give some idea of the material their daily 
life is composed of.

PETE Without a doubt, I think the most 
important thing to take is this Que'e'eim- 
moh'igu'un'nk County Sheriffs' Associa 
tion decal, especially if Paul is driving, 
because the cops seriously will let you off 
because your dad is a prominent citizen 
who owns the only men's-wear shop in the 
county where cops get a discount. Out of 
the county, of course, you're on your own.

SINBAD Raw cookie dough provides you 
with quick energy and rich flavor. Plus the 
stuff expands in your stomach and absorbs 
beer. This helps you avoid bad reactions 
when you're behind the wheel,

RINGO For me. being in the car is my ver 
sion of being outdoors. So I like to get in 
touch with nature by chewing tobacco 
instead of smoking it. The juice stains on 
the window from where you lean out to spit 
are an excellent example of "found art,"

PAUL A supply of rubbers not only makes 
you feel confident in an interpersonal situa 
tion but also can be used for roadside 
volleyball.

dow— I never saw him use the door. 
I cvied to ask him what his full name 
was, but he wouldn't tell me. Junior 
was a mysterious wise traveler with 
many secrets. His main secret that he 
confided to us was that he was techni 
cally insane from taking a lot of 
Tylenols. He proved it by eating some 
chewing tobacco, then throwing it up 
out the window. A lot of it got on the 
trunk of the car somehow. Despite his 
insanity, Junior possessed deep wis 
dom, and had been traveling for many 
years. He taught us the great secret of 
hitchhiking: make a sign if you know 
your destination so that people will 
take you there if they are also headed 
in that direction.
SINBAD: Pete and Junior really 
hit it off, especially when Pete told 
him about: his Al l-Star Tribute dream, 
and Junior said he had had the exact 
same dream and knew for a fact that 
the Army had developed this firework

for use in 'Nam. But he said it was so 
dangerous they discontinued it and 
there were only two dozen left in the 
whole world, but that Maurice's Fire 
works, right on the other side of the 
border, might be the place to find a 
couple hundred. Then Ringo said, 
"Oh, you're a Vietnam veteran. That's 
funny, because we're re-creating the 
Draft Dodgers Freedom Trail." Junior 
went nuclear and started breaking 
things, including the on-dash com 
pass we'd added and our special tape 
of unique covers of sixties songs [see 
Appendix C] too. Then he decided to 
re-create his paratrooping days by 
bailing out through the driverVside 
window while the car was in motion.

PAUL: But 1 stopped the car and 
made Ringo apologize and we con 
vinced Junior to heal the wounds of

m

notes Pete.

APPENDIX C: SPECIAL SUMMER OF LOVE ROAD TRIP TAPE OF UNIQUE 
COVERS OF SIXTIES SONGS

Let's Live for Today ................................ Lords of the New Church
Surfin' U.S.A. .................................... Jesus and Mary Chain
(I'm Not Your) Steppin' Stone ....................... Sex Pistols
Mrs, Brown You've Got a Lovely Daughter .............. Stiv Bators
Soul Kitchen ..................................... X
My Way ........................................ S\d Vicious
Hazy Shade of Winter .............................. Bangles
Tears of a Clown .................................. English Beat
Born to Be Wild .................................. The Cult
Eight Miles High .................................. Hiisker Dii
California Sun .................................... Ramones
Soldier of Love ................................... Marshall Crenshaw
Love Is All Around
(Theme from The Mary Tyler Moore Show)" ............. HuskerDO
Omaha ......................................... Golden Palominos
"Not technically a sixties song, but irresistible and perky, like Mary herself.

the Vietnam War with the pressure 
dressing of beer.

PETE: By this Lime it was getting 
late, and even though we could have 
made Canada, bought our fireworks, 
and gotten home around midnight, it 
didn't seem like enough of a journey 
somehow, especially since Ringo's dad 
had paid the weekend, Life Sponsor 
rate for the New Yorker. We decided 
to experience the outdoors at night.

RINGO: That's when we discov 
ered a basic problem with nature: it's 
a totally sucky sleeping environment. 
1 guess it was this very discovery that 
motivated primitive men to get off 
their asses and create the total auto 
motive pleasure machine, the Chry 
sler New Yorker, with power 
everything and a Marker-gripping 
plush interior. So we slept in the car.
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SIN BAD: Before sleeping, how 
ever, we did a lot of typical camping- 
out shit: told ghost stories [see 
Appendix D], roasted hot dogs and 
Jimmy Dean pork sausage over a low 
fire of twigs and lighter fluid, and, 
most importantly, reenacted the day's 
events in a dance around the fire like 
in the preview for Dances with Wolves. 
The next day, we felt, would be a sig 
nificant one.

PAUL: We were awakened early by 
the sound of a bear going through our 
garbage. It was an intensely dramatic 
and authentic kind of encounter with 
a bear that could really spice up an 
application essay, and we were all very 
excited to be living through this 
unique brush with the wild and 
untamed side of nature. But then 
Ringo made the observation chat it 
was a dog, not a bear. A stray springer 
spaniel, probably. Pete said he 
thought the windows of the Chrysler 
New Yorker had probably magnified 
the stray dog's size.

RINGO: It was a hard morning 
going up, because we had decided to 
tell Customs we were going to a Chris 
tian Youth conference, so we had to 
get into character and couldn't drink 
any beers until we crossed the border. 
This was hard on all of us but espe-

cially Sinbad, who couldn't get the jin 
gle for O'Keefe Canadian Ale out of 
his head. And he refused to stop sing 
ing it, too. We thought it spelled disas 
ter, but then Junior had a great idea—

that Sinbad should hide in the trunk of 
the car—which just proves how the 
spark of intelligence may smolder for 
years beneath a thick sticky blanket of 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 67

APPENDIX D: GHOST STORIES OF THE IDIOT TEENS
Ghost stones exist in all cultures. Their 
significance is rich and varied, for they not 
only reinforce notions of spirituality within 
a community, they also pass from genera 
tion to generation to form an important 
link with individuals and the history of their 
community. The Idiot Teens told me that 
the ghost stones they told around the 
campfire had been told to them by com 
munity elders, who had heard them when 
they were children.

PAUL Once, a very long time ago, down 
where the Bismarck gas station is out on 
Redskin Pike, there used to be a huge 
luxury hotel called the Superior Hotel de 
Luxury. This young couple and their child 
came to the hotel in the winter to be the 
caretakers. The husband was a writer, I 
think. The child used to ride around the 
hotel on his tricycle. Once, on the door, they 
discovered the words Red Rum. This 
scared them. Then the dad of the couple 
started to behave weirdly, I think the kid 
had an accident on his tricycle, like he fell 
oft a balcony and into the lobby. I can't 
remember. But weird stuff was happening. 
Then the dad attacked the mom with an ax. 
And he came after her and goes, "Heeeere's 
Johnny," then he goes, "I'm gonna bash 
yourfucking brains in." I believe the mom

killed him. And she also realized that "Red 
Rum" spelled backwards is "murder." And 
then at the end, you see this really old pic 
ture from like the twenties and the dad's 
face is in it. I can't really remember what 
that part of it was about.

RINGO This isn't really a ghost story, but 
it's pretty good. This guy built this huge 
mansion out in the country by Ed Cumber's 
farm. This happened maybe ten years ago. 
He captured this hitchhiker one time and 
brought him down to his basement. Then 
he tied him to a table. Above the table was 
this huge blade hanging from a specially 
made device kind of thing. The blade swung 
back and forth, back and forth, getting 
lower and lower each time it swung, back 
and forth, back and forth. Eventually, it cut 
this hitchhiker in half. Also, another hitch 
hiker had been put into a wall in this guy's 
basement and bricked in, I believe. And 
another one was killed and buried but his 
heart kept beating. But then, through some 
supernatural forces, the whole house col 
lapsed and sunk into the ground. Some 
people say it sunk to Hell, but I'm pretty 
skeptical about that.

PETE Okay, here's one I heard a long time 
ago when I was a boy. There was this

banker and his wife living on Market Street, 
I believe. His name was Sam. I forget her 
name. She was very attractive, though, and 
had a nice figure. She made pottery. Then 
he got murdered. So he was dead. But his 
ghost came back and tried to communicate 
with his wife. But he couldn't really, so he 
went to this spiritualist and possessed her 
body so he could have sex with his wife, 
which he did, although it didn't come out 
like lesbian sex, but like the wife was actu 
ally having sex with the husband, Sarn. 
Then I think he helped her to bring his 
killers to justice. I 'm not a hundred percent 
on that part because I got involved in a con 
versation with this woman who sells pop 
corn at a movie theater. I think the wife 
eventually got the killers, though. She's still 
alive, they say, but she left Jerry's Corners.

SINBAD This is the story of an old guy who 
was very mean, He hated humanity, and 
was stingy with his finances, of which he 
had a lot. So that night, three ghosts came 
to visit him. One showed him his past, one 
showed him his present, and one showed 
him the future. It was so terrifying that the 
guy went insane and gave away all his 
money. Nobody knows what ever happened 
to him. This happened in the 1600s, 
though, before medication.
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DearTonia,
It's too bad you had to see that little scene at the drive- 

in when me and Bemice broke up. 1 don't know why it 
happened. One minute we're parked backwards making 
out and listening to G woodier 1H, just like always* and next 
thing 1 know something feels wrong and 1 pull away and 
Bern ice starts crying and tries to get out of the car and all. 
If she'd heen able to find the dtxzir handle 1 bet she'd have 
walked out on me. It was like I was embarrassed to he 
kissing Bernice while you were there, because you might 
have thought it was rude or felt left nut, 1 mean. Which is 
strange because for two years Bern ice and 1 have been 
making out at the drive-in and she always makes me park 
backwards because she says 1 shouldn't have an unfair 
advantage, so thousands of people must have seen me and 
her doing all that stuff, hut t never was embarrassed about 
it till last night. Also, 1 was kind of grossed out, which 
never happened to me either. I only felt better after I 
dropped her utf and we drove down the highway really fast 
with the windows open and the wind in my hair. The 
moon sure was beautiful. Wow.

On a more psychiatric note, 1 am never going back to 
that goddamn psychiatrist. He said maybe 1 should try 
writing letters to my mother, too. 1 swear to God he said 
that. I said he should see a psychiatrist. Sometimes 1 think 
you're the only friend 1 have. __

Frank

Dear "Tonia,"

I'm putting your name in quotes because you just don't 
seem like a "Tonia" anymore. At the picnic we had up in 
the meadow behind the Mini-Mart 1 remember looking at 
you, with the sun shining off your windows, and thinking 
you were beautiful but you needed a better name. My 
mother is so stupid. She said yesterday, "Boy, why don't 
you stop squiring that car around like it was Hedy Lamarr 
and take a real girl on some of these fancy picnic trips?" 
She said "car" like it was a bad word, like you're not as 
good as other people. I'm not going to call you the c-word 
anymore now; I'm going to call you an Automobile- 
American. Rut here's a question; if you're a person, how 
old are you? You got made in I960, but you can't be eleven 
because that would be sick. One dog year is seven people 
years. So if you're a dog you are seventy-seven, but chat's 
kind or sick too and I know you are no dog. A car is 
halfway tall between a dog and a person, so maybe one car 
year is three people years and you are thirty-three, which is 
a great load orTmy mind.

I don't need any girl like my mother says. When I'm 
with you J feel like 1 used to when 1 took Bernice out, or 
the retarded cashier from the Mini-Mart, only different. 
When I sit inside you with your new chrome and the 
white walls 1 gave you on the on e^ month anniversary of my 
buying you, it gives me a special feeling that 1 wish you 
could have too, But 1 guess there's no way you can sit inside me.

You know, what I really like is the big rumble you make 
when I shift into first going up a hill. Thai makes me feel 
funny all over my hod. I never got like that with Bernice. 
Even when the retarded cashier took off her clothes in the 
Mini-Mart right before they fired her, I didn't feel funny 
like that, even though she was totally nude and you could 
see everything.

Love, 
Frank

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Dearest Tony,
I think it's time we stopped kidding ourselves. We both 

know this is more than just a friends thing. And I also 
realize at this time that you are really not a Tonia. You are 
a Tony. There are television shows about stuff like this all 
the time but I never thought one of these things would 
happen to me. I guess 1 am what they call a gay 
homosexual, not that 1 am a fag or anything. Like if a guy 
came into the Mini-Mart and said he wanted to have sex 
with me I would not have sex with him. 1 wouldn't hit him 
unless he came up behind me and tried to slip it in without 
me noticing like they do, because 1 am no racist. But with 
you it's different because you're not like other men. I know 
that is an old line but it's true, because, as 1 am 
embarrassed to say, 1 never thought of Automobile- 
Americans as people until you opened my eyes. Now 1 do, 
and every time 1 see an Automobile-American 1 say hello, 
even though people look at me funny in parking lots

sometimes.What made me realize this is a dream I had last night. I 
dreamed it was summer and we were out driving. You were 
wearing a white silk dress and 1 thought you looked 
beautiful, but in a strong way, like if Sylvester Stallone had 
a pretty dress on. We came to a fancy nightclub and drove 
right in onto the dance floor. They were playing "Against 
All Odds" by Phil Collins and we were slow-dancing. All 
of a sudden the music stopped and everyone started 
crowding around and yelling at us. 1 saw my mom was 
there and Bernice and the retarded cashier and Mr. 
Johnson from the Mini-Mart and Sylvester Stallone was 
there too-1 tried to explain we were in love but they all 
kept yelling bad names at us so 1 jumped into you and we 
ran them all over, just like David Hasselhoff and KITT, 
and we busted through the wall and onto the highway. 
Then 1 woke up and 1 was crying, because 1 knew the song 
"Against All Odds" meant that our relationship was 
against all odds, meaning people wouldn't accept us and 
would try to stop our love, like Romeo and Juliet if Romeo 
was gay and Juliet was a car, Anyway, that dream is how 1 
realized about my love for you and that you are a man.

I don't know what's going to happen to us, Tony. 
Sometimes I think they'll take you away from me and lock 
me up if they find out, or we'll go down in a blaze of glory 
and drive off a cliff with a hundred police cars after us. 
Then sometimes I think they'll be pretty disgvisted but not 
really care. 1 don't know- All that counts is we have each

other. All my love,
Frankie

My darling Anthony,

Before I say anything I want you to promise not to be 
upset. I can always get another job, and defending your 
honor was just more imporrant than working in that 
goddamn Mini-Mart selling Slushees. Anyway, Mr. 
Johnson, my boss, comes in to check on things, which 
means he rries to get Sue Ann into the walk-in freezer 
because she is pretty good-looking for a retarded person 
and chat's why he hired her back. And when she runs away 
from him and hides behind the Slushee machine making 
retard noises he gets embarrassed and looks out the 
window at you and starts making small talk. "Frankie," he 
says, "I see you got yourself a nice heat-up car there. That's 
real smart, because you can drive the shit out of them and 
it doesn't matter. I had a car like that once." He actually 
said that—"I had a car like that once"! He might as well 
just say, "1 had your car, Frank!" Now I know there were 
probably drivers before me, hut I figure that's none of my 
business because it was before I met you. But I couldn't let 
him get away with calling you a whore like that. Because I 
was mopping the floor when he came in 1 had these rubber 
work gloves, so I slapped him across the face with one and 
challenged him Co 3 duel, like in France. He asked if I was 
still seeing that psychiatrist and when 1 said no he fired 
me, but he was too chicken to have the duel even when I 
pointed out there were two mops right there.

1 was thinking, since I got fired there's nothing to keep 
me in this town except my mother and she doesn't talk to 
me anymore and just says the rosary over and over when 1 
try to explain about you. So we could hit the road 
together, and go looking for a new place where we could 
maybe rent a little garage of our own. You don'r have to 
decide right away. By the way, what we did yesterday in 
the garage was the most beautiful experience of my life, 
even though I did get kind of burned because we only 
waited ten minutes after we got home and you weren't all 
cooled off yet. And 1 still smell like gasoline down there. 
But it was really great and 1 don't think I'll have to go to 
the doctor after all, I'm still nervous about the other thing 
we talked about but I might be ready tonight.

Thinking of you, 
Frankie

Anthony, Anthony, Anthony, dofhiding

e
-house to ourselves! forever yours, 

Frankie
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SCOT! BALDWIN

TRUE STORIES 
HOTLINE WINNER
This incredible but true 
story was phoned in to the 
True Stories Hotline by 
Robert Poor of Pataskala, 
Ohio.
A WOMAN FROM 
the central Ohio area 
made preparations to 
take the State Highway 
Patrol exam. During the 
course of her preliminary 
interview, she was asked 
several questions about 
her past, one of which 
she answered by saying, 
"Yes, when I was youn 
ger, my husband and I 
broke into a Honda deal 
ership and we stole a 
car." The interview con 
tinued. When the hus 
band came to pick her 
up, he was driving the 
stolen Honda. Husband 
and wife were both 
arrested.

E A i t ,e

MUKLUK LAND, OPEN 
during June, July, and Au 
gust, features "family fun" in 
Tok, Alaska. Retired teacher 
George Jacobs founded Muk 
luk Land in 1985, after he 
noticed that "tourists passing 
through here had nothing to 
do," said his wife, Beth. 
Jacobs also runs the M»/dit/< 
Neu's and the Mukluk Tax 
Service.

Named after the Eskimo 
word for "boot," Mukluk 
Land offers "a movie on the 
Alaskan pipeline, a video of 
the Northern Lights, dogsled 
rides, a miniature golf course, 
and Skee-Ball," all for a 
three-dollar admission, one 
dollar for kids. Other attrac 
tions include a giant fiber 
glass mosquito and a garden 
reported to have produced a 
thirty-pound cabbage, {con 
tributed by Jackie Hoogs)

a T a F
A WOODEN LAWN OR- 
nament, a two-dimensional 
bald waiter in striped pants 
and tight vest, was kid 
napped and taken on a tour 
of the United States for sev 
eral weeks. The three-foot- 
tall painted pine statue was 
stolen from the yard of Igna- 
zio Marchese of Toronto, who 
began receiving photographs 
of his lawn waiter in the mail.

ii IT n in [by J o Ira n O e n

Police traced the abductor 
through a license plate in 
a photo and retrieved the 
ornament from a Calgary 
resident. The unidentified 
student bad traveled exten 
sively with the waiter, which 
he named Owen.

According to the Toronto 
Star, the photos, mailed to 
Marchese, showed Owen "in 
front of Niagara Falls, at the 
Empire State Building and 
the Statue of Liberty, at sev 
eral Midwestern ballparks 
{including Wrigley Field) 
and stadiums, and at the site 
of the Calgary Winter Olym 
pics." (contributed by B. 
Rietkerk)

n T n F
IN AN UNRELATED CASE, 
a wooden rabbit vanished 
from the lawn of Harry and 
Louise West of Reisterstown, 
Maryland, in July 1989 The 
bunny turned up the follow 
ing August, "propped on the 
windshield of the couple's car 
next to a bag of photo 
graphs."

The photos indicated "the 
rabbit went west to Utah, 
Kansas City, and Reno, then 
back east to sample the big- 
city life of New York, Phila 
delphia, and Atlantic City.

Photographs were also taken 
at the Wright Brothers Mu 
seum in Kitty Hawk, North 
Carolina, Florida's Disney 
World, Annapolis, Mary 
land, Bermuda, and St. 
Thomas."

The wooden rabbit was 
even pictured with Baltimore 
mayor Kurt Schmoke, but 
"Schmokc did not return 
telephone calls seeking com 
ment," reported the Sunday 
Patriot-News of Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania, (contributed 
by Jeff Hansen)

n T n F
IN PORT-OF-SPAIN, TRIN- 
idad, a nude man climbed a 
wall, attacked four security 
guards, and stole their four- 
wheel-drive vehicle, which he 
crashed into a British Air 
ways 747 that was readying 
for takeoff. He then threw 
himself into one of the 
jetliner's engines.

The apparent suicide was 
identified as Daniel John 
O'Brien, a vacationing 
American tourist. (Minne 
apolis) Star-Tribune

n T n F

True Signs: 
Off-Ramp to Nuttiness
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PILOT STEVEN BROOKS 
notified the tower at Bain- 
stable Municipal Airport 
when passengers on his DC-3 
began coughing midway 
through the thirty-minute 
flight from Boston to Hyan- 
nis, Massachusetts. Many of 
the twenty-nine passengers 
were suffering from nausea.

After the Continental 
Express plane landed, Hyan- 
nis police arrested Luis Ro- 
mero, whom other passengers 
said had sprayed the cabin 
with an odor resembling that 
of human feces.

According to the News 
Times of Danbury, Connecti 
cut, police searching the 
plane found "an unlabeled 
aluminum spray can, a plastic 
replica of human feces, and a 
'talking toilet 1 novelty item, 
all stuffed in a bag beneath a 
seat." (contributor unknown)

DT D F
AND AT USAIR, FLIGHT 
attendants ordered Arnir 
Omrani and his wife, Randi 
Freeman, off an aircraft in 
New York when an attendant

fOH DBF MWBUTO

complained that the couple's 
body odor was offensive. 
US Air spokesman Larry 
Pickett said other passengers 
on Flight 252 had com 
plained about the pair.

Freeman claimed airline 
employees later admitted that 
only her husband had 
offended, and they gave the 
couple toiletries and put 
them on a later flight.

"Nothing changed from 
the time we got off the first 
plane until we got on the next 
one," Freeman said. "My hus 
band washed up and put on 
my deodorant, but he didn't 
take a shower. When we got 
on the next flight, I asked a 
woman sitting next to me if 
we smelled and she said no." 
Washington Post (contributed 
by Kerry Lange)

D T OF

A TWO-STORY-TALL IN- 
flatable King Kong that dis 
appeared from the roof of the 
John Wallace Dodge dealer 
ship in Overland Park, Kan 
sas, turned up 450 miles away 
in Fort Worth, Texas. Ac 
cording to the Lincoln (Nebras 
ka) Star, "The fully inflated 
primate was tied to the base 
of a microwave tower with its 
air blower plugged into an 
outside electrical outlet."

A note attached to the big 
gorilla explained that he had 
come to Fort Worth for a 
baseball series between the 
Kansas City Royals and the 
Texas Rangers, but now 
wanted to retutn to Kansas 
City to "root the Chiefs to a 
Super Bowl victory '91."

The note was signed, 
"Thanks, Kong." {contrib 
uted by John H- Baldus)

DT D F
RESIDENTS OF CHARLES- 
ville, Nova Scutia, a Cana 
dian fishing village, awoke 
one morning at 4:00 to the 
murmuring of numerous con- 
versations. Outside they 
found 174 bearded, turbaned 
Sikhs from India, dressed in 
jackets and slacks and many 
carrying briefcases, walking 
up and down the street. All 
were men between twenty 
and fifty years of age.

"They were dressed very 
nicely," said resident Richard 
MacAdams of" the 174 stran 
gers roaming the tiny town. 
"They looked very clean. 
They were smiling."

Mac Adams's neighbors 
Karen and Vernon Malone 
said no one saw the boat that 
must have dropped them off. 
They seemed confused about 
where they were, and asked 
where they could get a taxi to 
Toronto.

"Someone told them it was 
1,700 miles or so," said 
Malone.

Local police rounded up 
the surprised visitors and put 
them on a bus to Halifax. 
Journal-Bullet in (contributed 
by DonCulley)

a T a F
A LONDON TRAVEL 
club sponsors trips to world 
hot spots in Central America 
and the Middle East, includ 
ing stops in Iraq, the Israeli- 
occupied West Bank, and 
Beirut. The company was 
started by Steve Pearce, a 
recording executive "who 
recently scored a cult hit with 
the West German band 
called New Collapsing Build 
ings," reported the Los An- 
gdes Times. The club is called 
Holidays for Maniacs, (con 
tributed by David Ostovich)

D T D F

ATTENTION, CONTRIB- 
utors! We send each contrib 
utor the sensational "True 
Facts" T-shirt for every sub 
mission used, as well as a 
credit. For every photo used, 
we send each contributor a 
T-shirt plus ten dollars in 
genuine American currency 
— and, of course, a credit. 
Make sure to include the shirt 
size you want (S-M-L-XL) 
with every group of True 
Facts or True Facts photos 
sent us. Send your contribu 
tions to

True Facts
National Lampoon

155 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10013

STATE HIGHWAY 3?4

BLQOQr DICK
RESERVOIR LAKE CAI

VIKI BANKEY
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Before the lodge was demolished, these colorful statues were 
moved to the campus of Ca! State, Northridge.
23. Joe White Eagle, Picscho Peak. Ariz. At Peak Trading Post, 
Joe is only about fifteen feet tall.
24. Big Indian, Wisconsin Dells, W/s. This thirty-foot fiber 
glass Indian hawks different things every year, depending on 
who owns him. One season he's holding out a fiberglass 
hamburger, another year he's got hold of a go-cart.
25. Chief Wasatch. Murray City, Utah. He's thirty-five feet high, 
carved out of a cottonwood tree. Builder Peter Toth is trying to 
carve a big Indian for every state in the union.
26. Moqui, the Sittin' Indian, Vernal, Utah. Sitting with a fence 
around him at the Moqui Indian Trading Post. He's eighteen 
feet, but would be much taller standing up.
27. Chief Black Hawk, Oregon, III. Tremendous forty-eight- 
foot-tall concrete statue 300 feet above the Rock River. 
Maintains eternal vigilance from Eagle's Nest Bluff, a land he 
once called his own.
28. Chief Bemidji, Bemidji. Minn. Carved in gratitude by a 
white man who as a baby was found and raised by the chief. His 
family had been killed in a probably unrelated Indian massacre.
29. Glittering Mohawk, Charlemont, Mass. "Hail to the Sun 
rise," a twelve-foot shiny metal Mohawk statue with a normal 
haircut. Erected in 1932 by the Improved Order of Red Men.
30. Chief Mon-Si-Moh, Thief River Falls, Minn. Or, in English, 
Chief Moose Dung. He's about fifteen feet tall.
31. Phillips 66 Indian, Chappell, Nebr. This old, sixteen-foot- 
tall Phillips 66 gas station attendant statue is made up to look 
like an Indian. His big round jaw and blue eyes give him away. 
In back at Buffalo Bill's Trading Post.
32. Chief Crazy Horse, Black Hills, S.D. When completed, Crazy 
Horse will be bigger than the Sphinx! The head of his horse will 
be larger than those of all the white men on Mount Rushmore 
combined. Since 1963. more than eight million tons of rock 
have been blasted away from a mountainside as the biggest 
Indian of all time slowly takes shape.

Im-BiTTY CHURCHES All measurements are internal 
I space. Churches must be used for legitimate service or 
worship at least once a year.

33. World's Smallest Church, Elbe, Wash. The Evangelische 
Lutherische Kirche measures only eighteen by twenty-four feet.
34. World's Smallest Church, Davenport, Iowa. "A Little Bit 0' 
Heaven," dedicated to the founder of chiropractic medicine, it 
measures eight by ten feet.
35. World's Smallest Church, Festina, Iowa. St. Anthony of 
Padua Chapel measures twelve by sixteen feet and seats eight.
36. World's Smallest Church, Plaquemine, La. Chapel of the 
Madonna is six by eight feet, and contains five chairs.
37. World's Smallest Church, Crestview Hills, Ky. The Monte 
Casino Church is seven by ten and a half feet and contains one pew.
38. World's Smallest Church, Wiscasset, Maine. This 
one is seven by four and a half feet, and sports a golf 
ball atop the steeple.
39. World's Smallest Church, Verona, N.Y. Cross 
Island Chapel is an amazing three and a haif by six 
feet, allowing only enough room for the minister to 
stand inside, performing weddings for couples who 
stand outside. It is also located in the middle of a 
lake and accessible only by rowboat.
40. World's Smallest Church, Keystone. Nebr. 
"The Little Church," at fifteen by thirty feet, is 
also the "only combined Catholic/Protestant 
church in the world."
41. World's Smallest Church, San Antonio, 
Tex. Peaceful Valley Chapel includes "an 
artist's conception of a great painting" and a 
black-light presentation of the Sermon on the 
Mount. It is eighteen by thirty feet.

ir^=;>. MIRACLE TOILETS
[„/ 42. Virgin Mary on the Shower Floor. Progreso, Tex. In 

December of I990. one thousand people a day were 
flocking to see the Virgin on the shower-stall floor in the

back of the Progreso Auto Parts store. Owner Reynaldo Trevino
believed it symbolized the way many neglect their faith.
43. Golden Cross on the Bathroom Wall. Wilmington, Cati!. 
A two- by three-foot image appeared on the wall of the Aluiza 
family's bathroom. Crowds poured in to witness the miracle.
44. Two Crosses on the Bathroom Window, Violet, La. 
The images—one gold, the other white—appeared in the 
Alphonso family bathroom after Mrs. Alphonso finished a series 
of prayers. Hundreds of believers and the curious crowded in 
to behold the holy sight.

CURSED PYRAMID PROJECTS 
45. Doomed Pyramid, Bedford, ind. Bedford received 
$700,000 in government grants to build an eight-story 

replica of the Great Pyramid and a 200-foot-long replica of the 
Great Wall of China. After completing the base for the pyramid, 
they ran out of money. Weeds grow between the long- 
abandoned foundation stones.
46. Garden of Eden, Lucas, Kans. Samuel Dinsmoor began 
adding folk-art extrusions to his house in 1905, using 113 tons 
of concrete to sculpt scenes from the Bible and 3-D political 
tableaux such as "Labor Crucified." But perhaps he went a little 
too far near the end, constructing a forty-foot-high limestone 
pyramid as his own backyard mausoleum. Fifty-eight years 
after his death, Sam is turning green and moldy in a leaky, 
glass-sided casket in the pyramid, open for your vacation 
pleasure.
47. Pyramid House, Wadsworth, III. The pyramid house is a 
millionaire Armenian garage-builder's dream home—a large, 
scary Egyptian compound, surrounded by a high wall covered 
with hieroglyphs. In addition to the main five-story pyramid, 
tfiere is a thirty-foot-frig ft Ramses statue, a moat, and a three- 
car pyramid garage. There are reports that a gift shop was 
opened to handle the hordes of tourists, but that now the 
pyramid stands closed and abandoned!
48. Pyramid Supper Club, Beaver Dam, Wi$. This popular area 
eatery is perhaps the longest-standing pyramid with living 
inhabitants. Nile barge bunting and menu items like the 
"Yummy Mummy" casually mock the pharaohs. The owner 
suffered a heart attack in 1986, immediately after viewing a 
travel book in which his pyramid was mentioned.
49. Ames Brothers Pyramid, east of Laramie, Wyo. TheAmes 
Pyramid stands sixty feet tall. It was built out of native granite 
in 1882 by the Union Pacific Railroad so that passengers would 
have something to look at in Wyoming. The Ames brothers 
were shovel merchants who funded the railroad. The interstate 
bypassed it years ago, but broken beer bottles attest to its 
continued popularity among younger fans. 

50. Pyramid at the Center of the World, Felicity, Calif.
Tourists can buy certificates proclaiming "I 

visited the center of the world." The 
absolute center is marked by Felicity's 

twenty-one-foot-high pink marble pyramid. 
Mot cursed, exactly, but only open 

Thanksgiving through May, when Mayor and 
Mrs. Istel go off to Europe. 

51. The Great American Pyramid, Memphis, 
Tenn. At 321 feet tall, this stainless-steel 
pyramid on the banks of the Mississippi is the 
largest ever built in the Americas, complete with 

an outdoor inclinator ride to its glass-enclosed 
apex. Opening day, scheduled for this summer, 
has been pushed back to 1992, and the pyramid is 

already over its $200 million construction budget. 
A companion pyramid, planned for adjacent Festival 
Island, has been scrapped. 
© 1991 Kirby, Smith, Wilkins.
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National Lampoon Presents True Facts: The Book
192 pages with the funniest True Facts items yet. $7.95

National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary Anthology, 
Volume I Half of our best tenth anniversary hook ever 
-and the first hall". Vt.'JS
National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary Anthology, 
Volume II Ths; sequel is even better. S4 95 
National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary, Deluxe 
Edition This one is hardbuunil. for painful dropping 
on one's foot. SI'J.95
National Lampoon Foto Funnies The first etliiiun of 
funnies told through foios, published in 1980. S2.95
National Lampoon Foto Funnies All-new, all- 
brilliant Foto Funnies. II you liked them in Ihc 
maoa/ine. you'll really love them in the book 1986. 
S2.95
National Lampoon High School Yearbook Parody 
Critically acclaimed across America, this one still has 
its surviving writers chuckling. $4.95
National Lampoon Sunday Newspaper Parody
A sequel to the High School Yearbook, though the 
twu IILIVC nothing in common. S4.95
The Best of National Lampoon, No. 4 Just the good 
shit from 1972-1973 S2 50
The Best ot National Lampoon, No. 5 The hest stuff 
from 1973- 1974. $2.50

The Best of National Lampoon, No. 8 Jokes started 
getting more expensive in 1976- 1977. S3.95
The Best of National Lampoon, No. 9 ilm we
managed to hold the line on prices during 1978- 1980. 
S3.95
National Lampoon True Facts The original, 
uncensored work, now available in Lnglish. It all 
happened.S2.95
National Lampoon True Facts '86 The third all-new
collection not even we could dream up. 1>2. tJ5
National Lampoon Deluxe Edition of Animal House
The full-color, illustrated book on which the movie
was noi based. This came later. S4.95
Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare Print Not in ihe
maga/inc. anyway. Disgusting. $2.95
Son of Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare Print II:
A Sequel Even worse than the first. 1i2.95
National Lampoon's Very Large Book of Comical 
Funnies It's comical and it's a reprint. It's some of Ihc 
best diinin comics you'll ever sec. S3.95
National Lampoon Comics Not the stand-tips, just 
the lay-downs. $2.50
National Lampoon Dirty Joke Book The filthy, the
funny, and the farmer's daughter. S3.95 
National Lampoon Dirty Dirty Joke Book Collect ion 
of ribald stories, limericks, one-liners, cartoons, and 
oilier off-color works. S2.95
Encyclopedia of Humor Everything funny from 
AloZ. Hardcover. S4.95
National Lampoon's Story of the Iran-Contra Affair
Just when you thought it was safe to sell arms 
to Iran. S>2.50

National Lampoon's Cartoon Book Our all-time best 
cartoons at an all-Lime grem price. S3.95
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THE FLAMINGO MOTEL 
(OFF-SEASON)

The Flamingo Motel dominates the 
corner of First Avenue and Kingsley 
Street in Asbury Park, New Jersey. It 
is a fluorescent pink, reminiscent of 
Pepto-Bismol. At check-in time the 
prospective guest has his or her name 
checked against a blacklist of over one 
hundred people. All blacklisted names 
are accompanied by the various unsa 
vory reasons they were blacklisted. A 
glimpse at the list reveals: Saily B. — 
prostitution, Al F —fire in room & 
handgun, Jim M. —rifle & drug dealing, 
Susan T. —arson. And so forth, in 
alphabetical order. Once you are deter 
mined "clean" by the front clerk, he 
hands you your keys and points you and 
your luggage in the general direction of 
your room/"efficiency unit."

The view from each room is either 
of the front parking lot or of a neighbor 
ing house and backyard. Each unit has a 
Miracle Washcloth enclosed in plastic 
for sanitary purposes, which is similar to 
a HandiWipe. The carpet is dark green, 
the bedspread is of an orange floral pat 
tern, and the television set is securely 
bolted to the wall. There is a small bal 
cony outside each room, and a vending 
machine stocked with refreshing cool 
drinks is located outside near the check- 
in desk.

In the evening, the Flamingo Motel 
comes alive. Cars screech in and out of

-.t & MS

the parking lot, and a majority of them 
blare rap music loud enough to be heard 
in the shower. New patrons check in. 
evidenced by loud rap music filtering in 
from rooms on each side, and the sound 
of break ing glass is heard at twenty- to 
forty-minute intervals throughout the 
night. This is the sound of motel 
patrons enjoying their balconies, and 
accidentally kicking bottles down into 
the parking lot.

If you stroll outside to the vending 
machine, beware: a man with bumps all 
over his body \valks around in bare feet 
and may try to brush up against you as 
you wait for your soda. If you run to the 
front desk for help the door will be 
locked, and the desk keeper will be 
snoring on the couch —all 35C pounds 
of him —with his left hand shoved into 
his pants.

B. Kimberly Taylor

KAISER'S ANT FARM
There is a wide variety of ants at Kaisers 
Ant Farm, ranging from the common 
red ant to the Malaysian variety Timi- 
soara miiladictis, an ant that is almost 
one foot long. All of the ants live in 
anthills, where they crawl around. Some 
of these hills are as big as a small per 
son, and as wide. While most of the ants 
stay inside the hills, some ants come 
outside and can be seen by visitors.

When the ants stay inside for a 
longtime, Mr. Kaiser, who is Amish, 
puts a stick inside their hill. When he 
takes the stick out, it is covered with 
ants: some arc crushed and dead, but 
others arc still alive. There are five ant 
hills in the ant farm, which is located in 
Mr. Kaiser's backyard in Amishtown, 
Pennsylvania. Mr. Kaiser's wife operates 
a refreshment stand at the farm, which 
serves scrapple and a kind of Amish 
candy, which 1 hope is not made of ants, 
but might be. When it is lime for the 
ants to be fed, Mrs. Kaiser throws a 
piece of scrapple between the hills, and 
the ants swarm out and cat it up.

It is interesting to see Amish 
people and ants living together in har 
mony. But many things about the ant 
farm are not so appealing. Mrs. Kaiser 
has little hairs that come out of her chin, 
like a man. Mr. Kaiser doesn't talk 
much, and seems too interested in ants
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to be a healthy person. The ants do 
nothing except crawl around, and swarm 
when there is food. Because of visitors 
feeding the ants, many of them have 
grown to enormous size.

After two minutes at Kaiser's Ant 
Farm, you have learned everything you 
want to know about ants and how they 
live. After three or four minutes the 
ants become boring, and after that it 
makes you sick to see how many ants 
there actually are. The ants crawl on 
your shoes, and sometimes on your legs. 
The village of Amishtown is boring, 
and the food is terrible. I do not recom 
mend a visit to Kaiser's Ant Farm or 
Amishtown to anyone who does not 
have ants as a hobby.

David Samuels

NEW ORLEANS
Don't go to New Orleans unless you are 
willing to shell out for a hotel room. 
Don't go with the budget-minded inten 
tion of crashing with your friend's 
eccentric Southern relatives, or you will 
end up sleeping on the floor of a drafty 
half-renovated house that doesn't have a 
phone and isn't even in New Orleans 
proper but across the river from where 
they make the Mardi Gras floats so that 
every time you try to get over the bridge 
to or from the city you have to wait for a 
caravan of giant heads on flatbed trucks 
to cross first and by the time they're 
done you have to rouse her soused six- 
foot-four 300-pound ZZ Top-look-alike 
cousin who's fallen asleep at the wheel.

And you might be socially obli 
gated to visit an eccentric alcoholic 
uncle on his houseboat and listen to him 
go on and on about the renovations he's 
making to the leaky tub that he's been 
living on for the past seventeen years 
(and he hasn't done a thing yet so you're 
.skeptical) while a pet nutria with scary 
teeth runs around relieving itself on the 
carpet.

And be forced to eat piles of craw 
fish (which look like oversized insects) 
while everyone yells "Suck the head!" 
and stand in thunderstorms with a 
runny nose and a wad of soggy tissues in 
your pocket halfheartedly clutching 
cheap plastic trinkets watching rain- 
drenched mummers.

And nearly miss your plane back 
because the cousin in the tractor cap 
insists on making you a traditional 
Southern breakfast the morning of your 
flight and there's no phone so you can't 
call a cab and when you finally get out 
to the airport he insists on taking souve 
nir Polaroids at the gate while the 
attendants scream at you to get the hell 
on the plane and then Continental loses 
your luggage along with that of 400 
other passengers that day because you 
had to check it in at the curb where they 
wrote NWK instead of LAG and you 
never ever see it again.

Anne D. Bernstein
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NEW YORKER TRAILER CITY
In some travel books, New Yorker 
Trailer City is shamelessly referred to 
as a "New York campground." But chis 
sprawling compound fails on both 
counts. It is not in New York (although 
a New Jersey Transit bus to Manhattan 
stops at the truck route out front). And 
its parking-lot-inspired landscaping, 
combined with proximity to leaching 
landfills and crud-encrusted factories, 
negates any sensation of "camping" in 
the traditional sense, although the 
Finger-Lakes-style array of toxic-look 
ing puddles may be considered a "point 
of interest." Nevertheless, for around 
ten dollars a night, you can pitch a tent 
on a small patch of grass by the peniten 
tiary-style cyclone fence.

In short: don't go there. But if you 
insist, remember that this place caters 
to both backpackers and long-term 
trailer-home residents, many of whom 
can be seen stalking the grounds like ill- 
dressed zombies with acid-washed faces, 
their eyes and gums the color of spent 
transmission fluid. Don't ask them for 
directions. They don't like you. Hike

around on your own instead —you'll find 
many well-maintained "nature trails" 
(oddly reminiscent of sidewalks) that 
lead to a really big K mart in one direc 
tion and an awesome go-go bar called 
The Navel Base in the other.

While the connection to the Great 
Outdoors is remote at New Yorker 
Trailer City, under the right conditions, 
one can look over the barbed-wire- 
topped fence, past the trucker hangouts, 
across the phosphorescent puddles and 
thirty-story landfills and see.. • a sleazy 
motel that charges patrons by the hour.

Don't go there, either.
John Derevlany

THE ROBERT FROST 
MEMORIAL TRAIL

The Robert Frost Memorial Trail is 
located in Ripton, Vermont. It consists 
of one vaguely circular hiking trail. The 
trail is advertised as being a "fun and 
challenging hiking experience," but it 
can be hiked in under fifteen minutes by 
even the oldest and fattest of people.

The trail is carpeted with pine nee- 
dies, rotting leaves, and hundreds of 
crushed, rusted beer cans- Nearly all the

five brands of beer available in central 
Vermont are represented. Various inspi 
rational and nature -related poems of 
Frost's are carved into wooden signposts 
along the trail, but almost all of them 
have been defaced in an obscene man 
ner by local youths. The trail begins in a 
parking lot, meanders through a grove 
of bushes, and crosses a low bridge over 
a dried-up river. Both the bridge and 
the riverbed are littered with brightly 
colored used condoms.

The trail then runs through a 
meadow that is actually very pretty, 
especially during the high ragweed sea 
son of the summer. Poison ivy in this 
area is not a problem unless you step off 
the path for any reason or walk on the 
path's edge and brush against it. Still, 
squirrels have occasionally been known 
to leap from the underbrush and 
attempt to bite visitors. Although no 
squirrel has ever proven to be rabid, 
those bitten must undergo weeks of 
painful injections.

The path ends in the parking lot, 
where visitors sometimes find that hooli 
gans have damaged or stolen their cars. 
Do not go to the Robert Frost Memorial
Trail.

Daniel O'Keefe

BAGEL BUFFET
Greenwich Village is always a popular 
attraction for the millions of tourists 
who flock to New York City each sum 
mer. Unfortunately, thousands of these 
visitors will wander into Bagel Buffet 
(406 Avenue of the Americas) to sam 
ple the local cuisine. Our advice is 
"Don't go there."

When asked whether you want 
your bagel "to stay or to go," the correct 
choice at Bagel Buffet is "to go. " Once 
a haunt for aging Trotskyitcs and 
turned-out young ballerinas, "the Boo," 
as it is called, is now a haunt for chronic 
schizophrenics: there are the bialy sniff 
ers, the cream-cheese smearers, the 
sesame-stick strokers, the "Martin 
Luther King killed JFK" guy, the "keep 
your filthy eyes to yourself" lady, and the 
dozens of other ambulatory insane to 
deal with.

Eleven P.M. begins the "gimme- 
ftfty-ccnt" hour at the Boo. Round 
midnight, the panhandling turns to 
manhandling when the transvestite 
hookers and Latino queens make their 
appearance. The management's attitude 
is also a problem. A sign above the cash 
register reads: "No change. No informa 
tion," which means you can't even ask 
why you got no change from your fifty- 
dollar bill. Add to this a takeout line 
whose movement is only visible with 
time-lapse photography, the heady odor 
ofdisinfectant in the air, small-intestine 
de"cor, and hepatitis-yellow lighting, 
and you can understand why we recom 
mend that you do not go there.

David Fewer
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r//£ on/y constant in /ife, the only tenet that I hold to 
be an incontestable, indisputable truth, is that every 
one wants to be a rock star. Maybe not like Billy Joel, 
but that's probably the lone exception. That's why 1 

accepted the position of road manager on the "Bullet LaVolta 
Kicks Your Ass Across America '90 Tour." i wouldn't exactly be a 
star, but it would be close enough. I had to drive a rental van 
and a U-Haul full of equipment across the country while the 
band flew to L.A., so 1 decided to treat myself a little, put my 
schedule on hold, and visit my hometown of El Centro, Califor 
nia, a little after midnight. I wanted to see how the old crowd 
was. Not a bunch of fags in Top-Siders, but normal, denim-wear 
ing, acne-plagued American youth who had their first significant 
sexual experience in a mobile-home park with AC/DC cranking 
in the background. How would chcy remember me? Was 1 still 
"the dork who went to college"? No, probably not. Certainly not 
now—I was in the glamorous rock 'n' roll scene, managing a 
retro-seventies, speedpunk metal band on a major label.

I dropped by the local, the Owl Cafe. Pretty empty, just 
a bartender and two guys I went to high school with, Jesus 
Cervantes and Austin Green, sitting at the end of the wood. 

"J. Red on a rock and a Bud." 
"What the hell is that?" 
"Oh, ah, Johnnie Walker Red whiskey with 

ice and a bottle of Budweiser, please." 
"Sure thing." 
1 was spotted.
"Yo, is that Donal Logue? I thought you were 

in college, man — ro be a rocket surgeon dude." 
"Yeah, I was, but I'm done." 
"So why you here, to pull pud?" 
I had forgotten young Austin's wit. 
"Good one, dude. Heh." As well as Jesus's 

Ed McMahon- like support. 
"No, I'm managing a band tour." 
"Fag band or what?" 
"Good one, dude. Helvheh." 

"Nah, metal band." 
"What do you know about metal?"
"1 know that you're gonna feel tike an asshole in forty years 

when your granddaughter asks you what the O-Z-Z-Y on your 
fingers mean."

"Dude, I'll stamp that on your fucking face." 
"Ahh, thanks for the drink. How much do I owe?" 
"Can't finish it, huh, dude? Gotta jerk off?" 
"Heh-heh-heh."
Fuck the Lilliputians of El Centro. 1 had a job to do. I had 

to deal with the logistics of rocking fifty different cities across 
the country. I had good times, fancy hotels, and beautiful 
women ahead of me. I had no time for this shit.

Life is a search, and life on the road provides ample time for 
searching. Like for a Dcnny's, a twenty-four-hour gas station, or 
cheap, effective speed. Like all situations involving groups of 
people forced to spend lots of time together in small places, rock 
tours are places where the important emotions flourish like

ULUSTHAHD BY PAUL CORIO
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orchids in an equatorial hothouse. Hatred, for one, or love. A 
duality neatly summed up by the waitress with a big dragon tat 
too right above her tits who insists that she loves you and would 
love to come along on tour seeing as her old man is doing time 
tor murder, and the band members who seriously consider and 
argue the merits of such proposals. But of course she can't come 
along. And what could possibly compare with waking up in a 
small hotel room at five o'clock in the morning as a stinky, two- 
hundred-pound guitarist in the throes of an especially vivid 
dream softly kisses your cheek and cradles your face in his hands, 
only to awake and discover his mistake, but still considers carry 
ing out the crime.' I had to be strong.

When the band offered me the job of road manager, I 
accepted immediately. After I suggested that the name of the 
band should be Bronko Nagurski in honor of the great gridiron 
roaming Polack, they politely replaced me with someone called 
Yukki Gipe. I harbored no ill feelings. First show, Yukki lit his 
hair on fire and exposed his genitalia, so I got the job back.

LOS ANGELES-AND THE MAJOR LABEL 
THROWS US A PARTY

"We don't have to pay for these drinks, do we?
"No way, man, it's on the label."
"No shit?"
"No shit."
"Fuck," the lead guitarist said, "is that Paul Stanley?"
And indeed it was. Stretched out poolside, covered in Vase 

line and body hair, was the star-child himself, the second cog in 
the KISS rock machine, wearing black underwear that you get in 
a tube. He was approached by a bartender wearing what looked 
like a sailor suit. For a moment his seafaring manner and obse 
quious smile made me think he was Isaac from The Love Boat.

"What the fuck is that dude doing?"
The sailor was misting the sunbathers with a bottle of Evian 

water with a spray top.
"Wow, this place is fucking intense."

THE GUEST LIST
The first show the band had to piay was at Chuck Landis' 

Country Club in Reseda. The Big Daddy of Valley metal. Van 
Halen launched there; Poison, Warrant after them.

A minute in the parking lot and Dudley Moore was already 
telling me to fuck off. At least he looked like Dudley Moore, a 
middle-aged Englishman who reeked of alcohol and kept shir 
ring his words. "Who the fuck are you ?"

"I'm from Bullet LaVolta."
"Who the fuck is Beatle LaMomba?"
"No, Bullet LaVolta. We're playing tonight-"
"Haven't heard of you. Wait here."
He came back a few minutes later. "Yeah, all right. You guys 

are playing, but you don't get a sound check."
"What do you mean ?"
"It's rock 'n' roll, man."
We were sitting around on our equipment when he returned 

half an hour later. He walked up to me. His face was enormous 
now, red and bloated like a drowned man's. I put my cigarette 
out, as I sensed it could be dangerous to have an open flame 
around his mouth.

"All right. One, you lads can check, but you have to use our 
amps and drums. Two —guest list. You get ten names and ten 
names only. Give your list to rhe lad in the front."

"Wail, we got a lot more people than ten that have to get 
into this show."

"It's rock 'n' roll man," he said, tripping over 
the bass-drum case.

BACK IN THE DRESSING ROOM
"Did you see that?" 
"What?"

"The naked chick in that band's dressing room. She's got 
like mail around her nipples."

"What do you fucking mean, mail?"
"Like armor, you know."
The drummer Todd pointed out that it was Lois Ayres, the 

porn star.
"Dude," said Yukki, "I've seen her work. She's good."
1 was cruising next door to get a peek when I was 

approached by a man in a leather jacket.
"They're tearing up your guest list," he said.
Up front was a pale woman who looked like she picked the 

wrong day to quit doing lines. Next to her was Dudley.
"Why are you tearing up my guest list ?"
"I don't know who the hell you are," the chain-smoking 

death queen said to me. "But we've never had a guest list and 
don't you fucking, I mean fucking dare to come to me with 
attitude."

"This gviy here cold me I could have a guest list."
"Wait a minute, man," the lovable, speeded-out drunk 

interjected. "I never, ever, ever told you you could have a guest 
list."

It was about time for the show to start. We walked by the 
band next door, who were doing lines and getting blowjobs to 
warm up for their set.

"From Boston," the announcer roared in the universal 
rock 'n' roll announcer's voice, "Beatle LaMomba!"

The show started, and the band was running around and 
spitting and throwing guitars when the stage manager tapped me 
on the shoulder from my string-changing position behind the 
amps. His face was still bloated, but now biood was running from 
his nose.

"This is their last tune, man," he said as he nonchalantly 
wiped away with his sleeve what he thought to be common 
boogers, leaving a large swath of red across his face.

"What are you talking about?"
"Last tune, man."
"What do you mean ? We've got a thirty-five-minute set."
"Look, you went on at... 9:10, now it's... what is it, dude?"
"Nine-fifteen."
"Right, 9:15.... You've got..." He squinched his face up, 

causing a new dribble of blood.
I felt the need to interject. "Half an hour."
"No, right, you've got half an hour, man, and then your lads 

are off. Rock 'n' roll."

BLACKBALLED BY BILL GRAHAM
Our next show was at a new L.A. metal club with 

a dynamically naughty, bicoastally name, Exposeur 54- 
"Who are you ?"
"Bullet LaVolta," I said, wait ing for a glimmer of 

recognition.
"Yeah. .. BeamerLaVooga.... Wait here, man." 
At least the name seemed to be retaining the same 

consonant structure.
"Yeah, no sound check, house drums, you go on sixth."
"Of how many?"
"Ten. Oh yeah, you get a fifteen-minute set."

It sucked, but I consoled myself with the thought 
that the other bands had paid to play this gig.

We sat in the club and drank some beers while the 
opening band, Generica, started to play. The frosted- 
hair, spandex, white-snakeskin-cowboy-boot crowd 
was milling around.

Bullet LaVolta finally started their set as I stood 
in the back of the club. Ken, one of Bullet's guitarists, 
was flying all over the stage like dice in a Pop-O-Matic. 
He had this insane expression on his face as he leaped
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from the drum riser to the top of a huge, five-foot monitor 
on the front of the stage —an expression that changed as 
soon as he realized that it was unsecured.

The speaker fell seven feet to the floor. I hid even deeper in 
the shadows.

"Fuck, man," said a bouncer, "they just bought those yester 
day at two and a half grand a pop."

A team of club employees struggled to put the speaker back 
onstage while the band continued playing, listening to see if it 
still worked. The house manager jumped on the stage and gave 
the sound man the finger-across-the-throat cutoff signal.

"Ahh, they're cutting us off," Yukki said.
A rock dude stranding at my side who looked and sounded 

like a cross between Truman Capote and Ax! Rose said, "Get 
Boston the fuck out of L. A."

The guitarist and the bass player both grabbed mikes before 
the sound was shut off and told everyone in the crowd that 
the club sucked and that they were a bunch of dicks. I sensed 
hostility brewing.

1 worked my way through the audience, trying to give off a 
disaffected vibe that would in no way implicate my involvement 
with the band. One group eyed me suspiciously, 
so 1 screamed, "Get Boston the fuck out of L. A.

Someone grabbed me by the shoulder. 
It was Clay, the other guitarist in the band.

"Dude, glad to see you."
At that point the house manager 

stopped us.
"Look, buddy," be said, jabbing 

his finger at Clay, "I'll never 
forget the name Bumlet LaVorra for as long as I live. You guys are 
blackballed, and I'm not even talking about just this club, I'm 
not even talking about the strip, I'm not talking about L.A., 
because I'm tight, dig, tight with Bill Graham, and one phone 
call to him, man, and you guys are history all over the country."

"Ah, shut up, you big, fat fuck."

NORMAL AT LOAD-IN
It was good to be moving away from L.A. I never really got 

a good look at who got that last punch in. The farther north we 
went, the more peaceful I was convinced our situation would be.

San Francisco is like L.A. in a different wrapper. The dif 
ference is that in the case of San Francisco the wrapper is biode 
gradable. In a sense it was inevitable that a revolt against what 
we had just left, a crass, self-indulgent drug culture whose mark 
ings were spandex and leather, would become a crass, self-indul 
gent drug culture whose markings were tie-dye and ponchos.

The baud was playing that night with the But thole Suffers. 
A highly regarded indy band that never worried about radio play. 
No bullshit of "You can't use your own equipment" with these 
guys. They had sprung from the same well, so to speak, as Bullet 
LaVolta, and thus could appreciate our position.

The stage manager greeted us. "What's up, man ?"
"Oh, not much."
"Look, fellas, the Suffers aren't going to move their equip 

ment. They're pretty picky. But you can work around it, huh? 
Rock 'n' roll, man."

That withstanding, the show went off without a hitch 
Afterward, I was watching the Suffers' set. I was trying to decide 
if their decision to concurrently run Charlie's Angels reruns and a 
film of a Swedish sex-change operation on the scrim behind the 
stage was genius or not. I decided it was.

1 found the band hanging out in the dressing room, drink 
ing a bottle of Scotch I had stolen. The stage manager walked 
in. His hair was messed up and he had a wild look in his eye.

"Man, you guys really rocked, really good job. Whoa, man, 
I've seen 'em all," he said, warming to the subject. "Hendrix,

Santana, Sonic Youth, Chubby Checker, man. .. they've all 
played here. Whoa, giving him a ride home after the show... 
Chubby Checker says, 'Ed, man, 1 get, you know, lonely, not 
having rny guy around,' and I said, 'Whoa, man. .. you're... No 
way!'" He looked at us in total shock. "I mean, I put the brakes 
on, I put the fucking brakes on. Chubby twistin' Checker, man. 
Whoa, fucked-up."

Then he laughed, "Heh-heh-heh, fucked-up," quickly ' 
rose to his feet, and bolted out the door.

"Man, I didn't know he was crazy."
"Yeah, he seemed pretty normal at load-in."

THE GREAT NORTHWEST REVISITED
We moved onward through the night into the strange, for 

ested Pacific Northwest. In the redwoods we decided to pull into 
a place where you can drive your car through a tunnel carved in a 
tree. I insisted we try it and promptly snapped off both side mir 
rors and cracked the windshield. A truck with a winch got us 
out. Passing a store that sold carvings for Christ, I noticed that 
our rig was beginning to experience mechanical difficulties.

We barely made it to Seattle in time to play another show 
with the But thole Surfers. Before the band played a guy got 
onstage to introduce them.

"All right, everybody," he screamed, "I want you to wel- 
come Seattle-style a Boston band that is going to rock you 

harder than Mudhoney and Soundgarden...." 
"Bullshit!" 
"Bullet LaVolta!"
At just about that time, a guy who looked like Grizzly 

Adams with a lumberjack jacket on, bike shorts, and a pair of 
Rollerblades tied to his waist pack grabbed me by the throat and 
started screaming at me.

"Are you gonna fuckin' rock me, man, HUH ?" 
After sufficiently crushing my larynx, he let me go. A 

bouncer came up and asked me if he was bothering me. Since I 
was incapable of answering, I guess he felt that I was okay and 
left. About twenty minutes later I heard someone yell, "They're 
rocking me!" and the guy grabbed me from behind and put me 
in a half nelson. Luckily the bouncers dragged him out of the 
bar in a choke hold. Seeing he was in captivity and wearing bis 
Rollerblades to boot, I got cocky.

"Come on, motherfucker, I'll kick your ass," I yelled at his 
blue face through the tangle of arms around his neck, staying 
just far enough away that I could make a break if he got loose. 

"I'm going to kill you," he gurgled as he was thrown out. 
Feeling tough, I grabbed a beer and went up front to watch 

the band. After the show, we loaded up and got back in the rig. 
Pulling out of the parking lot, I was thinking how I came out of 
that looking pretty coo! when someone in the van screamed. A 
hand came through my window and grabbed me by the hair. It 
was Grizzly Adams. I hit the gas, hut he stayed with us. 

"That dude's got fucking roller skates on!" 
I screamed, "Someone do something!" He had me in a head- 

lock. I couldn't see the road but managed to get the van up to 
about seventy miles per hour on Main Street. 

f(t(jfr\ "What, dude?"
J- '((#*- "Do something, throw coffee in his face!" 
"* -ffi C "Not mine. I just got this."

I broke free just in time to see the red at 
the busy intersection. I slammed on the brakes. 
Our trailer totally jackknifed, and I heard a dull 
thud. There was an eerie moment of silence. 

"Where is he?"
"Don't worry, man, he just plowed into 

the VW Bug across the street."
He looked unconscious, so we drove on.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 65
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LYNDA GQROV IS A FREELANCE 
journalist and world traveler. The 
following scenarios dramatize correct 
and incorrect customs etiquette, 
based on Ms. Qorov's own actual 
travel experiences. While these .scenes 
depict true events, your customs 
experiences may vary.

SCENARIO ONE:
AT THE MEXICO-GUATEMALA BORDER
Question: Did your friend mention
that his visa has expired?
Correct Response: No.
Follow-up Question: Is your watch
American like you?
Incorrect Response: Yes.
Mexican Customs Official: Nice watch.
I like it very much.

In a scenario such as this, it is proper 
for the traveler to remove her watch 
and hand it over to the official, who 
will then strap it to his own wrist and 
eye it admiringly. 
Mexican Customs Official: Gracios.

A deal has been struck: the friend's 
safe transport for the watch (or, in this 
particular case, Swatch).

SCENARIO TWO: 
AT THE GUATEMALA-MEXICO BORDER
Question: Are you traveling with this 
gentleman?
Incorrect Response: Yes. 
Follow-up Question: So you like 
Guatemalan men?! too am 
Guatemalan.
Incorrect Response: You don't say. 

In one recent enactment of this

scenario, the Guatemalan official 
responded by running his tongue along 
his upper lip, biting his lower lip, and 
extending his hand, palm upward. The 
traveler, after briefly debating whether 
the official was interested in her or her 
money, decided it was the former and 
folded her hand warmly into his. The 
Guatemalan official smiled and 
replied, "Thank you, but I do need to 
see your visa."

SCENARIO THREE:
UPON RETURNING FROM A 

DRUG-IMPORTING COUNTRY
Question: Are you carrying any drugs? 
Incorrect Response: No, but do you 
have any? My foot is killing me.

It is not uncommon for U.S. customs 
officials to interpret insincere remarks 
as a sign that the traveler has not been 
sufficiently X-rayed. 
Attempted Palliative Response: Tin 
sorry. I take it back. 
U.S. Official Gesturing to X-Ray 
Machine: Hope your foot feels better.

In this particular scenario, the 
traveler's newfound sincerity has been 
deemed too little, too late. She will be 
forced to limp over to the machine 
and stand in line behind a man with 
four dented cardboard boxes and what 
looks co be head lice.

SCENARIO FOUR:
ON ATTEMPTING TO GET LARGE,
EXCRUCIATINGLY WELL-PACKED

OBJECTS THROUGH GREEK CUSTOMS
Question: What is this?

Neutral Response: A rug. 
Follow-up Question: Will you open it 
for us, please?
Incorrect Response: No way. I'll 
never be abic to roll it up again.

As this is an incorrect response, the 
Greek customs official will ignore it 
and cut the twine securing the 
package. If the rug has been packed by 
expert Greek rug packers, it will make 
an impressive sound as it bursts open 
on the airport tarmac and expands 
instantly to its full size, causing 
startled airport guards to recoil. 
Very Incorrect Traveler Response: 
! I ah aha hah aha haha. 
Greek Official Departing: Have a 
nice day, miss.

SCENARIO FIVE:
ON BEING SUSPECTED OF BEING A

TERRORIST DUPE
Question: Are you carrying any letters
or packages for friends or acquaintances?
Neutral Response; Yes.
Follow-up Question: Are you aware
of the contents of the envelopes?
Neutral Response: Yes.
Follow-up Question: And you are
sure chat they are only letters?
Incorrect Response: They're really
mean letters.
Follow-up Question: Are you carrying
any weapons ?
Incorrect Response: Well, words can
cut like a knife.
German Customs Official: Young
lady, please step to the side.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 69
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BULLET LAVOLTA
CONTINUED FROM I'AGE 61

BATS IN PORTLAND
Due to some strange scheduling, we had to head back to 

Oregon for our next show. Most of us were fairly scared and con 
sidered bypassing that leg of the tour. Who can explain regional 
insanity ? I'm no scholar, just a simple man. But I know when I 
get a vibe, and Oregon gave me a vibe.

We were hanging out in the club where we were supposed 
to play, waiting for the sound man. Finally a guy approached us 
wearing a yellow blazer, a fedora, and sunglasses —a little eccen 
tric, but nothing out of the ordinary in a club.

"Hey, you guys in the band?"
"Ah, yeah."
"Well, I've been telling all the bands that play here that, 

well, you can see, it's a strange room. Kind of short up front, 
long in back. A lot of wooden beams- Ahh, sure it will sound 
different with a crowd. Anyway, like I've been telling all the 
bands, it'll sound better if you concentrate on a kind of bat 
sound...."

"I'm sorry Z"
"You know, a kind of bat-intensive sound."
"I'm sorry, I didn't get what you just said, it's the juke 

box. ..."
"Well, I'm, ah, talking about, you know, bat music. Vam 

pires, like."
Someone tapped me on the shoulder.
"Hi, I'mjulic. You guys want some dinner?"
"Sure. Lot's get out of here."

BOISE; THE HEART OF ROCK 'N' ROLL
We skipped the Portland show, which was just as well. We 

had a big drive ahead of us. Boise, Idaho, the rocking capital of

the Western world. We got to the local club, The Zoo. A lot of 
kids were hanging out and playing pool-

During the show I hung out in back, selling T-shirts for ten 
dollars. The kids were slamming. All ages, boys ant! girls, beat 
ing the living shit out of each other. Slam dancing, the most 
significant and exciting development of youthful American 
counterculture in the last ten years. Afterward a kid who had 
been in the thick of the melee asked me if he could have a shirt 
for five bucks, seeing as how he had ripped his and his mom 
would be pissed off.

"I don't know."
"Come on, please. My mom's gonna skin me alive. Come 

on, it's all I got," he said, shoving a Lincoln back in my direc 
tion. "Please, it's rock, man."

"All right," 1 said, handing him the shirt and taking the 
five. "I guess it is."

I felt oddly good about the whole situation. Moving away 
from New York and L.A, Getting to the heartland of this great 
country. I went to grab a beer, smiled at a pretty girl behind the 
bar. Life was all right. I got back to my table and then it dawned 
on me that the shirts were gone- I looked out in the parking lot 
and I saw the kid selling shirts to the people outside.

"Get back here, you little prick!"
"Ah-hah," he said as ilipped me off, jumped into a truck, 

and drove away.
Sure, there were more miles to be covered and more beers 

to be had. Colorful glimpses of this great country whose cruise 
control is set at seventy miles per hour. I was concerned with the 
human condition and what life on the road might teach me 
about the plight of various disenfranchised rural types. I was also 
concerned with the safety of those who were within striking dis 
tance ot me while 1 was operating heavy machinery. I was sure 
the rest of the trip was going to be just great, but I quit. •
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IDIOT TEENS
CONTINUED FROM I1 AGE 47

fucked-up gray matter.
Once we had attained Canada, we 

discussed what to do. Pete and Junior, 
strongly motivated by their dream, 
wanted to search for the M-8000 
immediately. I felt we should burn the 
draft cards at the first rest stop or con 
venience store so that we would have 
something to celebrate. It was a rare 
source of conflict within the Idiot 
Teens.

PETE: I felt that Ringo was being 
dogmatic, so when we passed 
Maurice's Fireworks and Junior said, 
"Can you do the paratrooper jump out 
of a moving car? It's easy if you know 
how," I said yeah. He jumped out of 
the car and I followed. What Junior 
should have said was, "Jumping out of 
a moving car is easy if you've taken so 
many over-the-counter painkillers 
that your body can't tell the difference 
between a woman's caress and a 
police-issue stun gun."

After the initial shock passed, Jun 
ior and 1 took time to reflect on the 
powerful meaning of our situation. We 
both felt that it was divine providence 
that had brought us here to Maurice's, 
the home of the M-8000, the most 
exquisite firework ever constructed 
since our Chinese brothers started the 
business several million years ago. 
Thus, you can imagine our disap 
pointment when Maurice and his big 
fat sweaty son Doug told us that they 
had never heard of the M-8000 or 
anything like it, although they tried to 
sell us this pussified overpriced Roman 
candle. Junior and 1 sat down by the 
side of the road.

"Junior," 1 said, "I guess maybe the 
M-8000 doesn't exist." Junior was 
shocked, and he rose to address me.

"Little Buddy," he began, "you're 
wrong. Way wrong. You know, it says 
in the Bible that insane people arc 
sometimes the most sane of all, so you 
can trust me when I tell you that that 
little mothetfucker is out there and 
I'm going to fucking find it. It may 
take days, or weeks, or even years for 
me to find it, Pete, but I will." Then 
he kind of hunkered down and pulled 
me real close to his face and in this 
weary but determined voice said, 
"Whatever it takes, I'll do it. Wher 
ever it is, I'll go. Wherever there's the 
rumor of a big firecracker, I'll be 
there. Wherever there's just a small 
red, white, and blue roadside shack 
that sells zucchinis and little packs of 
sparklers and glowing snakes, Til be 
there. Wherever there's a big display, 
like at a rodeo or a state fair, I'll be 
there, too. Wherever cops are beatin'

up on a guy for trying to find an M- 
8000, that'll probably be me, so I'll 
definitely be there. And if there's a car 
show, or M1A rally or something, I'll 
be there, 'cause there's usually a lot 
of free grub and giveaways at them 
things. But the main thing, Pete, is 
I'm gonna find the M-8000. And co 
tell you the truth, I could use a young 
sane fella like yourself if you'd care to 
join rne."

1 think he actually expected me 
to go with him, but at that moment 
rny mind was saying, "No fucking 
way, you fucking bad-breath erased 
window-jumping nut," so I pretended 
not to hear him and just said, "Way to 
go. Junior." He stood up and shook 
the dust from his clothes and started 
walking down the road, singing a song 
as he set off on this crazy mission. He's 
probably dead by now.

PAUL: After Pete and Junior 
jumped out of the car, we seriously 
thought about exploring Canada 
more. But, after a few Labatt's 50s, we 
came to the realization that the Idiot 
Teens were like a magnificent four- 
legged beast, and that it would be 
wrong to chew our Pete's leg off just to 
escape the Junior trap. We turned 
around and picked him up.
PETE: Overall we had to admit the 
toad trip was a positive experience. 
We went out into the world, tasted of 
its many wonders, and came in con 
tact with its richly varied populace. 
More important, Beryl, we learned 
something: that no matter how impos

with porch-rooflauncfi

sible, no matter how insane or arbi' 
trary or completely forgettable your 
dreams are, they are yours just the 
same, and you have a right to follow 
them. We realize there's no guarantee 
you'll attain them, but sometimes, the 
quest alone is what's important. Still, 
we advise a backup plan to insure sat 
isfaction. In our case, we stopped at 
Maurice's and filled the New Yorker's 
trunk with bottle rockets and Black 
Cats. And at the duty-free shop at the 
border, we charged a major liquor and 
tobacco load to [Cardinal Ed Clark 
High School Principal] Morrison's 
American Express card, which we'd 
happened to find two days earlier in 
his house. By the time we got back to 
Jerry's Corners, the M'8000 was just a 
faded little dream lost among all our 
big dreams of estimated profits on four 
cases of Canadian Mist and quart- 
sized refill jugs of Passion perfume. 
Beryl, it was one of the best Fourths 
the Idiot Teens ever had.

For many, the road is a place of open 
ness, of encounters, of change. Free 
from the constraints of "home," the man 
on the road is ready to experience radical 
transformation.

Interestingly, however, the Idiot Teens 
reverse the experience. For, secure in 
their self-generated ideology, they are the 
agents of change, and not its objects. 
Thus, at the end of the story, cars, 
drifters, and even history itself fall under 
their spell. In this sense, the fireworks 
that the Idiot Teens set off burst in air as 
much for themselves as for their country. I
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EDITORIAL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

"...So we picked up your blip on our 
radar in the Orkneys ami followed 
you here. We've been after this 
Scotch a long time. Thanks to you, 
we've got it." I could tell by the voice 
it was Michael Hirschorn, the great 
walrus-like junior editor at Esquire 
and official staff spaniel. My thoughts 
were cut off by the seventeen-year-old 
voice of young O'Kccfe.

"Yeah, you've got your Scotch, fat 
man. But you'll never love it. You'll 
just write a long-winded, ill-informed 
apprecia — ugh..." You don't have to 
be an expert to know when someone's 
been sucker-punched.

"You craven, lowlifc dick-weed. 
Try that on somebody your own size, 
why don't you? And I'll take you on 
with my arms tied, too." Uh-oh, 
Marcil was getting into it.

1 quickly glided under the bell, only 
to find the hatch being guarded by my 
counterpart, Elicn Fair, and twelve 
summer interns. Fortunately, I had 
the element of surprise. One of the 
interns was so scared, she pulled her 
spear-gun trigger and killed another. 
Then Fair doubled over from my chop 
to the gut and dropped her own gun. 
In the confusion, 1 made for the hatch.

When 1 popped up into the chamber, 
Hirschorn had his considerable back 
to me as lit worked over Marcil. 1 
made a motion for silence to the 
others, but O'Keefe was too surprised: 
"Holy Joe, it's Diane!"

Hirschorn spun around and took 
aim with his spear pistol. Barkin 
kicked Hirschorn's meaty hand, just a 
second too late. My left side went icy 
cold with pain. But there was no time 
for that; I was out of the water and in 
a low chi position in seconds. Three 
swift kicks to Hirschorn's kneecap 
brought him down. 1 untied the 
others and we were out in two shakes, 
with the Scotch in our arms.

Debra was right there when we 
needed her, and we made it into the 
Ragged Claws just in time to see 
Esquire's 150-man-and-woman army 
of intern footsoldiers filing out of a 
second diving bell. But it was too 
late, we were already gone.

That night in the Sonic IV to 
Gotham, there were plenty of stories. 
The dart had gone clean through my 
shoulder, but with an anesthetic of 
150-year-old Glen Moray, 1 was 
feeling no pain. None of us were, for 
that matter. And we all laughed 
when Danny blurted out, "Jeez, this 
stuff really gets you there." Then 
George said, "Gets you there. ..gets

you there. People, I think there may 
be an issue in that." And indeed, 
there was.

ETIQUETTE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 60

As Germans are not noted for their 
appreciation of witty repartee, the 
traveler can expect lengthy instruction 
on airport safety and proper attitude to 
follow.

SCENARIO SIX: 
ON BEING SUSPECTED OF SWALLOWING

ILLEGAL NARCOTICS
IN HOPES OF RESELLING THEM BACK

HOME
Question: Will you please raise your 
arms?
The Correct Response is to raise 
arms, which, after several weeks 
crisscrossing Colombia by air, will rise 
automatically at the sight of a 
uniform. The Colombian official will 
then conduct a noncommittal frisk, 
ending the search by pressing gently 
on the traveler's lower abdomen. 
Incorrect Response: Ouch.

This is precisely the response the 
official was hoping to elicit—a sign 
that the traveler may be experiencing 
rubber-balloon-filled-with-cocaine- 
induced intestinal discomfort. 
Consequently, the Colombian official 
will press again, only much harder. 
Incorrect Response: If you keep that 
up, I'm going to pee on both our shoes.

The traveler can now look forward 
to another complete, and more 
vigorous, frisk and press.

SCENARIO SEVEN: 
AT THE Mi-xico-U.S. BORDER

Question: What is this? 
Incorrect Response: A money belt. 
Mexican Customs Official (suddenly 
pleased): May I see it, please? 
Correct Response: It's just pesos, not 
dollars.

The Mexican official will likely be 
disappointed in this response. In one 
recent example the official even 
returned the belt, cash intact.

SCENARIO EIGHT: 
AT MIAMI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Question: Have you ever had a full- 
body X-ray?
Incorrect Response: I'm pregnant. 

It is illegal, and unwise, to lie to 
U.S. customs officials. 
Follow-up Question: Did you know 
we do strip searches in those cases? 
The Correct Response to this 
question is copious tears. 
U.S. Customs Official: Hey, hey, 
calm down. I was only kidding. 
Welcome home. •

Erotic 
Adventures:

How to order sex toys
without embarrassment.

How to use sex toys
without disappointment.

T oday, people are interested in improv 
ing the quality of their lives. ..and 
exploring their own sexuality with op 

tions from the Xandria Collection. Sexual 
products can provide a new and entirely 
positive source of pleasure.

The most important aspect of satisfaction is 
trust. Trust us . . . thoughtful consideration goes 
into each product in the catalogue. Quality, 
value, and sensual appeal are all important 
elements, as are you, the customer.

What is the Xandria Collection?
It is a very, very, special collection of sensual 

devices. It includes the finest and most effec 
tive products available from around the world.

Our products range from the simple to the 
delightfully complex. They are designed for 
both the timid and the bold.

The Xandria Collection has a unique three 
way guarantee.

fifst, we guarantee your privacy.
Everything we ship is plainly packaged and 

securely wrapped, with no clue to its contents 
from the outside. All transactions are strictly 
confidential, and we never sell, give or trade 
any customer's name.

Second, we guarantee your satisfaction.
If a product seems unsatisfactory.. .simply 

return it for replacement or refund.

, we guarantee that the product you 
choose wiN keep giving you pleasure . ..

Should it malfunction, simply return it to us 
for a replacement.

The Xandria Gold Collection... a tribute to 
closeness and communication. Celebrate the 
possibilities for pleasure we each have within 
us. Thensend for the Xandria Collection Gold 
Edition Catalogue. It is priced at just $4.00 
which is applied in full to your first order.

Write today. You have absolutely nothing 
to lose. And an entirely new world of enjoy 
ment to gain.

I The Xandria Collection, Dept. NL089I ' 
] P.O. Box 31039, San Francisco, CA 94131 |

Name_ 

Address. 
City__ 

State
I am an adult over 21 years of age.

Zip.

I (signature required) I
1 X,indria, 874 Dubuque Ave., South San Francisco 94080 '
I Void where prohibited by law. I
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1-900-860-8989
$2 PER MINUTE

GET ALL THE INFORMATION FIRST ON 
YOUR FAVORITE GROUPS AND ARTISTS,

^Concert and tour information with unique area code locator system 
clubs Music trivia contests and more

YOU CAN EVEN LEAVE AND RECEIVE MESSAGES FROM OTHER CONCERT FANS.
CALLS COST $2 PER MINUTE
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Have aTREAT... instead of aTVeatment

"One of our pride and joys, folks, (his little number after Reinhardt. Black #316,1 believe. Let me take a moment to 
delineate the scrumptious irony inherent in selling a genuine reproduction on lifelike canvas of the work of one of the 
premier conceptual pioneer masters to you, the unenlightened bourgeoisie. It is a scrumptious irony, I can assure you, 
even though you could never truly appreciate it like those of us who swim cieeply in art-world currents. However, this is 
something that no post-modern aesthete venture capitalist could possibly dream of passing up. I mean that sincerely. 
With the purchase of this canvas you will actually be participating in a neo-conceptual act of the highest post- 
significance. You, in effect, will become the true artist. You will become the cutting edge. You will be the ones taking 
the true risk, which, I can assure you, Mr, and Mrs. Ramsey, is no real risk at all. (You do look cutting edge in black, 
Mrs. R.) Mow if this isn't neo enough for creative speculators of your significance, we can do better. I'll be getting in 
something next week that I think you'll really appreciate. I'm currently importing from one of our studios in mainland 
China a complete set of copies of the entire works of Mike Bidlo, beginning with his Sherry Levines. Mow that, Mr. and 
Mrs. Ramsey, will make you the co-creators of something importantly neo-post-ctitting edge. And that, Mr. and Mrs. 
Ramsey, will be so impossibly cool!.'!

No super-powers

No canine 
sidekicks

No snappy 
wisecracks

No folftfcal agenda

NO "OLD-FASHIONED" 
STORY LINES

No content 
whatsoever

NO "HIGH ART" 
PRETENSIONS

c
•a 
CD
CD

z 
^
CD

o>o>

©
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WEAR US OUT
Take a look

Most of the models don't even have heads, and they still look 
great! Never before has anything so hot been so comfortable.

TS 1064 —Notional Lampoon Sports Sweatshirt. 
With our internationally renowned double- 
amputee frog over the left breast, $22.95

^^^^^^•k. P^^^^^M 
TS 1034 —National Lampoon Sweatshirt. Also 
available in navy with white lettering, and groy 
with black leltenng. $13.95

TS 1049 -Authentic Football Jersey. Mode of 50 
percent nylon plaited/50 percent cotton. $20.95 
TS 1050-Authentic Football Jersey. 100 percent 
nylon-mesh authentic football jersey. White, $28.95

N A T I O M A
1AMPM

TS 1046 —Acra Sweatshirt. Same specs as the 
hooded shirt but withoul the hood $13.95 
TS 1045 —Acra Hooded Sweatshirt. Made of 50 
percent Creslan"" acrylic fiber /50 percent cotton, 
with hood. $18.95

TS 1043 —National Lampoon's Vacation Sweatshirt. 
Starring Marly Moose on Ihe (ront. $16.95

•^••v __——__
TS 1036 — National Lampoon Football Jersey. With 
the famed V neck coveted by persons with trian- 
gulf heads everywhere. $13.95

TS 1028 —National Lampoon's Animol House Baseball Shirt. With 3/4-length sleeves al a 3/4-length price. 
$11.00

TS 1032 - National Lampoon Hat. A baseball cap. $795

TS 1027 — National Lampoon Black Sox Softball Jersey. 
The kind the 1919 Chicago White Sax wore after 
they threw the Series. $8.00

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



TS1059 — National Lampoon's Vocation T-shirt. 
This time with the Wolley World logo. $7.95 
TS 1044 - Swealshirt (not shown) $16.95 
same* logo as Liljove

TS 1067 —National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation 
Sweatshirt. This time with Santa Clous os the 
logo. $21.95
TS 1068—T-shirt (not shown). Same logo as 
above. $7,95

TS 1057 —Oversize Heavyweight T-shirt. 
Politenessrnan, in one of his most famous 
adventures. 100 percent cotton. $10.95

TS 1066 —True Facts T-shirt. Wilh George Wash 
ington on the front, an authentic True Foci on 
the bock Four diiferenl True Facts to choose 
from! $10.95

(A) WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, MONTANA-Four 
riflemen firing o ceremonial solute at a mili 
tary funeral accidentally shot the minister.

— Son Francisco Chronicle

(B) MANCHESTER, IOWA - To deter wandering in 
the halls, authorities at West Delaware High 
School required each student on his way to 
the bathroom to wear o toilet seat around his 
neck.

— Washington Posi

(C) After an eighteen-month study, the British 
Academy of Science recommended to Parlia 
ment that British rock stars be prohibited from 
selling their semen to commercial sperm 
banks.

— UMKC University News

(D) A local citizen was arrested and charged with 
public indecency after he allegedly was 
observed placing his male organ in a jar of 
slaw dressing at the local supermarket

— Downers Grove (Illinois) fleporfer

TS 101° —National Lampoon Mono Gorilla 
T-shirt. The divine Miss Mono. $6.95

TS 1031 —Notional Lampoon's Vacation 
T-shirt. With Marly Moose an the front. $7.95

TS 1041 -"I Got My Job Through the National 
Lampoon" T-shirt. And you con buy this shir! 
through the Nafionol Lampoon as well. $6.95

TS 1061 —National Lampoon Dirt/ T-shirt.
For the slob in the family. It already comes with
stoins, footprints, you name it. White. $7.95

TS 1029—National Lampoon's Animal House 
T-shirt. With pictures of Bluto, Otter, and the 
rest of the boys on the front. $6.95

TS J030 —Nationaltompoon Black Sox Baseball 
Jacket. Famous jacket with realcotton 
lining. $33,95

TS 1058 —Notional Lampoon's European Vacation 
T-shirt. No T-shirl collection would be complete 
without a picture of the "pig in the poke" that 
got the Griswolds to Europe. $6.95

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



F"l
m "THAT'S ^
| \HOTFUN*r , J
1 H '•' .^W

TS 1026 —National Lampoon "That's Not Funny, 
That's Sick!" T-shirt. With thf famous double- 
amputee frog. $7.95

TS 1065 —Trots and Bonnie T-shirt. America's 
favorite dog-and-teen team jump off the 
poges of this mog and onto your 
back. $7.95

TS 1038 —National Lampoon Frog Sweater. 
In blue, camel, gray, or black. $20.95

TS 1035 —National Lampoon Frog Polo Shir!. 
In white, blue, camel, green, gray, 
or yellow. $14.95

TS 1063 —National Lampoon Moose Sweate 
In gray or black. $20.95

TS 1060 —National Lampoon Moose Polo Shift. 
In white, blue, or yellow. $14.95

TS 103°-"Save the Frog" Glow-in-tha-Dork 
Sweatshirt. 100 percent cotton. $15.00

TS 1048 —Maratlion 80 Shorts. 100 percent 
nylon tricot running shorts with inside key 
pockelJ $9.50

Wear us out...and you'll be in! 
Merchandise Order Form

Indicate the products yog wish lo purchase (circle items desired and check
size), place in envelope with payment, and send to:

NATIONAL LAMPOON, Dept. 8 9 I
155 Avenue of the Americos, New York, N.Y. 10013.
Pleose enclose $1.75 (or posted and handling (or each item ordered; New York 
State residents, please add 8'/'% sales tax. Add $1 .00 extra per item for foreign 
orders.

Nome (please print). 

Address ———————
City. -State. .Zip.

Hi Check enclosed 

MasterCard #/Visa # ——— 

Signature___________

Charge to my'

. Expiration Date.

TS1019 $6.95 _5 _M ^L—XL 
TS1026 $7.95 _S_M^l—XL 
TS1027 $8.00 _S _M^-L 
TS1028 $11.00 _S _M_-L _XL 
TS1029 $6.95 _S _M _-L 
TS1030 $33.95 _S _M ̂ L _XL 
TS1031 $7.95 _S_M^-L—XL 
TS1032 $7.95 
TS1034 $13.95 —S _M _-l —XL

TS1035 $14.95—S_M.
COLOR__

TS1036 $13.95 _S_M. 
TS1038 $20.95 _S—M .

COLOR ——
TS1039 $15.00_S_M. 
TS1041 $6.95 _S_M. 
TS1043 $16.95 _S_M. 
TS1044 $16.95 _S_M,

TS1045 
TS1046 
TS 1048 
TS1049 
TS1050 
TS1052 
TS1057 
TStOSB 
TS1059 
TS1060

TS1061 
TS1063

IS1064 
TS1065 
TS1066

TS1067 
TS1068

$18.95— S_M 
$13.95 _S — M 
$9.50 _S— M 
$20.95 — S _M 
$26.95 _ S _M 
$10.95—5 _M 
$I1.95_S _ M 
S6.95 _S_M 
$7.95 _S _M 
$14.95 _S _M

COLOR
$7.95 _S_M. 
$20.95 __S__M

COLOR
$22.95—5 _M 
$7.95 _S_M 
$10.95 _ S_M

A_6 _ C 
$21.95 _ S_M 
$7.95 — S _M

L —XL
L —XL
L _XL
L _.XL
L __XL
L
L_XL
L
L _XL
L

L _ XL 
L

L
L_XL 
L_Xi. 

_ D_ 
L _ XL 
\. __Xl

Give the gift of merchandise.
Pleose indicate what National Lampoon products you would like us to send. 
Enclose payment. Place in envelope and send to: 

National lampoon, Dept. 8/91 
155 Avenue of 'he America*. NewYork, N.Y. 10013

Name. 
City —

.Address.
.Zip.

Send gifl(s) to: 

Name_____ 

City —————— 

ITEMS_____

.Address.. 

, State __ .Zip.
_l have enclosed a total of $.

Redistribute the humor with a gift subscription.
Please read the gift coupon carefully and fill it out according to the directions. If
you wont fo send more than or'e gift subscription, please type or print the information
and send it along with the coupon ond tlie required payment. As soon os we get your
order, Ihe recipient(s) of your gift will get a ccird from the National
lampoon telling them that you have sent them a gift subscription. Soon after,
they'll (jet their (irsl copy o* Ihe magazine.

TO: National Lampoon, Dept. 8/91 I 55 Avenue of the Americos,
New York, N.Y. 10013. Please send the Notional Lampoon subscription
indicated to:

Name______________—.—— Address ———————————————————

City_____________—————State————————Zip —————————

My name is;

Name——————————————

City ——————————————

_ Address _ 

Stnts .Zip.

n Check enclosed 

MasterCard *————————- 

Visa # _________———. 

Signature——————————-

d! Charge to rny:

.MasterCard Interbank * ______ 

.Expiration Dale ————————————

-'. One-year subscription lo Notional Lampoon .................. $13.95

- Two-year subscriplion lo Notional Lampoon .................. $22.95

~ Three-year subscription ID National Lampoon ................. $34.95

For gift subscriptions to Canada, Mexico, and all other foreign countries, 
please add $10.00 per order.Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Pyraponic industries, inc. II 
P.O. BOX 27809 • Oept, NL-7C 
San Diego. CA 92198-0198

DOUBl€ TH€ GROWTH OF RNV PlflNT - GUnnnNT€€D
Hello, my name is Jefferv Julian DeMarco. President and Founder of 

•**• pyraponic industries, inc. ll, ranked the -^::. :-..-J -^.-J '. -jr^j^-j -,-,,i;,- 
:,-..;.;• -.•-... as named by Inc. magazine, and the 1989 Business of 
the Year recipient in San Diego, and I'll DOUBLE your money back if I 
can't:

.-DOUBLE the growth rate of any plant; 
I-DOUBLE the budding sites of any plant;

• DOUBLE the flavor of fruits and vegetables;
• DOUBLE the potency of herbs and spices;
• .... the . of flowers;

i personally GUARANTEE it.

- The Phototron has been awarded 17 patents in 9 
different countries, in addition, a newly designed automatic water 
ing system accessory, developed by Pyraponic Laboratories, 
completely services the absolute optimum water and nutrient re 
quirements each individual Phototron's needs, it contains the most 
powerful power supply in the world; It produces 30% more lumen 
output, yet runs 30% cooler.

and nutrient mix prescription for
each Individual Phototron® for optimum growth of all plant param 
eters based upon over 100,000 completed soil samples. User-friendly 
Instructions and follow-up reminders every 15 days that guarantees 
your success in growing any plant, so easy that the National science 
Teachers Association (NSTA) uses the Phototronw to teach photosyn 
thesis to kindergarten through 12th grade students.

650 schools, laboratories, and universities worldwide are using the 
Phototron, including Harvard, Oxford. USDA and NASA 90 day pay 
ment plan. $39.95 down The Phototron is being used in NASA test 
beds for future space exploration Purifies 1,000 cubic feet 33 times 
every 24 hours over 120,000 
Phototrons sold, with never a . _, ////«_., t 
single one returned!

COMPARED TO NOTHING IN THE WORLD: THE PRODOCT & THE COMPANY
I lello, my n.unc is Jcffery Julian DeMarco, 

President & Founder of I Ivmptck Industries, 
Inc.

ThisisHemplck's first seriesol advertise 
ments iinywhere in 
the world. For the firs! 
lime in over 30 years, 
clothing such as 
sweaters, shirts, and 
yes, even the Ameri 
can flag! is available 
Inima very reputably 
company.

I lemp is many
times stronger

than cotton!

Imported exclu 
sively by Hcmptek 
from around the 
world in mi array of 
vibrant colors, and 
patterns with a spe 
cially developed 
weave specific lo the 
t'abric of 55% pure 
hemp and 45"',' pure 
virgin cotton. This special blend (551i/45c) 
retains the strongtli of hemp blended with 
the softness of cotton!

Please, don't believe me! Believe the 
United States Department of Agriculture. I 
will send voua 31) minute video tape FREE!!!

HbM]lliOR_y_ICTO_RY
Hemp for Victory was produced by the 

U S. Department of Agriculture in 1942 and

distributed to farmers a round the nation to 
grow hemp by the hundreds of thousands 
of acres for the war department.

Hemp fiber has been used by every

civilization in recorded history including 
the United Stales up until 1933. Because the 
hemp plant not only produced fiber 
but also a drug, when Hie drug was made 
illegal, so loo was the entire plant.

[ lemp is Ilie most efficient plant for 
producing petrochemicals, naturally, 
biologically and much cleaner than oil 
from the ground. Oil is the base chemical 
to make man-made fibers.

THE- N\I L'llAI. IS ALWAYS 111; ITU! 
HIAN I'Effc CIIMV1ICAI.

A fiber that naturally breathes with a 
strength unmatched by any other natural 

fiber throughout history 
in the world. Hemptek 
Industries, Inc. maintains 
my personal guarantee of 
your unconditional satis 
faction.

The time has come. Call 
today:

1-619-9- 
H-E-M-P-T-E-K!

Celebrate the 
Fourth of July in flying 
colors - purchase the 
AmericanFlagmade from 
the original fiber Betsy 
Ross sewed together to 
create the first American 
flag. This full size hemp 
fiber flag is similiar to the 

same material Betsy Rossused. Show your 
real patriotism with the original flag, that 
will last the next 200 years.

Call today to place your order - quan 
tities limited, so order now! I absolutely 
guarantee you r sa tisfa c I ions uncondition 
ally, or your money back.

1-6199 HEMPTEK HEMPTEK INDUSTRIES. INC. • P.O. BOX 27809 
• DEPT. NL-7C • SAN DIEGO. CA 92198-1809
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VIRUS SLUNK,OF RAGDIRT.ND,L1KES HER LIQUOR 
HARD-.HER HEROIN EXTRA-STRONG, AND HE.R BOy- 
FRIENDS DEAD/ SHE'S LEFT A TRAIL OF MALE 
CADAVERS ALL THE WA4 FROM PORTLAND, . 
OREGON,£o j\A$t outride. PORTXAND,OPEGON.

BORED.'
I

NEED 
SOME
FRESH 
MAN . 
MEAT.'

SHE ENToyS MOTORING AROUND WITH A FEW 
CORPSES PROPPED UP IN HER CAR--AS IF SHE 
WERE THE DESIGNATED DRIVER OF A 

CARPOOL.
a a s Q o 
B 6 BS a

you Guys ARE
AWFULiy QUtET 

BACK THERE/

SHE T6US HER VICTIMS POINT-BLANK WHAT 
SHE'S GOING TO DOTO THEM. NONE OF THEM 
EVER BELIEVE H£R--Ml<{/i£U 600 late/

1'fA GOING TO POISON yoU,CHOP 
yOU INTO BITE- S12E CHUNKS, 
TH6N DIP THE PIECES INTO A 
TUB OF LEMON TELL-O®/

Xa-w.' Haiv.' o H VIRUS*
yOU'RE SUCHA CARD/

A_

SHE OPERATES INA NETHERWORLD OF FE- 
MALE CRIMINALS WHO MEET IN DARK WATER 
FRONT BARS AND SHARE WORK EXPERIENCES.

LIKE AN INTENSE BURNING BLACK wtDow-,viRus
IS THE FE(WXLe BRtNGGR OF DEATH"6V£Ry ALAN'S

ULTIMATE DATE FROM HELL/
UM, 1, UH» BROUGHT
FLOWERS.'

Pv
GAWSH.'

^

AND THEN
I BROKE 
TWO NAILS 
HEAVING HIS 
300-POUND 
CARCASS 
INTO THE 
LAKE.'

you
POOR, 

L THING.'

e^

^ i A A
SO»M6N--e6 CAREFUL OF WHO yOU ALUOS^/
TO DRWE you HOME AT CLOSING TIME. SHE MIGHT 
JUST BE A ONe-WAy TICKET TO THE UNDER 

SIDE OF HCLL.'
I WAS
ONCE A 
VICTIMOF
rtBuse AND 
THIS is 
My WAV
OF DEAL 
ING WITH 
THE HURT 
AND
ANGUISH.'

GAWD/
IT FEELS 
GOOOf

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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IFIED AD
THE CALIFORN1AN DETECTION KIT
Tcet suspected Cftliformam on their driving habiis, ealing

and drinking habits, find MORE! Give them the ink blot leal!
Grcal fun ai panics or as the perfect gifll

Send S4.95 plus S) .00 S&H lo: 
CADEK, INC. P.O. BOX 6737 ALOHA, OR 07007-6737

DON'T BE CALIFORNICATED!

/FS BOOK CO, P.O.BOX 417457 (NL) ^ 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95841-7457

PSYCHEDELIC CHEMISTRY..,St6 MUSHROOM CULTIVATOR....$26
TECHNIQUES OF REVENGE....S fl DRUG TESTING AT WORK....517
GREAT BOOKOFCANNABIS.....SI9 RECREATIONAL QRUGS.....S21
ECSTASY:THE MDMA STORV. ..$17 FALSE IDENTIFICATION....S10
THF. ANARCHIST COOK BOOK.... ...$22 POISON PEN LETTERS....SI 0
GROWING WILD MUSHROOMS......510 CANNADIS ALCHEMY.....S12
CLANDESTINE LABORATORIES.. ... $10 THE RIP OFF BOOK......$13
FREE 4TH CLASS SHIPPING-ALLOW 1-2 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. OH 
ADO $Z PER BOOK FOn AIRMAIL. THE FS BOOK CO. CATALOG £2

IADULTS ONLY! 24 HR.COD LINE (916) 721-5629 ,

Make Money Quick and Easily with Multi- 
Level Marketing. $5 for list and information. 
MLM, 19 Liberty, Harrah. OK 73045.

MOVIE EXTRAS
Needed for upcoming productions. All areas. 
Good pay. No experience required. Call 
1-900-740-0707 for information. $2.95/min.

eeime.. LAST LAUGH
Hilarious pre-recorded lapes for answering 
machines... Your friends will be AMAZED 
& LAUGHING with:
• TheStiller • VampiteLifciyle •MellowHonks
• ABadDay! • Funeral Paiior • S% Sales Pitch 
Piesss s«Ci"y fl-vj send S5 99 - S2.0Q S&H SO Las' Langn 
Prod.PO 63*537 Vfermwnl, Oi« Can H3ZJY6

Florida Girls—Tanned beauties, Beach girls, 
Bikers, Wealthy widows, Divorcees. 
Immediate contacts—many travel/dost. 
Sophisticated contacts also. Call 1-900-737- 
9333 ($3/min). Free All-female tropical 
directory, photos will call.

THE MORE YOU KNOW 
THE BETTER IT GETS
For A Motorcycle RiderCourse Near You, Call:

800-447-4700
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION

DIAL AN 
INSULT

1(900)896*2800

3 Blank stcKers w/ Adhesive letters, numbers 8 hearts. 
Pul jrour ow message on a bumper slicker in mingles 
Rsvengst. Jokes. Politics. Proiesls. Sales. An/ining \ 
A mind isawoniJeilul thing (o pasle. SenJ S3.00 To. 
Stk-R-kilS-H02 E.l.35 Olas bl 1/10-11 Ft.Laud.FL.33301

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Want to reach 2,495,000 hot 
prospects? Well, we've got them. 
Rates are just $5.00 per word, one 
time, twenty-word minimum, 
standard type. P.O. Box is two 
words; phone number, city, and 
state are one word each; and zip 
code is free, One-column-inch 
display ad is $240, one time. Check 
must accompany order. Call or 
write: Howard Jurofsky,

National Lampoon,
155 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 10013
(2 1 2) 645-5040

GET EVEN
TECHNIQUES of SABOTAGE and REVENGE

CHLL THE DOCTOR ' NOW

1-900-776-8188
DlrtyDeedsCIub,lnc.©199l , , „

WE
TO SEINE) YOU 

MONEY!
If you're in college, and you want to make money, 
then we want to talk to you about...

National Lampoon's College Rep Program

We'll pay you for every National Lampoon
subscription you sell. And we'll make it easy 
with our College Rep Starter Kit.

We'll give you all you need to get started as a 
National Lampoon College Rep.
It's easy and it's profitable.

BE A NATIONAL LAMPOON FUN RUNNER? °
For more information, call Laurefte Healey at (213) 474-5252?

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



IFIED AD
UNDERGROUND BOOKS Controversial 
& Unusual. Not available in bookstores! Fast 
Service! Catalog: $2. FSS, Box 232 (NL), 
('air Oaks, CA 95628-0232.

JAPANESE WOMEN desire friendship, 
romance. Other Asian ladies too! Free 
brochure: PACIFIC CENTURY 
CORRESPONDENCE, III] Pacific #2U8JA, 
San Francisco CA (.M 11!. (KWt 94 2- 16KK.

TERM PAPER
ASSISTANCE

SEND $2 FOR CATALOG
LISTING 16,278 RESEARCH PAPERS, or

CALL TOLL FREE 800-351 -0222
IH CALIFORNIA imi 477-B226 

Reswrcti Assistance 1132? Idaho Avt ««LE Los AngWi. CA 90025

«1 - GONAD THE BARBARIAN
"2 - OFFENDERS OF THE UNIVERSE
»3-PANDORA, AN EROTIC TRILOGY

Each Cartoon is feature length, i 
stereo/Hi Fi.Only '28'* each * S 3 
shipping |you must be 21).

EXCALIBUR FILMS 
1-8OO-289-6684
362I W. Camiiionwealth- Fullerlon. CA 9263
Wfile lor Iree catalog. Contains thousand 
ol sizzling video movies lor every inleres 
and taste. Save up lo 81" i over retail pric

FREE CATALOG
THE SICK, DISGUSTING, SPITEFUL, 
TASTELESS HUMOR PUBLICATION OF 
THE '90S. Sample issue £2.00. FUNNY 
PAGES, Box 317025, Dayton. OH 45431.

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS, all continents, 
want pen pals, friendship, marriage. Sample 
photos free! Hermes-Verlag, Box 110660/V, 
Berlin 11, Germany.

STAY AWAKE- 
ALERT & ACTIVE

#34

#35

#38

#22

#28

#32

DSE's products will energize & slim you. helping 
you get the mosl out of every day 6 night 1
#22lviagnum 200 rng ... . 200/$15.50
#28 DSE 390 200 mg . 200 / $15.50 
W3230/30 ISOmg.... . . . 200/S12.75
S34D8.E-25-2S MO ing ...... 100/S 6-95

1000/S22.9S 
"Active Ingredient in Above' Cafleme

#35D&E-25 Ephetlrme HCL 25mg IOO/
S 795

1000 / $22 95
#38DietTinie l-a-day-diet aid ..90/S 9-95
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-221-1833;
in NJ (20!) 838-5254
D & E Pharmaceuircals, Inc.
Dept. 1G4F1671-206MacopinRoad
Bloommgdale.NJ 07403
Please add $4.50 for shipping. Free catalogs
available upon request

^POSTERS ONLY*-Largest selection 
anywhere. Imports, Music, Psychedelic, 
Movies, Artprints. 96-page catalog $2.00. 
Posterservice, P.O. Box 46643, Dept. #7005, 
Cincinnati, OH 45246.

BUILD A ROOM FOR LOVE
ENHANCE SEXUAL POSITIONS AND 
REAL INTIMACY. ONE TOOL REQUIRED. 
FOR PLANS SEND 19.95, S-ENT 552- 
1027 DAVIE STREET, VANCOUVER, 
CANADA V6E 4L2. CHECKS, VISA/MC 
EXP DATE.

Ut't Go Shroom'nL

T - SHIRTS
L-XU Black,

Magenta, S14.SO
includes shipping

and handling
Visa/WC Accepied 

Send cnecK or money
ordef lo 

Mighty Mushroom
Pizzeria

P.O. Box 1*6
Melbourne, Ft- 32902

l-W-727-1415 
Specify Si;e & Coloi

CALL THE PUNCH LINE!,

1-900-726-jdlC^
WIN S100.00 CASHltl

oroldy JK.00 par minute^

Tanned Florida Babes! Stock videos/photo 
sets. We're #1 in custom videos/photos since 
1986. Returnable 2 !ir. sample, $19.99. FREE 
details. Customized Productions, P.O. Box 
2761, Dept. NL., Dunedin, FL 34697.

HOWARD STERN FANS! 
You've seen him on TV, now read 
all about his radio show antics in 
The Howard Stern Show Newsletter. 
Send $2 cash to: THE HSSN - 627 Eagle 
Rock Ave-Suite 69N W.Orange, NJ 07052

SEXY WOMEN ON TAPE! Only $2.00 to: 
JSC, Box 485. Woodmere, N.Y. 11598.

NINBENDO PLAYERS WANTED
We buy, sell & trade game paks. Save $—buy 
used. Catalog$1.00. GAME RECYCLER, P.O. 
Box 93612, Dept. 4, Hollywood, CA 90093.

Swedish, European girls (English- 
speaking) visiting U.S.A. desire your 
acquaintance! Direct contacts. Call Britt, 
1-900-234-6600 ($3/min.). Free photos 
\vith call.

PATRIOT
I Mobile Water Balloon 
Launcher Amazingly Hurls 
Water Balloons 8 Eggs 
over 100 yds. Guaranteed! 

| (Got someone you would 
* like to piss oft from a 
| distance?) Durable, 
j Reliable, Always Fun!

Sendcheck/M0!or$13.95 & 32 S/H to: 
Action Enterprises, P.O. Box 79, Ramsey, NJ 07446.

WORLD'S NEWEST FAD! Brass Balls- 
Key Rings, $9.00, Desk Set, $15.00. Local 
Dealers wanted, free flyer. Arizona Gold'N 
Classics, 1327 S. Polleyann, Tempe, AZ 
85281-6319.

Beautiful Girls in sexy swimwear lingerie 
and pin-up poster of the centerfold type. 
Professionally photographed in the great 
outdoors. Photo package $6.50. Brochure 
only $1.50. State if 18 years old. New Images, 
Dept. NL, P.O. Box 117, Newllano, LA 71461.

SHIT... PET SHIT
Fake shit, looks like real shit. Uses? pet, annoy 
people, throw it, give it! VERSATILE SHIT... 
even chicks dig it! $9.95 to Mail Order Mess, 
Box 8753, Boston, Ma. 02114.10% profits 
donated to V. A. Hospitals.

SeXXy 
Software

\ W,V' CONNOISSEUR -y /,„„**«,, COLLECTION
ALL NEW.' (n 256 Color VGA!! 

SeXXy Dish BCC1 - * YOU BE THE STAR * 
The FIHST CUSTOMIZABLE movie allows you lo 
wile Ihc dialog Jn0 [he lille You can siar will) itie 
partner ol yan choice Incredible sceites display 
will yuui dialog OHIV JWMLABLE FROM US 1 
SeXXy DisK »CC2 • THE FNST SOUND MOVIE! 
The fcrei computer erotic mow with SOUND See 
the incredible ?56 color VGA <jr.i0nics white 
fiejring the actual dialog OURS EXCLLJSIVFLT 
SeXXy Disk ffCC3 - THE BEST MOVE! 
rite Best computer movie avjilatile Only lor (he 
serious collector 256 ttunnmq VGA cotei

1 Sel - S29, 2 Sets • $49, 3 Sets -S65 
All CC Disks Reauiie VGA monitor ma ham disk -

oner I MB ot action 
ADD S3 S/H • 3 y OR FOREIGN OHDEfIS

ADD S2/DISK • IN PA AOU TAX
VISA/MC Orders only 

800-243-1515 IW.BOOIK
24 HOURS/7 DAYS • MUST STATE AGE OVtfi 21

0( checn/MO to ScXXv Sollwatr' 
?serJBtrgeyfld.,D«p1. 6SOLK HillHPd, F* 1944D

THE COMPETITION 
ISN'T EVEN CLOSE!!

"ANARCHIST COOKBOOK" available 
;igain! $22 postpaid. Mushroom Spore and 
Book Catalog $2. FS Book Co., P.O. Box 
417457 (NL), Sacramento, CA 95841-7457.

EROTIC COLLECTION OF ADULT 
TOYS, lingerie, books, videos, condoms, 
lotions, and more. 50% discount coupon 
& FREE catalog. Adam & Eve, P.O. Box 
200, Dept. NL 89, Carrboro, NC 27510. 
1-800-334-5474.
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Attained 
status as one 
of New York 
City's 
night life 
crowd, quit 
because 
rubber skirts 
itched too 
much.

Lifelong 
dream of trip 
to Europe 
ruined by 
grad-night 
car accident. 
Don't ask.

BEER,AND 
LOTS OF IT

Gymnastics 
career ruined by 
overexuberant ( 
puberty.

Catholicism- 
priest not 
cute like in 
The Thorn 
Birds.

Buddhism — 
required 
too much 
concentration.

Judaism—too 
old for bas 
mitzvah.

Early death 
projected in 
high school 
yearbook's 
"Most Likely" 
section.

Astrology— 
never able to 
figure out 
"rising sign."

Volunteered 
for suicide 
hotline—too 
depressing.

Summer of
'86 spent
awaiting
Nostradamus's
fateful
prediction.

Sacrificed 
life for cute 
mulatto guy 
who didn't 
notice.

Summer as 
actress— 
typecast 
as "girl on 
phone."

Looked into 
Peace Corps - 
inadequate 
toilet 
facilities.

COLLEGE
Majored in 
folk art.

• Majored in 
physical 
education.

Majored in

• English 
literature.

Majored in 
A film.

Majored in 
psychology.

Majored in
cultural
anthropology.

Majored in 
sociology.

Summer spent 
unemployed — 
college 
professors 
never empha 
sized the 
importance 
of typing skills in a 
tight job market.

Got cable— 
didn't leave 
apartment 
for three 
months.

Summer spent 
as artist- 
paintings 
labeled 
"shit" by 
man who 
sculpted 
actual shit.

Secretarial 
position at 
National 
Lampoon 
(will quit if 
and when 
they ban 
smoking).

THERAPY
Bad 
therapist- 
took parents' 
side.

Punk
summer— 
found anarchy 
impractical 
and filthy.

Left college 
for
waitressinp 
job—liked 
it, good 
money—got 
fired.

Lotto jackpot 
reached $21 
million—lost 
to Bronx 
carpenter 
Pedro 
Gonzales.

Bad
psychiatrist- 
good prescriptions.

Good
psychiatrist- 
no prescrip 
tions, too 
expensive.

Group 
therapy- 
dated one 
too many 
members.

•e- !e> F a ix a Ita a s Wholehearted 
surrender to 
fate after 
third reading 
of No Exit.
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\
They Lie. They Cheat. They Steal.

\
But They're Professional About It.

The Three Of Them Make Quite A Pair.

mi DOLBY BTBB3 [
N SaECTEDTtCATFES Coming this Summer to a Theatre Near You.
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A
ANOTHER SATISFIED 

CUSTOMER
-—•——.____————

Tales from the Crypt is back with new terrorific episodes of murder, 
madness and mayhem. And that's just the fun part. Tune in every 
Wednesday night at 10 to see the show everyone's raving about. 

Stark raving mad about, that is.

TALES FROM THE CRYPT

Warning: Strong Content. Parental Discretion Advised.
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.




